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Abstract

THE AMERICAN ENCAUSTIC TILING COMPANY (1875-1937) AND "ART TILES"
IN THE WEST FRANKLIN STREET HISTORIC DISTRICT, RICHMOND,
VIRGINIA
By Erika June Schmelzer, M. A.
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Arts at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2003
Major Director: Dr. Charles Brownell
Professor, Department of Art History

According to the tile historian Thomas Bruhn, the period between 1870 and 1930 was the
only period when tiles had a significant role in American ceramics. One of the leading
tile companies during this period was the American Encaustic Tiling Company of
Zanesville, Ohio, which created high-quality art tile. Virginia Commonwealth University
has a virtual gallery of American Encaustic tiles in a four-block range along West
Franklin Street. In particular, Virginia Commonwealth University has embossed tile
fireplace surrounds in three houses that can be matched up to the American Encaustic
catalogue of ca. 1890. Two of these houses have tile surrounds that are attributable to
Herman Carl Mueller. The University also has encaustic tile pavements in various
locations. This thesis will tell the story of American Encaustic tiles, especially in relation

G

to Virginia Commonwealth University; will examine the lives and works of three of the
firm's designers, Herman Carl Mueller (1854-1941), Leon Victor Solon (1872-1957), and

X

Frederick Hurten Rhead (1880-1942); will refine the firm's history and acknowledge
previously unknown American Encaustic employees via the discovery of patents; and
will identify American Encaustic tiles at the Mosque, now the Landmark Theater, and
tentatively attribute them to Rhead.

Introduction

The American tile industry in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was
an industry of great importance. Thomas Bruhn, the tile historian, informs us that the
period 1870-1930 is the only period when tiles had a significant role in American
ceramics. The American Encaustic Tiling Company was one of the leading tile
companies in the United States during this time. As the company developed into a
national phenomenon in the decorative arts, it taught Americans to tile their bathrooms
and kitchens (Figure 1 ). More pertinent to this thesis, the company also produced highquality "art tile" (Figure 2). The distinction of this firm is highly topical in Richmond,
Virginia, because Virginia Commonwealth University has a virtual gallery of American
Encaustic tiles in a four-block range along West Franklin Street.
The American tile industry was founded on ideas and designs from worldrenowned tile companies in Britain. In order to outdo their rivals, several American
companies sought gifted modelers who had immigrated from Europe and/or had worked
for a large tile firm such as Mintons of England. Three designers who fell into this
category were Herman Carl Mueller, Leon Victor Solon, and Frederick Hiirten Rhead.
These men came to work for the American Encaustic Tiling Company at different times
in the company's history and shaped the company's image.
This thesis will give a chronological account of the American Encaustic Tiling
Company, revising the work of previous scholars by drawing for the first time on a
1

2
wealth of documentation in the form of United States patents. This thesis will further
examine three of American Encaustic's designers, Herman Carl Mueller
Leon Victor Solon

(1872-1957),

active at American Encaustic in

1927.

and Frederick Hiirten Rhead

1887-1893,

Solon in

(1854-1941),

(1880-1942).

Mueller was

1912-1925, and Rhead in 1917-

This thesis will consider the possible attribution to Mueller of embossed tiles

found in houses owned by Virginia Commonwealth University, will identify American
Encaustic Tiles at the nearby Landmark Theater, and will tentatively assign those tiles to
Rhead.
The Beginnings of the American Encaustic Tiling Company
The American Encaustic Tiling Company was one of the most important tile
manufacturers in the United States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
The company was founded in

1875 in Zanesville, Ohio (Figure 3), by a group of Ohio

men who had the financial backing of two New Yorkers, Benedict Fischer and George R.
Lansing.' Shortly after opening, the company became successful in developing quality
tiles made from Ohio clay. Two years later, the company purchased land on Marietta
Road for the construction of a new plant that was to house six new kilns2 (Figure 4). By

1

For basic accounts of the American Encaustic Tiling Company see Norman Karlson, American Art Tile,

1876-1941 (New York: Rizzoli, 1998); Dick Sigafoose, American Art Pottery: A Collection ofPottery,
Tiles, and Memorabilia, 1880-1950, Identification and Values (Paducah, Kentucky: Collector Books,
1998); Ralph Kovel and Terry Kovel, Kovels' American Art Pottery: The Collector's Guide to Makers,
Marks, and Factory Histories (New York: Crown Publishers, 1993); Lisa Louise Factor Taft, "Herman
Carl Mueller (1854-1941), Innovator in the Field of Architectural Ceramics," (Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio
State University, 1979); Louise Purviance and Evan Purviance, Zanesville Art Tile in Color (n. p., [1973]);
E. Stanley Wires and others, Zanesville Decorative Tiles (Zanesville, Ohio: n. p., 1972); and Edwin AtLee
Barber, Pottery and Porcelain of the United States: An Historical Review ofAmerican Ceramic Art with a
New Introduction and Bibliography (1893: reprint, New York: Century House America, 1971). The
Kovels claim that one of the Ohio men in the founding group was F. H. Hall.

2

Louise Purviance and Evan Purviance, Zanesville Art Tile in Color (n. p., [1973]). Plate 5. E. Stanley

Wires and others, Zanesville Decorative Tiles (Zanesville, Ohio: n. p., 1972), claims the land was bought
on Sharon Avenue for the new plant. The Purviances' claim that the plant was on Marietta Road is
probably correct since they consulted local records. The new plant was 68 feet by 125 feet in dimension.

3
1879, construction was complete, and the company was incorporated as the American
Encaustic Tiling Company Ltd. (Figure 5). It is not clear what the firm's first ware was,
nor when the company began making inlaid or encaustic tile. In order to secure orders,
the company boasted of their superior tile, not only by making and laying it, but also by
guaranteeing its quality. Their declaration seems to have worked, for by1880 the
company produced its first glazed tile and installed tiles in the floor of the New York
State Capitol inAlbany (Figure

6).

That same year, the company began using the

trademark "A.E.T.Co." on the backs of their tiles; however, the company did not patent
3
their trademark until1905. American Encaustic also applied for a patented trademark in
4
April of1880 for encaustic tiles that were marked "ALHAMBRA" on the back
5
(AppendixF). A year later (1881)American Encaustic developed embossed tiles. The
company was probably the firstAmerican tile company to make embossed tiles. It was
definitely the first to manufacture white wall tile in the United States (1895).

6

Tile Process
Before continuing, the reader needs to understand how tiles are made. This
explanation will cover only the two types of tiles that are to be discussed in this thesis:
embossed tile and encaustic tile. One of the most common types of tile along West
Franklin Street today is embossed tile. Embossed tiles have a pattern moulded in relief
on the surface and were usually made by a tile press, like the press inFigure 7. There

3

United States Patent Trademark no. 45,389, approved August 15, 1905.

4

United States Patent Trademark no. 17,538, approved February 18, 1890.

5

Lisa Louise Factor Taft, "Herman Carl Mueller (1854-1941), Innovator in the Field of Architectural

Ceramics," (Ph. D. dissertation, Ohio State University, 1979), 70.
6

Everett Townsend, "Development of the Tile Industry in the United States," American Ceramics Society

Bulletin 22 (May 1943), 127.

4

were several versions of the tile press, but, in general, the clay was pressed between a
mould and a flat surface to force all air out (Figure

8).

The other common type of American Encaustic tile that one can find along West
Franklin Street is encaustic tile, also called inlaid tile. Encaustic tiles have been around
for centuries and flowered in the Middle Ages. One of the earliest surviving examples of
encaustic tile is in the Chapterhouse at Westminster Abbey in London (Figure 9). The
Medieval tiles here were made by the same process as many encaustic tiles in the
nineteenth century. This process is shown by the author's drawing in Figure 10. First the
workman pushes clay into a mould, forming a tile with a sunken area. When the
workman removes the clay from the mould, he pours a thin liquid clay or slip of a
different color into the depressions. The workman lets the tile dry for twenty-four hours,
and then he scrapes the excess from the surface, leaving the tile to dry further. Then the
workman scrapes the surface again to make it level and fires the tile in a kiln. Once the
tile is fired, the tile will be very durable and the pattern will not rub off.
In Richmond, we can find encaustic or inlaid tiles on the porch of the McAdams
House at 914 West Franklin Street. These red-body encaustic tiles are inlaid with tan
slip, blue slip, brown slip, and cream slip (Appendix A). An alternative method of
making encaustic tiles arose with the invention of the tile press (Figure 11) and involved
using several patterned moulds, one mould for every color. Figure 12 shows one
encaustic tile press with three different moulds on the right side. Each mould pressed a
different inlay to the body of the tile and eventually a smooth surface formed without
scraping. With this technical information now provided, we can return to the story of
American Encaustic.

5

The Rise of American Encaustic
American Encaustic's continuing success in the 1880's was in part due to
Benedict Fischer (Figure 13), president of the company. Fisher was determined to hire
experienced modelers who could improve the company's artistic quality. Fisher's search
ended in 1887 with the hiring of the accomplished German sculptor, Herman Carl
Mueller (1854-1941). To Fischer's delight, Mueller immediately began creating tile
7
panels in relief, enhancing the company's artistic image and more than likely leading to
the increased volume of orders. Due to the quantity of orders that came in, the company
no longer had enough room in its six-kiln plant. To resolve this issue, the company
publicized their decision to move the plant to New Jersey. However, this announcement
did not sit well with the local leaders or citizens of Zanesville. In order to persuade the
company to remain in Zanesville, the Board of Trade raised $40,000 from the citizens.

8

Although the money was tempting, the company was more concerned about land to build
a new plant on. American Encaustic's New York stockholders rejected the $40,000 offer
from the citizens and instead requested thirty-five acres of free land outside of the city
limits, $10,000 for development of natural gas, free water and gas mains, and adequate
railroad facilities. The issue was finally resolved on March 9, 1890, when 3,700
Zanesville voters passed the bond issue for $40,000. The money was to be used to

7
8

Taft, 70.
Wires, 6.

6
purchase a new factory site, set up gas mains, and meet other conditions for the new
plant which included railroad connections and river frontage for clay delivery.

9

When the new plant opened its doors in1892, it not only consisted of fifty-seven
detached buildings, but it was the largest tile manufacturer in the world (Figure14). To
commemorate its opening on April19, 1892, the company distributed a souvenir tile
(Figure 15) to those attending.

10

This tile consists of a classical female profile, crowned

with what appears to be a wreath of laurel leaves. Framing the woman's head is a curling
ribbon which reads "Dedication: A. E. Tile Works, Zanesville, 0, April 19,1892." Note
the delicacy of the glaze in Figure 15, as it falls away to create the highlights of the
leaves, strands of her hair, and the scroll in the background. Reputedly more than 20,000
people came by train, steamboat, horse and buggy, and foot to attend the company's
opening ceremony in which Governor William McKinley of Ohio (Figure16) gave the
main address.

11

McKinley congratulated the citizens of Zanesville on the importance of

this plant to the city and the benefit it would give to them in the near future.
As the American Encaustic Tiling Company became a leading force in the tile
world in the 1880s, its rise can be credited to its gifted modelers and designers who
improved the company's artistic quality. One of the company's most important modelers
was Herman Carl Mueller.

9

Purviance. Plate 6. Barber states that the new factory was located on the western bank of the Muskingum

River, in the northern part of the city. For more information see Barber, 357.
10

According to Barber, only 15,000 of these souvenir tiles were made. Taft also reflects on this souvenir

tile. The model for the tile was made by Herman Mueller. Mueller was known to design portrait tiles in

profile with only the head. Taft has found that his portrait tiles are similar to German portrait panels of the
sixteenth century, but the German portraits are full-faced and display the figure from the waist up. It seems
that Mueller brought this German tradition to America and modified it. For more information see Taft, 78.
llw·
tres, 7.

Chapter 1-Herman Carl Mueller (1854-1941)

In Virginia Commonwealth University's gallery of American Encaustic tiles, the
most impressive are those attributed to Herman Carl Mueller. The present chapter tells
the story of Mueller's career, provides a glance of American Encaustic Tiling Company
chimneypieces at Virginia Commonwealth University, attributes two chimneypieces to
Mueller, and raises the possibility of a third attribution.
Herman Carl Mueller

(1854-1941)

At the peak of American Encaustic's success, one of its principal designers was
12
Herma� Carl Mueller.
In 1854, Mueller (Figure 17) was born to Doretta and Elias
Mueller at Rodach, Germany, in northern Bavaria. His father was a master gunsmith
who made detailed silver engravings on gunstocks and carved wooden mechanical toys.

13

Mueller's meticulous· attention to detail could have stemmed from his father's
craftsmanship. At the age of fourteen, Mueller began his training as an artist, leaving
14
public school and attending the School of Industrial Arts in Nuremberg.
Reputedly his
parents had realized his artistic talent at an early age and were overcome with joy that he
15
did not pursue his first career choice as a professional singer.
It was in Nuremberg that

12

The basic study of Mueller is Taft. Beware of errors in Herman Mueller's dates. Several published

works have the wrong life dates, such as Wires, Zanesville Decorative Tiles, 5. Herman died at the age of
87 in 1941. Several sources say he was born in 1858, but 1854 is correct since he was 87 when he died.
13

Taft, 21. Herman had three younger brothers, William, Albert, and Hilmar.

14

"Ceramic History: Herman Mueller, A Charter Member of the American Ceramic Society," The Bulletin

ofthe American Ceramic Society 21 (January, 1942), 1.
15

Taft, 21. Herman had apparently been gifted with a deep baritone voice.

7

Mueller studied the craft traditions that his father had studied before him.

16

8
It is also

known that students who studied at the School of Industrial Arts underwent intensive
drawing courses. The school's program involved three basic drawing courses that were
taken over a three-year period.

17

The first course dealt with ornamental drawing in terms

of foreshortening and linear perspective and surface ornaments that were fastened on
walls emphasizing the depiction of low relief; the second course concentrated on
drawing the antique by copying plaster models or ornaments, architectural details, human
heads and figures; and the third focused on drawing live humans, animals, and plants.

18

After two years of study, Mueller left Nuremberg to attend the Academy of Fine Arts in
Munich, where he resided for a little over a year and a half before coming down with
typhoid fever. Upon recovery from this serious illness, Mueller dismissed his doctor's
advice to go home. Instead he set out on his own European tour, finding several short19
term sculpting jobs along the way.
Mueller eventually returned home at the age of
twenty-one after being called to serve two years in the Army of Coburg. A short time
after being discharged at the rank of corporal, Mueller decided that he would come to
America in 1877.

16
17
18
19

20

Taft, 21.
Taft, 22.
Taft, 22.
"Ceramic History: Herman Mueller, A Charter Member of the American Ceramic Society," The Bulletin

ofthe American Ceramic Society 21 (Jan., 1942), l. Herman first found a job in Strassburg as a sculptor,
and then he left by foot to Cologne, Bremen, Kiel, and Hamburg. In Hamburg he found work as a sculptor
and remained for some time. He left for Prague and Vienna, possibly so that he could see the Worlds Fair
being held in Vienna. He also traveled to Budapest where he is said to have bartered his fare by carving a
figurehead. He later returned to Salzburg to find work with a fine sculptor.
20

"Ceramic History," 2. The date listed in this article was 1875 for Mueller's arrival to the United States.

In actuality he came to the United States after serving two year in the army (1875-77) at the age of 23
which would be 1877.

9
Mueller arrived in Cincinnati, Ohio, where he began carving marble,
lithographing, modeling and later making tombstones and cement sidewalks.21 We are
not sure what led him to Cincinnati over other cities, but we do know that the city at that
time had a large German immigrant population. Cincinnati was also a major art center in
the United States during the 1870s-1890s and annually held the Cincinnati Industrial
Exposition?2 During his stay, Mueller also made models for the Kensington Tile Works
(Newport, Kentucky), Matt Morgan Art Pottery (Cincinnati, Ohio), and later for the
Brighton Terra Cotta Factory (Indianapolis, Indiana). At Kensington Tile Works,
Mueller modeled relief tiles (1884), and, after accepting a position as a modeler at the
Brighton Terra Cotta Factory, he received a contract to design statues for the fa9ade of
the Indiana State House23 and other decorative features. Following this Mueller also
worked for the United States Encaustic Tiling Company in Indianapolis (1886) where he
made designs and models for mantel facings. 24 It was not until 1887 that he became
associated with the American Encaustic Tiling Company in Zanesville, as a modeler.
To learn about Mueller's work at American Encaustic, one can tum to a very
special document that has been recently acquired by Special Collections at James Branch
Cabell Library. It is an American Encaustic Tiling Company catalogue printed around
1890. Mueller's biographer, Lisa Louise Factor Taft, claims that Mueller "designed
many of the motifs illustrated in the American Encaustic Catalog" around 1890.25

21

"H. C. Mueller," Journal ofthe American Ceramic Society 6 (January, 1923), 29. Taft found that from

1880-1884 Herman had a cement company, Cincinnati Cement Works, at 198 Clark Street. In 1882-82 he
had a partner Engelbert Dietrich. This company seemed not to do well and ended in 1884. Taft, 33.
22

2
3

Taft, 31.
"Ceramic History," 2. Taft (page 60) point out that Mueller never claimed that he worked for the

Brightwood Terra Cotta Company, though other scholars seem to think so.
2
4

"H. C. Mueller," 30.

25

Taft, 72.

Mueller's designs illustrated in this catalog are not signed, although a select few are
marked by his initials, in the lower right hand comer (Figure

18).

10

Perhaps Mueller

signed these tiles because they represented his best work and he wanted them to be
recognized as his. Among those that are signed is a series of panels depicting the four
seasons.26 These panels (Figure

19) were designed three-dimensionally, with a high

relief in the foreground and a lower relief in the middle and backgrounds. Mueller
generally modeled his figures in high relief, the setting in low relief, and the background
details in negative relief7 or intaglio. His tiles usually used Classical subjects, but he
also designed with Egyptian, Persian, Medieval, Italian Renaissance, and American
Indian motifs. Examples of these styles are numbers

462, 463,466, 467,and 487 from

the catalogue of ca.

516 (Figure 20),512,513,460,461,
1890.

Mueller decided to leave American Encaustic Tiling Company in
worker and principal chemist Karl Langenbeck

1893 with co-

(1861-1938),in order to create their own

tile company together. Mueller and Langenbeck both wanted to develop the architectural
use of qust-pressed encaustic tiles that they had been working on previously.28 On
September 1,

1894,they succeeded in establishing their own company called Mosaic Tile

Company in Zanesville, Ohio. The operation started on Pershing Road in four small
buildings with thirty employees.29 As the company took off, Mueller was working on his

26
27
28

Numbers 565-568 in the ca. 1890 catalogue.
Taft, 72.

Taft, 93. Dust-pressed tiles are pressed tiles made from dust clay. Terence Lockett describes dust clay as

"the clay used to make tiles by pressing in the method first patented by Richard Prosser in 1840 had to be

grounded, sieved and dried. Before pressing it was slightly dampened to ensure adequate cohesion." For
more information see Terence A. Lockett, Collecting Victorian Tiles (Woodbridge, England: Antique
Collectors' Club, 1979), 46-47.

29

Taft, 99. The company's first products were octagonal, hexagonal, and square utilitarian floor tiles.

own tile process which he called mosaic.

30

11
Although the tiles made were truly

encaustic, their decorative patterns were made in small tesserae shapes of clay one-eighth
of an inch square in cross section. The tesserae were set parallel and at right angles,
filling a six-inch square die. Fifty-one of these cells were set in a steel mold, making
2,601 tesserae in each tile.

31

Several tiles from the company can be seen in Zanesville,

especially Mueller's 1898 mosaic mural of Columbus Landing in America in a tympanum
at St. Nicholas Catholic Church (Figure 21 and 22). The source for this mural design
seems to have been John Vanderlyn's painting Columbus Landing in America, which was
commissioned in 1836 for the Rotunda of the Capitol in Washington, D. C. The
Zanesville mural received national recognition on February 9, 1898, at a meeting of the
Philadelphia Board of Directors of City Trusts. Mueller was awarded the John Scott
Medal for his process for manufacturing mosaics.

32

Mueller and Langenbeck's Mosaic

Tile Company grew at a fast pace, and by 1901 it had established an office and
warehouse in New York City, followed later by offices and showrooms in several other
33
major cities in the United States.
In 1903, however, both Mueller and Langenbeck
resigned and went their separate ways.

30

34

Mueller patented this tile process with the United States Patent Office in Washington, D.C. in 1895. He

applied for the patent on April 12, 1894, and it was later approved on April 16, 1895, under the patent no.
537,703. Lisa Taft acknowledges this patent as well as two other that Mueller and Langenbeck applied for.
The two other patents Mueller and Langenbeck applied for include, (1., the process for glazing tile, patent
no. 693,420, approved February 18, 1902 and (2., an invention for tile setting, patent no. 664,169, approved
December 18, 1900. See Appendix E for illustrations of these patents.

31

Taft, 102.

32

Taft, 119.

33

Dick Sigafoose, American Art Pottery: A Collection ofPottery, Tiles, and Memorabilia, 1880-1950,

Identification and Values (Paducah, Kentucky: Collector Books, 1998), 122. Sigafoose lists the addresses
d
of all the showrooms across the United States. The New York showroom was located at 327 West 42n
Street, San Francisco at 563 Second Street, Saint Louis at Railway Exchange Building, Chicago at 1336
West Washington Boulevard, Los Angeles at 2470 Enterprise Street, and Zanesville at 203 and 205
Coopermill Road. In Kovel's book, a photograph from the Ohio Historical Society Library of the Mosaic

12
After leaving Mosaic Tile Company Mueller found work at other tile
companies. One project that he was responsible for in Virginia was the installation of the
swimming pool in Hotel Chamberlin in Old Point Comfort, Virginia, in 1906-1908 for

i5 (Figure 23).

Robertson Art Tile Compan

Following his work for Robertson, Mueller

started his own tile operation in May of 1908 at the former Artistic Porcelain Company in
36
The new company, named Mueller Mosaic Tile Company,
Trenton, New Jersey.
became incorporated in April of 1909 and specialized in floor, wall, and decorative tiles.
Here Mueller was in charge of his own business and the company carried out fine
37
architectural commissions in the 1920s and 1930s.
Mueller remained with his company
until his death in 1941.
American Encaustic Tiles at Virginia Commonwealth University
the Mueller Period
We can find possible examples of Mueller's designs for tile fireplace surrounds in
Richmond. Of the eleven American Encaustic tile surrounds in Virginia Commonwealth
University houses, two tile surrounds are definitely by Mueller and one is possibly his
work.

38

The three tile surrounds can be found in two houses along the 900 block ofWest

Franklin Street, McAdams House at 914West Franklin Street, and Younger-Crenshaw
Tile Company Building in New York City is shown at 445 41st Street. The captions to the photography in
Kovel's book state the building was erected in 1928 and tom down in 1954.
34

Wires and others believe that they both left the company due to the abandonment of art tile and exclusive

manufacture of floor tile.

35

36
37

Taft, 134-135.

Sigafoose, 136.

Sigafoose, 136. Mueller's sons, Edward and William, later joined the firm after 1917 and William later

became the vice-president. The Mueller Mosaic Tile Company's New York showroom and office was at
103 Park Avenue, room 410. Other advertisements show the office in New York at different addresses

over the years. From reproduced advertisements in Sigafoose's book, the office is listed at 160 East 56th

Street in the 1928 October edition of Pencil Points and at 156 West 49th Street in the 1926 July edition of

Pencil Points. The exact dates of these moves are not known, but it is known that the office and showroom
were at the Park Avenue address in 1932 from a Pencil Points advertisement in the May issue.

38

There are also encaustic pavements by American Encaustics in two Virginia Commonwealth University

houses. A more detailed description of these tiles and houses can be found in Appendix A.
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House at 919 West Franklin Street (Appendix A). TheMcAdams House, built in

1891, was one of the last commissions for the important Richmond architect Albert
Lawrence West (1825-1892).39 For 250 years, members of West's family built buildings
in Virginia. West began his career in the craft tradition, but became one of the founders
of the architectural profession in Virginia and a fellow of the American Institute of
Architects. Commissioned not long before the architect's death, the McAdams House
may actually have been designed by his son, William Callis West. The original owner of
theMcAdams House, George B. McAdams

(?-1896), was a prominent businessman and

a partner inMcAdams & Berry, clothiers.40
In the entrance hall ofMcAdams House are luminous amber-glazed tiles on a
fiery theme. The pattern of these tiles can be matched with number
Encaustic Tiling Company Catalogue of ca.

1016 in the American

189041 (Appendix A). The side panels are

each made up of five tiles depicting a maiden wrapped in flames. These figures may be
salamanders or salamandrae, one of the·fo ur mythological beings associated with the
elements of earth, air, fire, and water. These mythological creatures, first popularized by

39

The basic study of Albert Lawrence West is Stephanie Jacobe.

See Stephanie Adaline Therese Jacobe,

"Albert Lawrence West (1825-1892): From Master Builders to Architectural Professionals: Two Hundred
and Fifty Years of Architecture in Virginia," Master of Arts thesis, Virginia Commonwealth University,
2001. See also Stephanie Jacobe, "Albert West's House for Thomas and Sarah Stagg, Richmond, Virginia,
1891," research report for Art History 502 (Brownell), Virginia Commonwealth University, 1999. Copies
are held in Special Collections, James Branch Cabell Library, Virginia Commonwealth University.

4°

Kerri Elizabeth Culhane, "'The Fifth Avenue of Richmond:' The Development of the 800 and 900

Blocks of West Franklin Street, Richmond, Virginia, 1855-1925," Master of Arts thesis, Virginia
Commonwealth University, 1997, 146. Copy in Special Collections and Archives, James Branch Cabell
Library, Virginia Commonwealth University.
41

In 1994, May Frances Ramsey, a graduate student at Virginia Commonwealth University, identified this

and other Virginia Commonwealth University tiles as American Encaustic.

Mrs. Ramsey also worked

with Joseph Taylor, director of Tile Heritage Foundation in California, to make these identifications.

the Swiss alchemist Paracelsus (1493?-1541), were popular in the nineteenth century.

42
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The top panel of the McAdams chimneypiece consists of seven tiles that display a fiery
urn in the center issuing swirling smoke. More than one half of the panel is simply the
other half turned upside-down. That is, the three tiles to the right side of the urn tile are
identical to the three tiles on the left, simply turned from top to bottom. American
Encaustic was clever about designing patterns that could be laid two or more ways to
create the illusion of variety. It has been suggested that the swirling clouds that come out
from the urn are connected to Chinese art. However, although the urn looks vaguely
Chinese, it also does not look like anything else that we traditionally see in Western or
Asian art.43
The fiery maiden or salamandra tile surround is also a rare example of American
Art Nouveau. If one pages through the American Encaustic Tiling Company catalogue of
ca. 1890, one will find that there are no other designs in the catalogue that are completely
in the Art Nouveau style. The present author discussed this observation with Lisa Taft
who commented:
I am not aware of any other tile[s] that are so Art Nouveau [as the salamandrae] and the
layout of the tile does not look like Mueller's earlier signed work. But the head of the
maidens does look like Mueller. Mueller's figures are usually not so 'up front' and in
such high relief. They usually have some space and background.
So what does this all mean? When I was looking more closely at the tile I found many
strange things happening. The same head showing up at three different tile companies

42

From a conversation with Dr. Charles Brownell, Spring Semester 2002 at Virginia Commonwealth

University. The four elements are as follows: gnomes--earth, sylphs--air, undines--water, and
salamanders--fire.

43

From a conversation that Dr. Charles Brownell had with Dr. Audey Seo, Spring Semester 2002, at

Virginia Commonwealth University.

15
with the tile clearly marked as different companies. I think there was a great deal of
sharing. When a modeler changed a company he left and also took designs with him.
Also there is more than one designer, many of them unknown. I think Mueller might
have been the head designer of AE [American Encaustic] until1892 . He then becomes
involved in starting Mosaic Tile. He drastically changes the type of tile he makes,
encaustic instead of relief .. I don't think we will be able to determine another specific
.

designer for these tile[s]. It could very well be an attempt to have at least one tile choice
in the Art Nouveau Style. It could be a collaboration of Mueller with someone else. My
44
best guess would be that it was a collaboration.

Taft's comments make sense. Mueller must have designed the salamandrae figures for
the side panels and an ornamentalist devised the pattern for the urn and swirling smoke.
When closely examining these salamandrae side panels, one can see a variation
in the concentration of the glaze (Figure 24). The glazing on these tiles is heavier in the
sunken relief areas and thinner on the raised relief. Even the very delicate flames emerge
from the background in their negative relief. This type of glazing occurs after the tile has
been dipped or sprayed with glaze and set to dry on an even surface. We have no proof
of what type of glazing process American Encaustic Tiling Company preformed before
1913,

45

but most tile companies in the United States and England either sprayed the

surface with a glazing machine (Figure 25) or hand-dipped them into the glaze.
Sometimes glazes have a higher concentration of color on one side of the tile than the

44

45

E-mail correspondence with Dr. Lisa Taft, February 13, 2003.
In1913, one of American Encaustic's employees, Harry D. Lillibridge, invented a sanitary tile spraying

chamber and a method of affording protection to workmen during the operation of spraying ceramic and
other articles. These two remarkable inventions are United States Patent no. 1,223,810, which was
approved on April24, 1917 and no. 1,2238
, 09 , approved April24, 1917. Both applications were filed July
28 , 1913.
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other. This occurs when the tile is placed on its side to

dry. Whether sprayed or

dipped, there are always various concentrations of glazes on tiles.
The second house on the

900 block of West Franklin Street that contains tile

surrounds attributable to Mueller is the Younger-Crenshaw House, at

919 West Franklin

Street (Appendix A). The Younger-Crenshaw House was originally built in 1891 by an
unknown architect, for Lawson Chiles Younger, a businessman who began his career as a
wholesale grocer and partner in Heitman & Younger. Younger later established his own
firm, L. C. Younger & Co. The second owner, Spottswood Dabney Crenshaw

(1854-?),

was the founder of the Atlantic and Virginia Fertilizer Company.46 He decided to
remodel the house in

1903-4 and commissioned William Churchill Noland (1865-1951)

and Henry E. Baskervill

(1867-1946) to make alternations to the interior and exterior.47

On the third floor of the Younger-Crenshaw House, in what used to be a bedroom,
we find a tile surround that, according to Lisa Taft, is definitely by Mueller.48 Depicted
here are two maidens with Greek bodies in Egyptian garb and rinceau tiles, which match
number

1009 in the American Encaustic Tiling Company Catalogue of ca. 1890

(Appendix A). Although the mason, when installing the tiles, placed the maidens in a
different sequence from the tile catalogue illustration, it does not take away the effect of
the surround. In his

1892 book The Pottery and Porcelain of the United States, Edwin

AtLee Barber describes the products made at the American Encaustic Tiling Company.
Barber states, "relief tiles are also made here to a large extent, designed by Mr. Herman

46

Culhane, 151.

47

See Culhane for more details. Also see Jean McRae, "Youngers, Clays, Crenshaws and 919 West

Franklin Street Richmond, Virginia," research report for Art History 502 (Brownell), Virginia
Commonwealth University, 1999.
48

E-mail correspondence with Dr. Lisa Taft, February 25, 2003.

Mueller ... Special designs have been produced in single panels, twelve by eighteen
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inches in dimensions, of which we have seen some female water carriers of Grecian
type."49 Barber could very well be referring to the maidens in the Younger-Crenshaw
House tile surround. The design of these tiles is also very typical of Mueller. If one
closely examines the background, one can see a negative relief in a circular floral pattern
on all the tiles in this surround (Figure 26 and

27). Each tile in this surround also has a

foreground in a raised relief. As stated earlier, Mueller was known to occasionally design
tiles with a background in negative relief and a foreground in raised relief. The fine
detailing Mueller has done in the negative relief has been brought out by the glaze that
has collected in recessed areas. Even the exceptional glazing on these tiles was treated
differently from the tiles in the McAdams House. In the Younger-Crenshaw House
example, it looks as if the glazer left the tiles to dry on their sides and not on a level
surface. The heavy concentration on one side and the thinner glaze on the other side
creates a now-you-see-it-now-you-do-not effect. It is a shame, however, that the heavy
concentration on one side hides the delicate intaglio.
The luminous cobalt blue tiles in the front entry hall of Younger-Crenshaw House
may be attributable to Mueller as well (Appendix A). This floral surround, number 1003
in the American Encaustic Catalogue of ca. 1.890, contains roses both in full bloom and in
bud. When one looks closely, one can see a subtly raised relief in the background
consisting of delicate rose stems and thorns (Figure 28). It is this background pattern that
joins each tile to the next. All the tiles in this surround are designed so that they can be

49

Edwin AtLee Barber, Pottery and Porcelain of the United States: An Historical Review ofAmerican

Ceramic Art with a New Introduction and Bibliography (Reprint, New York: Century House America,
1971), 354.

arranged in any of four positions and still connect to the adjacent tile. The pattern is
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simply set four different ways.50 This is why the chimneypiece at the Younger House is
not arranged identically with the catalogue illustration. The catalogue also gives the
buyer the option to pick and choose from five different floral tiles. We find the YoungerCrenshaw House surround has all of the five different floral tiles.
The author became aware of the arrangement of these tiles when she performed
an extensive cleaning, bringing out the fine details in the pattern. Using water and a
biodegradable cleaning product called Basic H,51 the author gently rubbed the surface
clean with a soft sponge (Figure

29).

One faction of tile conservators might cringe when

they hear that water was used on a glazed surface, for they believe that, when water
comes in contact with the minerals in the glaze, a chemical reaction will happen that will
eventually eat away the glaze. Along with another faction, it is hard to believe this
because the surface was only in contact with water briefly. William James Farnival's
Leadless Decorative Tiles, Faience, and Mosaic

(1904) gives a list of glaze recipes and

shows that only a few ingredients and small quantities of minerals are in each glaze color
(Figure

30).

The ingredients used in the glaze for the blue floral tiles at the Younger-

Crenshaw House were probably very similar, if not the same as, the recipe in Farnival's
book.52
The decorative tile industry continued to develop and improve glazing formulas
and various methods of application into the twentieth century. Americans desire for "art

50
51
52

Nobody noticed this clever arrangement until 2002.
This is a product produced by the Shaklee Company.
The glaze on these tiles has long since been fired and hardened. After being fired, one would think that

the glaze would not react any longer, for the chemical reaction has ceased occurring. Considering the
chemicals and minerals used in colored glass and that after firing, the glass is safe to drink liquids from,
one would think that tile glaze would be safe too.
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tile" did not diminish but seemed to grow as new tile inventions and tile designs were
made.

Chapter 2-The American Encaustic Tiling Company,
1900-1911

The present chapter continues the story of the American Encaustic Tiling
Company and examines additional American Encaustic tiles at Virginia Commonwealth
University. The chief contributions of this chapter are, first, to begin examining the
previously unknown history of American Encaustic's numerous patents; second, to
introduce a formerly unrecorded employee, Felix Alcan; third, to refine the chronology
of American Encaustic's New York City offices; and fourth, to identify American
Encaustic work from the 1900-1911 period at Virginia Commonwealth University.
American Encaustic
1900-1911
At the tum of the century, the American Encaustic Tiling Company continued in
its leading position in the tile world, inventing several uses for tile and machines to
produce tiles. At some point after the opening of the new plant in Zanesville, the
superintendent and me
· chanical engineer, George A. Stanbery, patented a machine used
for pressing tile. For the new plant, Griffith and Wedge of Zanesville made eight of these
presses, each weighing 8,000 pounds and possessing the capacity to press 12,000 large or
53
48,000 small tiles a day.
Stanbery continued to invent tile machines for the company to
improve the quality of the tiles and to make their manufacture easier for the employees.

53

Wires, 7. Surprisingly, the patent documents have not proved locatable.
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On July 27, 1900, Stanbery applied for a patent for his new tile cutting machine54
(Appendix C). This invention was used for cutting up a tile-bar into several small tiles,
including rectangular and trapezoidal shapes. The machine was also constructed so that
the length of the tiles and the degree of divergence of their sides could be readily
adjusted.55 Stanbery also applied for two more patents in 1905, one for a machine for
classifying tiles and the other for a machine for sizing tiles.56 These machines, however,
did not receive their official patents until 1913 and 1917. Apparently the Patent Office
fell behind in approving patent applications by several years.
In addition to tile machines, the company also patented a few tile designs. The
episode concerns Felix Alcan ofNew York, a previously unrecorded figure whose given
name suggests that he was French. In September of 1902, Alcan, an assignor to
American Encaustic Tiling Company, Limited, ofNew York, New York, applied for a
patent for his invention for tiling for floors, walls, ceilings, fireplaces, and so on57
(Appendix C and E). His invention was to arrange tile-blocks to form color patterns that
resembled Oriental rugs. This new arrangement of tiles "hence greatly enhance[ed] the
artistic merit of the structure on which the improvement [was] used."58 The operator who
laid these tiles worked from a predetermined design, most probably the designs that were
illustrated in the company's catalogue for mosaic pavements, Ceramic Mosaic Tile Floor
Designs, of ca. 1900. It is quite possible that the New Yorker, Felix Alcan, designed

54

United States Patent no. 661,625, filed July 27, 1900, with drawings filed July 31, 1900. The patent was

approved November 13, 1900. The author would like to thank her classmate Gordon Poindexter for his
advise on how to search for patent records.
55

United States Patent no. 661,625, 1.

56

United States Patent no. 1,078,883, approved November 18, 1913, and no. 1,210,557, approved January

2, 1917.
57
58

United States Patent no. 715,932, approved December 16, 1902.
United States Patent no. 715,932, 1.
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several of the mosaic tile patterns in the catalogue. Alcan had also previously
submitted another patent in April of 1902 for his invention in improving the means of
59
setting mosaics (Appendix C and E). This invention attempted to solve the problem of
the workmen laying mosaic tile patterns improperly. Alcan devised a transparent fibrous
backing on the wearing surfaces of the tile in order for the workmen to see the color of
the tile they were placing in cement. Once the workmen had set all of the mosaic tiles,
the fibrous back would be saturated with moisture and stripped from the surface to reveal
the pattern.
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Aside from the handful of patent designs and inventions Felix Alcan

61
submitted, nothing is yet known about him.
In addition to the numerous patents applied for, the company also looked to meet
the needs of clients by opening offices and showrooms across the United States.
American Encaustic's largest showroom and executive offices were in New York City,
first located at 140 West 23rd Street. From a trademark patent submitted in 1890
(Appendix D and F), it is clear that American Encaustic was doing business in
62
Manhattan.
Sometime shortly before 1904, the office in New York City was moved to
63
The company may have moved to be at a conspicuous location in
1123 Broadway.
Manhattan and to show their wares to higher clientele after American Encaustic received
gold medals at both the Exposition Universelle in Paris in 1900 and the Pan-American

59
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United States Patent no. 706,874, approved August 12, 1902.
United States Patent no. 706,874, 2.
Felix Alcan also submitted a patent application in January of 1911 for the backing of tiles. It has not

been made clear yet if he designed this for American Encaustic because the patent places him residing in
Scranton, Pennsylvania, and does not mention American Encaustic. Alcan also later submitted two other
patents for American Encaustic. One was in September of 1913, patent no. 1,133,604, approved on March
30, 1915. This patent was for mosaic tile designs. The other was filed July of 1913, patent no. 1,251,450,
and not approved until December 25, 1917. This patent was for decorated tile and a new type of glazing.
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United States Patent Trademark no. 17,538.
Farnival, Leadless Decorative Tiles (1904), 232.
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As the New York office continued to grow, so did the
Exposition in Buffalo in 1901.
Zanesville factory. By 1910, the Zanesville plant had increase by one third and American
Encaustic was the first to install a tunnel kiln (Dressler) in the tile industry. 65
Meredith House
As the American Encaustic Tiling Company flourished in the twentieth century,
more and more householders wanted 'art tiles' in their houses. On the 1000 block of
West Franklin Street, in a house owned by Virginia Commonwealth University, one can
find American Encaustic tiles. The Meredith House, at 1014 West Franklin Street, was
built around 1900 for a family that has yet to be identified. The house's current name
was given in honor of Wyndham R. Meredith, a prominent Richmond attorney and a
former vice president on Virginia Commonwealth University's Board of Trustees.
Whoever originally resided at 1014 West Franklin Street, they chose first-class materials.
In the vestibule of Meredith House, one can find red, tan, and cream-colored dustpressed tiles laid in a geometric pattern (Appendix A). These tiles could quite possibly
be by American Encaustic. Geometric patterns such as this one were very popular during
this time and one can find several other examples of vestibules on West Franklin Street
and in the Fan that have tiles laid in similar patterns.
The interior of Meredith House contains three tiled chimneypieces, two of which
are definitely by American Encaustic, while the other could quite possibly be. The one in
question is in the entrance hall. Here dark green glazed tiles, 1" x 6" in size, occur on
both the hearth and fireplace surround (Appendix A). Several prominent tile companies
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Farnival, 232.
Townsend, 127. A patent for this tunnel kiln has not proved locatable, but other kiln patents in the late

1920s are locatable. See Chapter 3 for more information.
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used tiles of this size and with no pattern for fireplace surrounds and hearths. Thus, it
is hard to identify who the tiles were made by without seeing the maker's mark on the
back. Even though the tiles in the hearth here are slightly damaged, all remain well
affixed and no maker's mark can be seen. Sometimes it is possible to identify the maker
by finding a catalogue match to embossed border tiles that were sometimes used on the
hearths. Here the hearth has been also edged with a rinceau-patterned border of dark
green glazed embossed tiles. These patterned tiles could be by American Encaustic, but
no match can be found in the ca. 1890 or ca. 1900 catalogues.
One can definitely find American Encaustic tiles in the front parlor of Meredith
House. The tile surround contains two rows of 6"

x

6" embossed tiles on the top and

sides (Appendix A). Fortunately these embossed tiles were not covered with a great deal
of brown paint and are identifiable as number 719 in the American Encaustic Tiling
Company catalogues of both ca. 1890 and ca. 1900. In the earlier catalogue, number 719
was listed as an embossed tile that could be glazed any color and as a gold decorated tile.
If one chose the tiles to be gold decorated, the fleur-de-lis would be painted gold and the
torches would be the color of the glaze, which usually was a light cream or white color.
The embossed tiles here could possibly be gold decorated when one takes into
consideration the gilded iron lion-head fireback and the light yellow hearth tiles. It is a
shame that someone painted over the tiles, because, if they are gold leafed, they would
sparkle in their setting.
Another fireplace surround by American Encaustic is in a former second-floor
bedroom above the front parlor (Appendix A). Here a swagged tile surround was
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installed. These light mauve embossed tiles are listed as number 1029 in both the ca.
1890 and ca. 1900 catalogues. The side tiles here are 6"

x

6" and the frieze tiles are

6" x 9." Apparently the 6" x 9" tiles could also be used for wall friezes instead of a
mantel facing. 66 Directly below these tiles in the hearth are 1"
with a border of 3"

x

x

6" mauve glazed tiles

6" mauve and light green embossed rinceau-patterned tiles. The

border tiles here are listed as numbers 533 and 534 in the catalogue of ca. 1890. It is a
shame that portions of the border tile on this hearth are so worn down that the pattern has
become unrecognizable. This just goes to show that embossed tile should not be used on
floor surfaces.
As the American Encaustic Tiling Company forged into the 191 Os, the company
lost interest in embossed tile and began marketing new and inventive forms of"art tile."
The history of these"new" tiles has not been examined by other scholars, but the next
chapter will bring to light tiles that were important enough for the company to patent
them.
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American Encaustic. Embossed Tiles; Including Mantel Facings, Panels, Friezes, Borders, Etc. (New

York: American Encaustic Tiling Company, [ca. 1900]), plate 928.

Chapter 3-The American Encaustic Tiling Company,
1912-1937

The present chapter fills in the story of the American Encaustic Tiling Company
to its end. The chapter will first cover the general history; second, use previously
unstudied patents to sort out the trademarks; and third, look at freshly discovered patents
to see the company's innovations. These patents also bring to light a number of
previously unknown American Encaustic employees.
American Encaustic
1912-1937
As the American Encaustic Tiling Company continually responded to consumers'
demands for quality "art tile," the company realized that it needed more employees,
factories, and showrooms nationwide. In 1912, the company purchased a factory in
Maurer, New Jersey, that had previously been doing business for the Atlantic Tile and
67
In addition to making tiles from Ohio and New Jersey clay, the
Faience Company.
company began producing tiles from California clay in 1919 when it bought the West
Coast Tile Company at Vernon (now Los Angeles).

68

Production at the California plant

skyrocketed under the management of Frank Philo, and within two years the factory had
doubled its size.

69

American Encaustic also opened numerous showrooms and offices

across the United States. By the 1920's, the firm had showrooms and offices located in

67
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Townsend, 128, 143.
Townsend, 128.
Townsend, 128.
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27
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; San Francisco, California; Chicago, Illinois; Los
Angeles, California; and Dallas, Texas. American Encaustic's largest showroom and
executive offices in New York City were relocated to 16 East 41st Street, just off of

5th

Avenue and close to the New York Public Library. The exact date of this move is not
known, but in patents that were filed in March of 1916, the New York office is listed at
16 East 40th Street. 70 It appears, however, that the secretary made a mistake with the
street name. The building actually stands at 16 East 41st Street. Apparently the company
leased the office building at 16 East 41st Street and later purchased and renovated it in the
early 1920s.71
With American Encaustic's expansion throughout the United States, the company
maintained their quality of service, meeting the needs of the consumers. From an
advertisement in Sweet's Catalogue [1923], it appears the company was producing not
only a variety of tile products, but also fixtures and accessories for bathrooms and other
rooms in the house. The company also continued to boast of their superior quality in tiles
for many uses and guaranteed their excellence by providing in every package a certificate
of excellence.72 American Encaustic also promised prompt delivery to all sections of the
country because of the territorial distribution of their factories. By July, 29, 1926, they
had purchased yet another factory in California at Hermosa Beach.73 American Encaustic
continued to operate both California factories, with the Vernon plant manufacturing
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United States Patent no. 111,865. For interior photographs of the showroom see Leon Victor Solon,

"The Display Rooms of a Tile Manufactory," Architectural Record 52 (November 1922): 363-370.
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Townsend, 128.
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Sweet's Catalogue [1923], Xerox copy [1972], B1820.
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Townsend, 128. The company purchased the factory from the Proutyline Products Company. Two

members of the Prouty family would later invent tile machineries for American Encaustic and patent their
work.
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ceramics and clay-bodied tiles, and the Hermosa plant making Hermosa tile, a talcbody type of tile.

74

In 1928, American Encaustic had a very prosperous year. According to the

Annual Report for the Year 1928 of the American Encaustic Tiling Co., Ltd., the firm had
sold 10,622,555 square feet of tile and made $5,150,774.98. During the year they had
finished construction of a new plant at Maurer, New Jersey; completed alterations at the
New York office building; installed a showroom in Dallas, Texas; and tiled the
Philadelphia Subway with the identical tile used to furnish the North Hudson tunnel.

75

American Encaustic remained relatively strong when the stock market crashed in 1929;
however, the company began to have financial difficulties during the depression in 1932.
As a result, the company was left with no other options except to close a handful of their
offices and showrooms. In August of 1933, the company made a deal with Gladding,
McBean & Company of Glendale, California, to purchase all of their West Coast
76
operations, which included both factories in California.
Shortly following this
American Encaustic took out a $500,000 government loan from the Reconstruction
77
Finance Corporation.
The loan did not fully get the company out of its troubles, so the
company reorganized under Malcolm A. Schweiker as president and manager in 1936.
Schweiker's reorganization was not effective and the government, in order to protect
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Townsend, 128. Mr. Philo, in addition to managing the Vernon factory, was placed in charge of the

Hermosa plant.
75 Annual Report

For the Year 1928 ofthe American Encaustic Tiling Co., Ltd., (New York: The Company,

1929), 1.
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their loan, placed Schweiker in charge of liquidating the company.
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By

1937,

production ceased and American Encaustic was forced to close its doors.
American Encaustic Trademarks

Patented trademarks prove yet again to be a valuable source on the company's
production. In November of

1911, American Encaustic filed

a patent trademark

application for the use of the mark "AETCO." impressed in relief or in intaglio
(Appendix F). The company had been using this mark since September

79

1, 1909, on

construction materials, tiles, and mosaic tiles. One month later, the company applied for
another patent trademark for the mark of "Gobelin," which had been in use by the
company since November 10,

191180 (Appendix F).

This mark was to be used on tiles,

and more particularly mosaic tiles, by stamping or stanching the name "Gobelin" on the
tiles or products, or on the packages containing the goods. The "Gobelin" line of
products was continuously used throughout the 1920s and, in

Catalogue [1923],

an

advertisement in Sweet's

81
there is an example of the tiles used for a theater smoking room

(Figure 31). American Encaustic also applied for nine separate trademarks for wall,
floor, and ceiling tiles in March of 1916. All of the marks had been in use by the
company since July

1, 1915, and the

marks read "CRYSTALLINIC," "GRESILIO,"

"TOURAINO" "AVENT URINE " "MING " "TUSCANO"''CHINESCO"
'
'

"VELOUR," and "CANTERB URIC"

78

'

82

'

'

(Appendix F). It is not very clear when

Townsend, 128. The Zanesville factory was sold to Shawnee Pottery Company and the Maurer factory

was sold to Malcolm A. Schweiker and others to form a new company, the American Encaustic Tiling
Company, Incorporated.
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United States Patent Trademark no. 87,307, approved July 9, 1912.
United States Patent Trademark no. 86,681, approved May 28, 1912.
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Sweet's Catalogue, Bl820.
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United States Patent Trademarks in their respective order: no. 111,865, no. 111,866, no. Il l ,867, no.

111,868, no. 111,869, no. 111,870, no. 111,920, no. 111,993, no. 123,011.
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American Encaustic decided to discontinue these nine product lines, but they definitely
did not list them as products they produced in the Sweet's Catalogue [1923]
advertisement. The last known trademark that American Encaustic applied for in 1916
was for the use of AETCO in a circular pattern design. 83 The company had been using
this trademark since August of 1913 and probably began using it to replace the
"A.E.T.Co." mark that it had used before.
American Encaustic Patents
1912-1937
American Encaustic's superintendent and mechanical engineer George A.
Stanbery died in 1910. Shortly following his death, Harry D. Lillibridge (1870-1926)
succeeded him as manager of the firm. 84 While residing in Zanesville and working for
American Encaustic, Lillibridge invented several tile machines and operational devices
which he patented (Appendix C and E). On July 28, 1913, Lillibridge applied for three
patents, two of which are most impressive. The first is patent number 1,223,809, which
explains the method the workmen were to use in order to protect themselves during the
operation of spraying ceramic articles. The second is patent number 1,223,810, which
describes a sanitary tile spraying chamber. It is good to know that American Encaustic
was concerned about the safety of its employees and the harsh chemicals and fumes that
the men were exposed to when glazing tiles. Lillibridge's third invention in 1913 was a
hand-operated tile press. 85 Six years later, Lillibridge patented an invention for a
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United States Patent Trademark no. 115,717, approved March 6, 1917.

84 Townsend,

127. For more information on Lillibridge see "Harry D. Lillibridge" American

Society Bulletin 5, no. 3 (1926): 198-199.
85

United States Patent no. 1,238,415, approved August 28, 1917.

Ceramic
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saggar. 86 Supposedly saggars were "employed in the tile industry for handling tiles in
the operations connected with burning said tiles in kilns."87 The saggar that he devised
corrected the suspension problems of tiles in the kiln by keeping the tiles separated so
that the glaze would not become marked or marred. The only other information that we
have on Harry D. Lillibridge is that he produced Tuscan glazes for the company that were
on display in American Encaustic's showroom in New York City in 1922.88
When American Encaustic purchased plants in California, they also had several
inventions patented. In 1927, American Encaustic's two assignors, Theodore C. Prouty
and Willis Oswald Prouty, of Hermosa Beach, California, designed a kiln car propeller,

89

90
91
a clay disintegrator, a tile grinding machine, and a "method of and tunnel kiln for the
92
treatment of ceramic ware" (Appendix C and E). The kiln car propeller and tunnel kiln
worked together. The cars carrying the ceramic product would be propelled at an
extremely slow speed through the kiln tunnel, exposing the tile or ceramic ware to
various zones of different heats. In addition to the impressively inventive Proutys,
another assignor for American Encaustic was Armin L. Schreiber (Appendix C).
Schreiber, of Santa Monica, California, invented a tile setter that was to "provide a
separable device of this character which will support a plurality of ceramic products in
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United States Patent no. 1,302,684, approved May 6, 1919.
United States Patent no. 1,302,684, 1.
Leon Victor Solon, "The Display Rooms of a Tile Manufactory," Architectural Record 52 (November

1922), 364.
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United States Patent no. 1, 799,641, approved April 7, 1931.
United States Patent no. 1,808,509, approved June 2, 1931.
United States Patent no. 1,862,704, approved June 14, 1932.
United States Patent no. 1,862,548, approved June 14, 1932.
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spaced relation in a kiln during the heat treatment whereby all surfaces of the products
are subject to heat."

93

Schreiber's device also related to another patented invention that the company
had designed by William McCoy of Zanesville (Appendix C). In 1928, McCoy devised a
94
McCoy also
tile setter, equipped with a rack and shelves for holding glazed tiles.
95
invented an apparatus for exhibiting and displaying tiles (Appendix E). McCoy's most
impressive patent was for a process in treating glazed ceramic ware for the purpose of
96
preventing, reducing, and delaying the tendency of glazed surfaces to craze.
With this
invention, it appears that crazing was then becoming a thing of the past and tiles devoid
of crazing where preferred.
As McCoy and Schreiber attempted to bring American Encaustic into the next
decade, their predecessors also brought other inventive ideas and recognition to the
company. One of McCoy and Schreiber's predecessors was Leon Victor Solon. The
other was Frederick Hiirten Rhead. The following chapter will explain the formers'
career and his role in expanding American Encaustic's reputation.

93UnitedStatesPatent no.1,841,641,approvedJanuary 19, 1932, 1.
94 UnitedStates Patent no. 1,778,561,approved October 14, 1930.
95 United StatesPatent no. 1,841,620,approvedJanuary 19, 1932.
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UnitedStates Patent no. 2,017,318,approved October 15, 1935. McCoy also patentedan invention of a

structural tile andthe methodofmaking it. This is UnitedStatesPatent no. 2,056,069, approved September
29, 1936.

Chapter 4-Leon Victor Solon (1872-1957)

The continuing success of American Encaustic after Herman Carl Mueller left in

1893 was in part due to his brilliant successors. Two of Mueller's brilliant successors,
came from strong lines of craftsmen. The first successor was Leon Victor Solon

(1872-

1957), who belonged to a great French and British ceramic family. The other was
Frederick Hiirten Rhead

(1880-1942), who also belonged to a great British family of

potters. The present chapter gives the biography of Leon Victor Solon and fleshes out his
career via discoveries in patents. The life and career of Frederick Hiirten Rhead will
appear in chapter

5.
Leon Victor Solon (1872-1957)
Early Years, 1872-1904

Leon Victor Solon (Figure
Louis-Marc (Miles) Solon

32) was born in 1872 at Stoke-on-Trent, England, to

(1835-1913), a French porcelain modeler and decorator.97 The

elder Solon trained at the Sevres factory in France, was a student of the Ecole des BeauxArts, and has been noted for developing the pate-sur-pate technique.

98

There is an

excellent example of the pate-sur-pate technique on Louis-Marc Solon's magnificent
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There is no basic study of Leon Victor Solon. His biography is best covered in Grant Muter, "Leon

Solon and John Wadsworth: Joint Designers of Minton's Secessionist Ware," Journal ofthe Decorative
Arts Society, 1890-1940 9 (1985): 41-49 and H. Van Buren Magonicle, "A Potter and His Work: Leon V.
Solon," Architectural Record 45 ( 1919): 303-310. General information on Louis-Marc Solon can be found
in The Random House Collector's Encyclopedia: Victorian to Art Deco (New York: Random House,
1974), 250.
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Pate-sur-pate is a form of tile decoration used mainly for porcelain wares. It is done by building up a

picture in relief on a dark background by repeated applications of white slip. See Terence Lockett,
Collecting Victorian Tiles (Suffolk: Antique Collector's Club, 1979; reprint, 1982), 49.
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34

Jeder Vase (1894) in the Philadelphia Museum of Art (Figure 33). The elder Solon
also started work at Mintons, a major tile company in Britain, around 1870, and left in
1904.
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His son Leon Victor, the American Encaustic Solon, was influenced by his father

in his attraction to Greek motifs. When Leon Victor was a boy, he spent evenings and
every spare moment under his father's guidance, studying from books on Greek vases.
His studies involved drawing Greek vases over and over again with decorations until he
100
Not only was Leon's father influential on Leon's works, but his
got everything right.
grandfather (his mother's father), Joseph Francois Leon Amoux (d. 1902) (Figure 34), a
well known ceramicist in Europe, may also have been an influence. Amoux belonged to
a long line of French potters who for three hundred years made the Mountiers, Moulins,
101
Following a long family tradition as
Apt and Toulouse faiences known worldwide.
craftsmen, Leon Victor began his career as an artist, first studying at the Hanley School
of Art, and then at the National Art Training School, where he was both a scholar and a
medalist. On September 11, 1895, he secured a position at Mintons at the age of twenty102
three.
When Solon began his job at Mintons, the company was facing financial
problems due to competition from American tiling firms. In order to increase the
company's sales, Solon, together with John W. Wadsworth, was given the job to design a
new Secessionist Ware line. Mintons produced a Secessionist Ware Catalogue in 1902
that includes some of Solon's and Wadsworth's designs (Figure 35 and 36). However,
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The Random House Collector's Encyclopedia, Victorian to Art Deco (New York: Random House,
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H. Van Buren Magonicle, "A Potter and His Works, Leon Solon," Architectural Record 45
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(1919), 307.
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Grant Muter, "Leon Solon and John Wadsworth: Joint Designers of Minton's Secessionist Ware,"

Journal of the Decorative Arts Society, 1890-1940

9 (1985), 41.
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most of Solon's designs have not been identified and we only have a handful of
illustrations that we know he drew.103 In 1904, for some unknown reason, Solon decided
to leave Mintons where he was making £500 a year.104 As pointed out by Grant Muter,
"Leon's father, Louis Marc, had been forced to resign, and Leon Victor may have feared
that, if the situation worsened, he might be faced with a similar position."105 Whatever
the case may have been, Solon immigrated to America in 1909. Here for the first four
years he worked as a portrait painter and illustrator before he became employed at the
American Encaustic Tiling Company as an art director.106
Solon at American Encaustic
1912-1925
From 1912 to 1925, Leon Victor worked for American Encaustic Tiling Company
in their New York office at 16 East 41st Street. It is not clear whether Solon started at
American Encaustic as the art director or later advanced to this position, but we do know
that he made numerous tile designs and served as an interior decorator. Solon's previous
position as an art director and chief designer at Mintons and his international reputation
must have landed him his job with one of the largest tile companies in the world.107
While working for the company, Solon not only designed tiles and architectural details,
but he also published a great number of articles on ceramics and architecture. One
publication that he did for the company in 1917 was an illustrated booklet entitled Tile
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Muter, 45. In the archives of the Minton Museum at Stoke-on-Trent, we also have a number of original

drawings, sketches, and photographs of designs by Solon and Wadsworth that have not been clearly
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either Solon's or Wadsworth's.
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To the company he brought his internationally acclaimed reputation for fine tiles that were noticed in his

exhibits at the Paris Salon and Royal Academy of Art in London. For more information see Schneider, 9.
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Design: A Handbook Illustrating Effects Produced by Combining Various Ceramic
Materials.

108

He also wrote a book on colored decoration in architecture or architectural

polychromy in 1924

109

(Figure 37). Solon was a specialist in architectural polychromy

and advised the sculptor Carl Paul Jennewine (1890-1978) on the colored ornament of the
Philadelphia Museum of Art in the 1920s (Figure 38 and 39). The Philadelphia Museum
110
building was a major attempt to revive ancient Greek polychromy decoration.
In one of American Encaustic's advertisements in Sweet's Catalogue [1923], a list
of all their offices, showrooms, and products for sale is given. At the time of this
publication, the company sold various tile types, fixtures, and accessories for bathrooms
and the like. In this advertisement there is also an illustration of a room designed by
Solon in an Art Deco style (Figure 40). Solon, as the advertisement suggests, was
111
"available for consultation in offering design suggestions for specific tile treatments."
There are only a handful of tiles that have been documented as Solon's work.
These tiles have been identified in the numerous articles that the designer published.
Only a few of them, however, date from when he was employed at American Encaustic
Tiling Company (Figure 41). In general, a large majority of his tiles were designed
around Greek themes, probably stemming from the extensive studying his father had him
do over Greek vases and decorations. A few tiles that we know were designed by Solon
include his popular animal cartoon series. Solon also was responsible for reproducing
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Leon Victor Solon, Polychromy: Architectural and Structural Theory ofPractice (New York:

Architectural Record, 1924) was recently acquired by Virginia Commonwealth University's Special
Collections and Archives, at James Branch Cabell Library.
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For more information see Leon Victor Solon, "The Philadelphia Museum of Art, Fairmount Park,

Philadelphia: A Revival of Polychrome Architecture and Sculpture," Architectural Record 60 (August
1926): 97-111.
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The art department, as stated in this ad, can adapt a design to fit into every type of architecture.
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colored tiles designed by Augustin Lazo for the Carlos Chavez Aztec Ballet and figure
tiles based on primitive art.

112

It is also possible that, when working for American

Encaustic, Solon invented a "resilient floor tile"

113

(Appendix C and E). Although is was

not made clear in the patent application in October of 1914 that he was an assignor to
American Encaustic, we do know that he was working for them in their Manhattan office.
The patent describes the object of his invention as to "provide a simply constructed and
yielding floor, which is especially pleasing when used for dancing, effecting great
economy of energy for the dancer and increased pleasure given to the rhythm of the
dance by a corresponding motion in the floor."
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One of Solon's major projects while working for the American Encaustic Tiling
Company's executive office in New York City was the interior and exterior design of the
showroom at 16 East 41st Street (Figure 42 and 43 ). One previous scholar has attributed
this building to Solon.
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It is probably safer to say, however, that Solon collaborated

with other American Encaustic employees on the designing of the New York office and
showroom at 16 East 41st Street. In an article published in a 1922 issue of Architectural
Record, Solon describes the showroom's interior and states, "the designing of the exterior

and interior faience or tiling was done by the company's art department in New York."
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The building at 16 East 41st Street had been a residence, but was reconstructed for the tile
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showroom and offices by the architects Messrs. Rich and Mathesius.
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The building

still stands today, but the interior has been redone to house the Maeda Sushi Restaurant
on the first floor and a handful of small businesses on the upper floors. The showroom
was dismantled, but we do have a few photographs of the interiors from 1922 and a floor
plan (Figure 44 and 45). The stairway to the main display room, like the other rooms,
was decorated in a polychrome manner. Reputedly the stylistic treatment in this room
was that of the Italian Renaissance. One room that was done with simplicity in mind was
the entrance vestibule. Solon's reasons for keeping the entrance vestibule simple are as
follows:
When an architect or client comes to this building to decide some tile effect, the mental
concentration necessary for the undertaking does not usually operate in the street, or in
the vestibule; the state of mind is preparatory to the effort, and should be aided by means
of treatments that are unobtrusive but helpful towards severing thought from previous and
extraneous impressions, and preparatory to those about to be received.
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On the exterior of the American Encaustic Building, most of the architectural
details remain. The bright polychrome tiles that are visible today on the first floor,
however, were not there in 1922 (Figure 46) and could have been added after Solon left
the company in 1925. A color advertisement printed in the AETCO Tile Design Bulletin
in 1928, shows these pale blue, green, and dark blue two-inch strips of tile were affixed
to the first floor

119

(Figure 47). American Encaustic also reported the completion of the

renovation project to their New York office in the Annual Report For the Year 1928 of
the American Encaustic Tiling Co., Ltd. Although Solon may not be responsible for
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11
9

Solon, "The Display Rooms," 370.
Solon, "The Display Rooms," 367.
Advertisement located in the papers of D. Wiley Anderson, Virginia Historical Society.
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these tiles, the design of them is in the Greek manner that Solon was so fond of. We
do know that other exterior fixtures were designed and affixed during the time when
Solon was Art Director. One such example is the lion's mask that stands on the cornice
above the doorway (Figure 43). This almost identical detail can be found in the cornice
of the Commercial National Bank Building in Washington, D. C., designed by Waddy B.
Wood (Figure 48 and 49). Solon wrote an article on the Commercial National Bank, in
an issue of the Architectural Record in 1919. Solon informs us that lion gargoyles are
mythological guardians of the watercourse according to the Greeks.
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The lion gargoyle

over the door of the American Encaustic Building seems odd in this regard since it is not
121
Solon may have been thinking of the Commercial National
part of a main cornice.
Bank, especially because of its Greek reference, when determining what would go on the
American Encaustic Building fac;ade.
Solon's Later Years
1926-1957
After leaving the American Encaustic Tiling Company in 1925, Solon took a
series of short-termjobs with other major tile companies in the United States. One of the
companies he worked for was the Atlantic Terra Cotta Company, whose office was
located at 350 Madison Avenue in New York City. In May of 1925, he published a short
article for the firm on the polychrome treatment of the cornice of San Giovanni in
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Leon Victor Solon, "The Commercial National Bank Washington, D. C., Waddy B. Wood, Architect,"

Architectural Record 46 (Nov., 1919), 422.
121

In between each lion head on the cornice of the Bank building, a fan/shell-like tile is similar to the tile

on each side of the door. This fan-like tile was affixed in the 1922 photograph, but it has been removed by
the 1928 advertisement in the AETCO Tile Design Bulletin.
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Parma
(Figure 50). No previous scholars have made it clear as to when Solon took a
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job as the art director for Robertson Art Tile, but he was definitely working for Robertson
in 1929 when he patented several inventions (Appendix C). In April of 1929, he applied
for a patent for cap tiles.

123

The cap tiles were to be used as a finish between the tile

facing below and the plaster above in bath room walls. Solon claimed the cap tile was
designed to "avoid the presence of a dust collecting shelf or ledge adjoining the plaster
and to provide an arrangement which facilitates cleaning of the tile wall without soiling
the plaster above."

124

In March of the same year, Solon filed a patent for a method of

producing designs on tile.

125

This invention supplied a method of applying glaze to

provide an attractive shading of the effecting colors of the finished tile. There are two
other patents that Solon filed in 1930 that are not assigned to any company. It is probable
that he designed these items for Robertson Art Tile Company. The first item was a
design for a gas-burner unit.

126

127
The second was a design for a bath tub.
Following his

job at Robertson Art Tile, Solon worked for the United States Quarry Tile Company of
Parkersburg, West Virginia. While working for United States Quarry, Solon remained in
New York City. This information comes from the one patent Solon filed with the
128
company in 1932.
This was for an ornamental design of a tile. It is also known that at
some point during the Depression, Solon was responsible for using his polychromatic
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See Leon V. Solon, Studies in Polychrome; the Renaissance: A Polychrome Treatment ofthe Cornice of
San Giovanni in Parma, New York: Atlantic Terra Cotta Company, 1925. The Atlantic Terra Cotta
company printed monthly articles for architects.
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United States Patent no. I ,833,442, approved November 24, 1931.
United States Patent no. 1,833,443, 1.
United States Patent no. 1 ,826,262, approved October 6, 1931.
United States Patent Design no. 83,357, approved February 17, 1931.
United States Patent Design no. 83,416, approved February 17, 1931.
United States Patent Design no. 87,650, approved August 23, 1932.

principles at Rockefeller Center.
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The remainder of Solon's career in the tile world

has not been thoroughly examined or published by scholars. It is known, however, that
Solon continued to write and publish numerous articles on ceramics until his death in
1957.
This chapter has provided the history of one of American Encaustic's chief
designers, Leon Victor Solon, and his contributions to expanding the firm's image in the
United States. During Solon's time with American Encaustic, he occasionally
collaborated with the company's research director, Frederick Hiirten Rhead. It is with
Rhead that the company began to experiment more with glazes and changed its "art tile"
products.
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Information regarding this Rockefeller Center commission or collaboration has not proven findable.

Regina Lee Blaszczyk does not clearly state what contribution Solon made at Rockefeller Center in her
article on Leon Victor Solon and architectural polychromy. It is known that Carl Paul Jennewine
contributed some sculptural work to the center.

Chapter 5-Frederick Hiirten Rhead (1880-1942)

As the American Encaustic Tiling Company developed glazes and invented
architectural decorations, the man behind a significant number of those endeavors was
Frederick Hurten Rhead (Figure 51). This chapter will evaluate Rhead's life and career,
will describe his contributions to the decorative arts, and will tentatively attribute an
example of architectural decoration in Richmond to him.
Frederick Hiirten Rhead

(1880-1942)

Frederick Hurten Rhead was born in Hanley, Staffordshire, England, to Frederick
Alfred Rhead (1856-1933) and Adolphine Hurten.

130

Both parents came from a line of

131
distinguished potters who made their mark at commercial potteries in Staffordshire.
The younger Rhead was proud of his heritage and boasted in his autobiography that his
132
family's English branch had been potters and ceramic artists for over six generations.
His paternal grandfather, George Woolliscroft Rhead (1832-?), was a talented artist for
Mintons and worked there as a gilder, only to be later promoted to heraldic gilder when

130

Two studies of Frederick Hiirten Rhead are Sharon Dale and Bernard Bumpus. For more information

see Sharon Dale, Frederick Hurten Rhead: An English Potter in America (Erie, Pennsylvania: Erie Art
Museum, 1986); and Bernard Bumpus, Collecting Rhead Pottery: Charlotte, Frederick, and Frederick
Hurten (London: Francis Joseph Publications, 1999). Frederick Hiirten Rhead's name has been spelled in
many recent publications with out an umlaut. However, in the works that he published, he used Frederick
H. Rhead.
131

Sharon Dale, Frederick Hurten Rhead: An English Potter in America (Erie, Pennsylvania: Erie Art

Museum, 1986), 14.
132

Dale, 14.
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Mintons was at it peak under the direction of Leon Arnoux.
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Frederick Hiirten

Rhead's maternal grandfather, Charles Ferdinand Hiirten of Cologne, had been raised in
Paris, worked as a flower painter and ceramist at Sevres, and later emigrated to
Staffordshire after the Franco-Prussian War in 1870.
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After arriving in England, Hurten

was employed by Mintons and his daughter Adolphine was introduced to another fellow
Mintons employee, Frederick Alfred Rhead (Frederick Hiirten Rhead's father).

135

Like his father, Frederick Hiirten Rhead began his ceramic career at an early age.
After receiving his education at the Wedgwood Institute in Burslem and Stoke-on-Trent
Government Art School, he began his apprenticeship under his father at Brownfield's
pottery in Cobridge in 1893.

136

Held in awe by his peers, Rhead accomplished multiple

tasks, a trait that remained with him for the rest of his career. By the age of nineteen
(1899), he became the art director of a small pottery in Hanley named Wardle Pottery,
was appointed instructor of design and drawing at Government Art School at Longton,
and assisted his father in setting up a pottery for Wileman and Company at Longton.

137

A few years later (1901) Rhead married Agnes, a painter from the shop floor of Wardle
Pottery. Although it is not clear why, his family was not altogether pleased with the
umon. According to one scholar, the odd circumstances surrounding the marriage
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Bernard Bumpus, Collecting Rhead Pottery: Charlotte, Frederick, and Frederick Hurten (London:

Francis Joseph Publications,

1999), 7. George had a total of eleven children, four of whom became

apprentices at Mintons in their teens (George, Frederick, Louis, and Alice).
134

Dale, 14-15. In his autobiography, Frederick Hiirten Rhead states that Charles Ferdinand Hiirten was

the chief flower painter at the Spode factory and worked there for over thirty-five years.
3
1 5

Dale remarks that Frederick Alfred Rhead was apprenticed at Mintons under Louis Marc Solon.

Bumpus claims that he worked with Solon from 1870 to December of 1877, mastering the pate-sur-pate
technique.
136
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For more information see Bumpus,

9, and Dale, 17.

Dale, 17.
Dale, 17. Bumpus claims that, while Rhead was working for his father at Wilemans, he also worked for

Thomas Forester as a decorator. There he tubed or painted designs that depicted exotic birds in Japanese
settings, swirling Art Nouveau-like plant forms, and other designs after Walter Crane. For more
information see Bumpus, 14.
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His family's
suggest that he might have been either forced or tricked into it.
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disappointment with his marriage to Agnes may have been the reason behind his
resigning from Wardle and Company in the summer of 1902 and moving to America.
When Rhead immigrated to the United States in June of 1902, he brought Agnes
with him. Although it is not clear that Agnes worked at all the same pottery companies
as Rhead, it is known that she worked with him at a handful of these companies. His first

j ob in America was at a small art pottery in Tiltonville, Ohio, named Vance/Avon
Faience. While Rhead managed the company from 1902 to 1903, he frequently used the

sgraffito ornamentation and tube-lining or "squeeze bag" techniques on his works. 139
The sgraffito technique was best described by Rhead as "'pottery made in two or more
" 140
layers of different color clays and decorated by cutting from one layer to another. '
Contrary to removing clay from a vessel, the "squeeze bag" technique adds decorative
features to it. The term "squeeze bag" describes a decorative technique where liquid clay
or slip is applied to a vessel in a manner similar to cake decorating. Rhead used these
techniques continuously throughout his career.
Before leaving Vance/Avon Faience in January of 1904, Rhead contributed many
illustrations and articles to Keramic
Robineau.

141

Studio, a magazine edited by Adelaide Alsop

His first entry to the magazine was a peacock design submitted for the 1903

Spring design contest, for which he won an honorable mention.

142

Rhead seemed to

favor peacock designs, for one can find many of them among his pottery and tile works

138
1

39
140

141
142

Bumpus, 15.
Dale, 24-27.
Dale, 27.
Dale, 30.
Dale, 30.

The latter was used widely by Rhead and his family in England.
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throughout his career. After leaving Vance/Avon Faience, Rhead moved to Zanesville,
Ohio, to work for S. A. Weller Pottery (1904) and later for Roseville Pottery (19041908). While employed at Weller as designer, Rhead contributed important designs to
the pottery's repertoire, several of which he signed. Rhead, however, did not stay long at
Weller, and he was subsequently offered the position of Art Director for Roseville
Pottery in 1904. At Roseville, he was responsible for five lines, "Olympic," "Crystalis,"
"Fudji," "Della Robbia," and "Aztec."

143

Rhead spent the next three years in New York and Missouri. From 1908 to 1909
he helped a former colleague, W. P. Jervis, establish his own pottery at Oyster Bay, Long
Island.

144

While there he also published an article on matte glazes and wrote a handbook,

Studio Pottery, a beginner's guide to the organization and functioning of a pottery studio,

published in 1910. Rhead continued to publish instructional articles in Keramic Studio
and Palette and Bench after leaving Oyster Bay to move to University City, Missouri, in
145
1909.
At University City, he was employed by the Pottery Department at People's
University and taught pottery courses (Figure 52). That year, the University City Pottery
146
was founded, using pure white kaolin clay found on the People's University grounds.
It was here that Rhead frequently produced variations of peacock designs on his works.
There are only a handful of his peacock pieces he executed with his wife Agnes (Figure
53).

143 Dale, 42. See also Mark Bassett, "John Flaxman Designs at Roseville Pottery," Journal ofthe American
Art Pottery Association (November/December 2001): 16-21.
144 Dale, 60.
145 Dale, 62.
146 Karlson, 127.
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Shortly after the beginning of January, 1911, Rhead left University City for a
lecture tour in California. While he was in San Francisco in October of that year, he met
with Dr. Philip King Brown to discuss the possibility of organizing a pottery at
147
Arequipa.
Dr. Brown had recently opened a tuberculosis sanatorium for women at
Arequipa, in Marin County, north of San Francisco. It was Dr. Brown's hope that he
could introduce craft to his patients in order for them to learn a skill that would enable
them to earn money toward the cost of their care and to develop a possible occupation
148
after their recovery.
To Dr. Brown's delight, Rhead agreed to organize a pottery at
Arequipa and within a month had the pottery up and running. The success of the pottery
grew, and, in order to keep the pottery running, Rhead hired men to throw or mold the
vessels, while the female patients were trained to throw small vessels and decorate the
wares.

149

Regrettably, Rhead's plans for the pottery and those of the Arequipa

administrators did not work well together. Where Rhead had envisioned an opportunity
150
to establish a commercial pottery enterprise, Dr. Brown saw occupational therapy.
By
May of 1913 Rhead resigned and took up work with Steiger Pottery in San Francisco.

151

Near the end of 1913, however, Rhead left Steiger and moved to Santa Barbara.
While lecturing at the University of California at Santa Barbara, he established some
contacts and by the beginning of 1914, he had established his own pottery, the Rhead
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Dale, 80.
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Dale, 80.
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Dale, 80. Apparently, after Rhead moved to California, his style changed. He no longer overwhelmed

the vessel surface with articulated designs, but rather expressed the designs in simple gestures. For more
information see David Rago & Suzanne Perrault, Miller's Treasure or Not? How to Compare and Value

American Art Pottery (London: Octopus Publishing Group, 2001), 36-37.
150

Dale, 80.

151

Dale, 80. Two months after Rhead resigned, he was replaced by Albert L. Solon, Leon Victor Solon's

brother. Albert Solon was reportedly paid $165 a month, where Rhead had previously been making $550 a
month from Arequipa. For more information see Dale, 85-90.
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Pottery of Santa Barbara. As Rhead Pottery launched its wares in the pottery world,
Rhead himself began to lean more towards designing vessels than decorating or throwing
them. Apparently he had no fondness for throwing vessels himself, so he hired assistants
152
His wife, Agnes, and others also helped with the decoration so that he
to do that task.
153
Rhead's works were done in a
could t�ke charge of glaze and design experiments.
variety of sizes and shapes and were decorated with flowers. However, more unusually,
154
the vessels were decorated with stylized landscapes, scarabs, or other winged insects.
It is also known that Rhead's trademark glazes here were the high gloss glaze he called
155
"Mirror Black" and a matte black glaze that is referred to as "Elephant's Breath."
Rhead' s dedication and hard work for his company paid off in 1915 when he won the
156
Gold Metal at the Panama California Exposition in San Diego.
A few years later, due
to a lack of funds, his company was forced to close its doors (1917). Fortunately, Rhead
was recruited by the American Encaustic Tiling Company just as his company went
under. Rhead then decided to leave California and his ex-wife Agnes, and move to
Zanesville, Ohio.
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David Rago & Suzanne Perrault, Miller's Treasure or Not? How to Compare and Value American Art

Pottery (London: Octopus Publishing Group, 2001), 118.
153

Rago & Perrault, 118.

154Rago

& Perrault, 118. The majority ofRhead's work at Rhead Pottery is not signed by him. Most

people assume that he had a hand in the decoration and production of every piece.
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Dale, 93. In an interview that Dale had with Loiz WhitecombRhead-Huyck in 1985, she discovered

that Rhead was particularly proud of the mirror black glaze, claiming that he had developed it over a fifteen
year period. Rhead continually experimented with glazes in Santa Barbara. For more information see
Dale, 93-104.
156
Rago & Perrault, 119.
157

Rhead's soon to be second wife, Loiz Whitecomb, had previously worked full-time as an artist at Rhead

Pottery. It has not been made clear as to when they married but he divorced his first wife Agnes in the fall
of 1916.
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Rhead at American Encaustic
1917-1927
From 1917 to 1927 Rhead was employed by the American Encaustic Tiling
Company as director of research. Initially Rhead had been hired as a designer, but, once
he had established himself in Zanesville, he "proposed for the creation of a Research
Department with himself as its director."

158

The firm was rather impressed with his skills

and could not see how they should disapprove his proposal. Following his advancement
in position, Rhead involved himself with the issues affecting efficient and profitable mass
production of bathroom fixtures, architectural tile, and other ceramic wares.

159

In

addition, he played a major role in the development of new tile designs, bodies, and
160
glazes; and may have introduced faience tile to American Encaustic's repertoire.
According to another scholar, Rhead was also responsible for setting up an Arts and
Crafts Division for the production of art pottery, much of which was sold from American
161
Encaustic's New York office.
Some of these products were pate-sur-pate and were
made by his second wife, Loiz Whitecomb Rhead.
Despite research, it has proven hard to document exactly what items Rhead
designed for American Encaustic, but a handful of ceramic wares are known to be by
him. It is known that he produced platters that were decorated with naturalistic motifs
and glazed with an iridescent polychrome. He also designed and decorated a platter with
a peacock against a ground of colorful flowers,

158

160
161

motif that derived from his Rhead

Dale, 109. Dale received this information from a conversation she had in 1986 with Loiz Whitecomb

Rhead-Huyck.
159

a

Dale, 109.
Dale, 111.
Bumpus, 17.

162
Pottery and University City designs.
Apparently Rhead was proud of this particular
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peacock platter because it was on display in a photograph that we have of his office at
American Encaustic (Figure 54 and 55). With respect to tiles, Rhead designed a series of
children's tiles with designs copied from Walter Crane's The Baby's Opera and other
children's books.
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He also adapted one of Walter Crane's designs from a children's

book for a series of nursery tiles that included a tile entitled The Yellow Dwarf, ca. 1922
(Figure 56). That same year he organized the first American Ceramic Society ceramic
display at the society's annual convention, lending pieces from his own collection of
Chinese and Japanese porcelains.
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A few years later, Rhead and his wife Loiz

collaborated the design and execution of the fountains for American Encaustic's New
York showroom at 16 E. 41st Street

165

(Figure 57). These fountains were designed using

a broad range of tile glazes and bodies, which depicted creatures such as a seahorse, a
lizard, and a crab.
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Aside from the fountain, Rhead's other lesser known works include

bathroom fixtures and soda fountains.
Rhead's Later Years
1927-1942

Towards the end of the summer of 1927, the Rheads left Zanesville and moved to
East Liverpool, Ohio because Rhead had been offered the position of Art Director at
167
Homer Laughlin China Company.
Apparently around the same time he had also
applied for a job at Ohio State University, but he turned down the offer, choosing instead
162

Dale, 110-111. Rhead' s forte at American Encaustic seemed to be animal designs. There are several of

his designs that depict an animal in the foreground dominating scene and abstract rhythms of landscape
environments from balanced and harmonic foils. For more information see Dale, 111.
163
Bumpus, 18.
i64 Dale,
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115. Rhead did not lend pieces of his own work for this display.

Wires, 9.

Dale, 111.

167Dale, 119.
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While at Homer Laughlin, Rhead
to promote the sales of mass market dinnerware.
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introduced the ever-popular line of"Fiesta" tableware. The line was developed in 1935,
was first marketed in 1936, and was originally produced in five colors. "'an orange red,
169
deep blue, cucumber green, egg yellow and a vellum ivory.'"
These colors worked
well together and the consumer could easily mix and match the sets.
On a personal note, Rhead married Winifred Pardell, a former secretary at Homer
Laughlin, in 1935.

170

They enjoyed their married life together while Rhead continued to

work for Homer Laughlin. Rhead's career, however, was cut short in 1942 when he was
diagnosed with cancer. After he received treatment in Florida, he and his wife moved to
New York in September. A month later he entered Memorial Hospital where he died
171
November 2, 1942.
Rhead's Work in Richmond
In Richmond there is one example of American Encaustic tile from Rhead's
period. The former Mosque, known today as the Landmark Theater, has tiles from
American Encaustic. The Mosque, originally erected as the Acca Temple and intended
as a Masonic meeting hall and auditorium, was built in 1926-1927 by architect Marcellus
E. Wright (1881-1962) with Charles M. Robinson (1867-1932) and Charles Custer
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Dale, 119. Rhead had also been sent to Europe by American Encaustic in 1924 to observe the trends in

ceramic production and report on the feasibility of American Encaustic purchasing a Czechoslovak ceramic
factory, in which the firm hoped to transfer some of their production to in order to cut the labor costs.
While in Europe, Rhead witnessed the impact of the Art Deco style and the new trends for industrial
design. For more information see Dale, 119.
169
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Dale, 121.
Dale, 132. Rhead divorced Loiz in 1929.
Dale, 123.
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Robinson (?-1963).
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Still present and for the most part attached to the walls are

colorful decorative tiles from a variety of sources from the U.S. and abroad (Figure 58).
The tiles that are important to us are in the Egyptian ballroom in the basement. An early
photograph of this room (Figure 59) shows what was originally there. In this photograph,
the wainscoting around the room, which is still present, is made of tiles from American
Encaustic. We know this from impressions that were left in the adhesive on the wall
where a few tiles have fallen loose (Figure 60). The marks on the back of the tile printed
their impression in reverse in the adhesive. After examining the dry adhesive closely, the
marks "A.E.T.C.O" are visible. The other impressions that have been made in the
173
adhesive are "AETCO/ 1002/ R.V.5." (Figure 61) and "AE."
An early photograph of
this room was discovered by Joseph Taylor, director of The Tile Heritage Foundation in
Healdsburg, California. Taylor found this photograph among materials from a collection
of a San Francisco tile showroom.
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Around the time that this photograph could have

been taken, American Encaustic Tiling Company had a showroom and office in San
Francisco and two factories in California. Perhaps more of the Mosque tiles are from
American Encaustic than is now known.
The American Encaustic tiles in the Egyptian ballroom at the Landmark Theater
may well have been designed by Rhead. When Rhead was with the American Encaustic
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For more information on the Mosque see Charles E. Brownell, Calder Loth, William M. S. Rasmussen,

andRichard Guy Wilson, The Making of Virginia Architecture, Richmond, Virginia: Virginia Museum of
Fine Arts, 1992.
173
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Dr. Brownell discovered the maker's marks on the adhesive in June of2001.
The author would like to thank Joseph Taylor for his help in finding this photograph. In a letter sent to

the author by Taylor, he states that the photograph was marked "A.L. Dementi, Richmond, VA." This
mark is in the lower right corner and is of a well-known Richmond photographer. Taylor also sent
documents ofRossman Corporation and their Spanish tiles sold and matches of the main lobby tiles to the
A La Sombrad La Giralda company from Spain and "Fabricas de Ceramica-Artisticay de Construccion"
from the MensaqueRodriguezy Cia. of Sevilla. The first two companies had tile offices in New York.
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While
Tiling Company, his work was largely concerned with architectural projects.
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he was serving as the director of research, he "supervised a design and decorative unit at
the factory that produced a range of decorative specialties."

176

Such decorative

specialties could be what we find in the ballroom.
Although no scholars have attempted to attribute architectural projects to Rhead,
the closest evidence that we have regarding Rhead's work in Richmond is in a letter at
the Ohio Historical Society. In this letter, Paul E. Cox is impressed with Rhead's work at
American Encaustic and writes:
...nobody I have ever known or read about could do what he did at the Zanesville plant
of American Encaustic Tiling Co.
An architect would design a big hotel and have ballrooms and big dining rooms
and want them in a style for example, Greek or Egyptian or Babylonian.
Rhead had a filing cabinet which he permitted me to see. The drawers were
each about 18 inches long and wide enough to take a card about postcard size. That
cabinet was a yard wide and about chin high on me. Indexed.
The architect would state what his big room was to be as a culture used as motif
and Rhead could and did pull a drawer and had ready to mix formulas for pottery of the
kind of that culture and tilings for walls and floors. 177

The Landmark Theater was originally built to serve as an auditorium and hotel. The area
in which the ballroom is located was in the section of the building that portions of the
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Bumpus, 17.
Dale, 109. Dale received this information in an interview she had with Edgar McClellan, an American

Encaustic employee from Rhead's tenure. The interview took place in 1985.
177

Dale, 117. The letter was addressed to Robert Blasberg.
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hotel extended to.

178

Rhead must have corresponded with the architect at some point

before he left American Encaustic in 1927.

178

There was also a swimming pool down the hall from the ballroom and the swimming may also have had

tiles from American Encaustic.

Conclusion

This thesis has given a chronological account of the American Encaustic Tiling
Company and its development into a national phenomenon in the decorative arts.
Chapter 1 told the story of Herman Carl Mueller's career, provided a glance at American
Encaustic Tiling Company chimneypieces at Virginia Commonwealth University,
attributed two chimneypieces on the 900 block of West Franklin Street to Mueller, and
raised the possibility of a third attribution. Chapter 2 first examined the formerly
unknown history of American Encaustic's numerous patents; second, an introduction of a
formerly unrecorded employee, Felix Alcan, was provided; third, the chronology of
American Encaustic's New York City offices was refined; and fourth, American
Encaustic work from the 1900-1911 period was identified at Virginia Commonwealth
University. Chapter 3 first covered American Encaustic's general history; second, the
chapter used previously unstudied patents to sort out the firm's trademarks; and third, the
chapter looked at freshly discovered patents to show the company's innovations. These
patents also brought to light a number of previously unknown American Encaustic
employees. Chapter 4 gave the biography of Leon Victor Solon and fleshed out his
career via discoveries in patents. And finally, in Chapter 5, the life and career of
Frederick Hiirten Rhead was evaluated, a description of his contributions to the
decorative arts was given, and an example of architectural decoration at Richmond's
Landmark Theater was tentatively attributed to him. The Egyptian Ballroom definitely
54
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contains American Encaustic tiles from the firm's later year, and strong evidence
suggests that Rhead designed them.
The five chapters of this thesis have provided surprising evidence, but it is just the
beginning. Exhilarating discoveries about the lives, the attributable works, and the
ceramic techniques of Mueller, Solon, Rhead, Alcan, Lillibridge, McCoy, and the Proutys
surely draw near.
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Figure 1. A Bathroom Design.
(Illustrated in A merican Encaustic Tiling Co., Artistic Tiles Manufactured by the
American Encaustic Tiling Co. Limited, New York: American Encaustic Tiling
Company, [ca. 1890].)
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Figure 2. An Art Tile.
(Kevin Walter Collection.)
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Figure 3. A Birdseye View of Zanesville, Ohio Following the Flood of 1913.
(Author's Collection.)
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Figure 4. The American Encaustic Tiling Company's First Plant, 1879.
(Illustrated in E. Stanley Wires and Others, Zanesville Decorative Tiles,
Zanesville, Ohio: n. p., 1972.)

Figure 5. A Rubbing from an American Encaustic Tile.
(Charles Brownell Collection.)
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Figure 6. New York State Capitol in Albany (1867-1899).
(Illustrated in Margaret Henderson Floyd, Henry Hobson Richardson: A Genius for
Architecture, New York: The Monacelli Press, 1997.)

Figure 7. Embossed Tile Press.
(Illustrated in Charles Thomas Davis, A Practical Treatise on the Manufacture of Brick,
Tiles and Terra-cotta, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Henry Carey Baird & Co., 1895.)
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Figure 8. Embossed Tile Method.
(Illustrated in Frank Giorgini, Handmade Tiles: Designing, Making, Decorating,
Asheville, North Carolina: Lark Books, 1994.)

Figure 9. Encaustic Floor Tiles, Westminster Abbey Chapterhouse, London, ca. 1255.
(Illustrated in Hans Van Lemmen, The Treasury ofDecorative Art: Decorative Tiles
Throughout the Ages, Wakefield, Rhode Island: Moyer Bell, 1997.)
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Figure 10. The Encaustic Process.
(Drawing by Author.)

Figure 11. Encaustic Press.
(Illustrated in William James Furnival, Leadless Decorative Tiles, Faience, and Mosaic
Comprising Notes and Excerpts on the Ornamental Flooring Tiles, Ceramic Mosaic, and
Decorative Tiles and Faience with Complete Series ofRecipesfor Tile-bodies, and for
Leadless Glazes and Art-tile Enamels, Staffordshire, England: W. J. Furnival, Stone,
1904.)
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Figure 12. Encaustic Tile Press, Three Separate Moulds.
(Illustrated in Leadless Decorative Tiles.)
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Figure 13. Benedict Fisher.
(Illustrated in Zanesville Decorative Tiles.)

Figure 14. The American Encaustic Tiling Company's New Plant, 1892.
(Illustrated in Artistic Tiles.)
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Figure 15. Souvenir Tile Designed by Herman Carl Mueller, 1892.
(Charles Brownell Collection.)
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Figure 16. William McKinley Portrait Tile.
(Charles Brownell Collection.)

Figure 17. Herman Carl Mueller.
(Illustrated in Zanesville Decorative Tiles.)
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Figure 18. Herman Carl Mueller's Signature.
(Illustrated in Edwin A. Barber, Marks ofAmerican Potters, 1904; reprint, Ann Arbor,
Michigan: Ars Ceramica, 1976.)
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Figure 19. The Four Seasons by Herman Carl Mueller.
(Illustrated in Artistic Tiles.)
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Figure 20. Panel Designed by Herman Carl Mueller.
(Illustrated in Artistic Tiles.)
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Figure 21. Saint Nicholas Catholic Church, Zanesville, Ohio.
(Photo by Charles Brownell, Summer 2002.)

Figure 22. Columbus Landing in America, Saint Nicholas Catholic Church, Zanesville,
Ohio.
(Photo by Charles Brownell, Summer 2002.)
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Figure 23. Mueller at the Pompeiian Baths in the Hotel Chamberlin, Old Point Comfort,
Virginia.
(Illustrated in Lisa Factor Taft, Herman

Carl Mueller: Architectural Ceramics and the
Arts and Crafts Movement, Trenton, New Jersey: New Jersey State Museum, 1979.)

Figure 24. A Close-up of a

Salamandra in the McAdams Entrance Hall Fireplace
Surround.
(Photo by Linda George.)
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Figure 25. A Glazing Machine.
(Illustrated in Leadless Decorative Tiles.)
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Figure 26. The Egyptian Maiden Carrying Food.
(Kevin Walter Co

Figure 27. Detail of the Negative Relief on the Egyptian Maiden Tile.
(Kevin Walter Collection.)
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Figure 28. Detail of the Right Side of the Entrance Hall in Younger-Crenshaw House.
(Photo by Author.)

Figure 29. Dirty Sponge After Cleaning Two Tiles from the Younger-Crenshaw House
Entrance Hall Chimneypiece.
(Photo by Author.)
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Figure 30. Glaze Recipe for Oxford-Blue Glaze.
(illustrated in Leadless Decorative

Tiles.)

A Theater S1noke Room
Figure 31. Gobelin Mosaic Tile in a Theater Smoking Room.

(Illustrated in Sweet's

Catalogue [1923]; Xerox Copy [1972].)

i ory glaz
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Figure 32. Leon Victor Solon.
(Illustrated in

Zanesville Decorative Tiles.)

Figure 33. Louise Marc Solon, Jester

Vase (1894), Philadelphia Museum of Art.
(Courtesy of the Philadelphia Museum of Art.)
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Figure 34. Joseph Francis Leon Arnoux.
(Illustrated in Leadless Decorative Tiles.)

Figure 35. Leon Victor Solon's Illustrations for Mintons Secessionist Ware.
(Illustrated in Grant Muter, "Leon Solon and John Wadsworth: Joint Designers of
Minton's Secessionist Ware," Journal of the Decorative Arts Society, 1890-1940 9
(1985).)
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Figure 36. Leon Victor Solon's Illustrations for Mintons Secessionist Ware.
(Illustrated in "Leon Solon and John Wadsworth.")

Temple ofAegina.
Leon Victor Solon, Polychromy: Architecture and Structural Theory and
Practice, New York: Architectural Record, 1924.)
Figure 37. Solon's Illustration of the

(Illustrated in
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Figure 38. The Philadelphia Museum of Art.
of the

Museum of Art.

Figure 39. The Pediment at the Philadelphia Museum of Art.
(Courtesy of the Philadelphia Museum of Art.)
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Figure 40. Art Deco Styled Room Designed by Solon for American Encaustic Tiling
Company.
(Illustrated in Sweet's Catalogue [ 1923].)

·

Tile Designed by Leon Victor Solon at American Encaustic Tiling Company.
(Illustrated in Zanesville Decorative Tiles.)
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Figure 42. The Upper Floors of the American Encaustic New York Showroom,
16 E. 41st Street.

Figure 43. The First Floor of the American Encaustic New York Showroom,
16 E. 41st Street.
(Photo by Author.)
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Figure 44. The Floor Plan to the American Encaustic New York Showroom.
(Illustrated in Leon Victor Solon, "Display Rooms of a Tile Manufactory," Architectural
Record 52, no. 5 (November 1922).)
------
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Figure 45. The Reception Room at the American Encaustic New York Showroom.
(Illustrated in "Display Rooms of a Tile Manufactory.")
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Figure 46. Exterior Entrance to the American Encaustic Tiling Company Showroom
in New York.(Illustrated in "Display Rooms of a Tile Manufactory.")
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Figure 47. The Fayade of the American Encaustic Tiling Company Building
in New York.
(D. Wiley Anderson Papers, Virginia Historical Society.)
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Figure 48. Commercial National Bank, Washington, D. C.
(Illustrated in Leon Victor Solon, "The Commercial National

Bank Washington, D.C.,

Waddy B. Wood, Architect," Architectural Record 46 (November 1919).)

-

Figure 49. Cornice of the Commercial Nation

Bank, Washington, D. C.
(Illustrated in "The Commercial National Bank.")
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Figure 50. Atlantic Terra Cotta Colors, Italian Renaissance Design by Leon V. Solon.
(Illustrated in Leon V. Solon, Studies in Polychrome; the Renaissance: A Polychrome

Treatment ofthe Cornice ofSan Giovanni in Parma, New York: Atlantic Terra Cotta
Company, 1925.)
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Figure 51. Frederick Hiirten Rhead.
(Illustrated in Ralph Kovel and Terry Kovel, Kovels 'American Art Pottery: The
Collector's Guide to Makers, Marks, and Factory Histories, New York: Crown
Publishers,

1993.)

Figure 52. Rhead at University City Studio.
(Illustrated in Kovels 'American Art Pottery.)
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Figure 53. A Peacock Tile Arrangement Executed at University City and Signed by
Agnes and Frederick Hiirten Rhead.
(Illustrated in Sharon Dale, Frederick Hurten Rhead: An English Potter in America,
Erie, Pennsylvania: Erie Art Museum, 1986.)
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Figure 54. Frederick Hiirten Rhead's Office at the American Encaustic Tiling Company
in Zanesville, Ohio.
(Illustrated in Frederick Hurten Rhead: An English Potter in America.)
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Figure 55. A Peacock Plate Designed by Frederick Hiirten Rhead at American Encaustic.
(Illustrated in Frederick Hurten Rhead: An English Potter in America.)
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Figure 56. Yellow DwaifTile by Frederick Hiirten Rhead for the American Encaustic
Tiling Company. A Nursery Tale Series Adapted from Children's Books by Walter
Crane, ca.

1922.

(illustrated in Bernard Bumpus, Collecting Rhead Pottery: Charlotte, Frederick,
Frederick Hurten, London: Francis Joseph Publications,

1999.)

Figure 57. A Fountain Designed by Frederick Hurten Rhead and Loiz Whitecomb Rhead
for the American Encaustic Tiling Company Showroom, New York.
(Illustrated in Zanesville Decorative Tiles.)
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Figure 58. Entrance Hall of the Landmark Theater, RichmoruL Virginia .
(Illustrated in Richard Cheek, Old Richmond Today, Richmond, Virginia: Council of
Historic Richmond Foundation-!_98
1_ _
..
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Figure 59. The Egyptian Ballroom at the Landmark Theater, Richmond, Virginia, ca.
9
1 30
(Photo in the Tile Heritage Foundation Collection.)
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Figure 60. AETCO Marking on the Wainscoting of the Landmark Theater Egyptian
Ballroom, Richmond, Virginia.
(Photo by Author.)

Figure 61. Rubbing Taken of the AETCO Mark Impression in the Wainscoting of the
Landmark Theater Egyptian Ballroom, Richmond Virginia.

Appendix A
Tile Tour Catalogue

This list was originally compiled for the Virginia Commonwealth University Tile
Heritage Foundation Tour in October of2001. Modifications and additions have been
made for this appendix.
All photographs were taken by the author unless otherwise noted.
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Houses East of Virginia
Commonwealth University
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Archer Anderson House
103 West Franklin Street
Original Owner: Carter B. Page
Date: 1815-1816; remodel1881
Architect: Robert Mills; Anderson
Barret, contractor
Remodeling by Marion J. Dimmock
The Archer Anderson House
stood on a site that today serves as a
parking lot for the Jefferson Hotel.
The house was originally designed in
1815 for Carter B. Page by Robert
Mills, the first American born architect
to practice in the United States. The
builder and contractor for this project
was Anderson Barret. By 1880 the

(Photograph taken from Art Work ofRichmond, Chicago:

1897.)
house was sold to Colonel Archer Anderson (1838 -1918), who was the vice- president of
the Tredegar Iron Works Company in Richmond. The following year (1881), Anderson
asked his friend Marion J. Dimmock (1824-1908), an important Richmond architect, to
both enlarge and redecorate the house. Dimmock designed civil, commercial, industrial,
ecclesiastical, and
W. H. Parish Publishing,

residential buildings
and was the first
Virginia architect to
publish his work
nationally on a
regular basis. He was
also made a Fellow of
the American
Institute of Architects
in 1888, and served a
one- year term on its
board in 1891 .

Interior of Archer Anderson House. (Courtesy of the Valentine Richmond History Center.)

When Dimmock remodeled the house in 1881, a new tiled fireplace surround was
installed in an unidentified room. Although these tiles have disappeared, we do know
that they were made by Minton and Company and T. & R. Boote. The tiles were
ornamented with transfer-printed copies of subjects by the distinguished English
illustrator and artist Walter Crane. The Anderson tiles were reproduced plates from two
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of Crane's books, The Baby's Opera (1877) and The Baby's Bouquet (1878).
Fortunately thanks to the efforts of Mrs. Wesley Wright, Jr., four tiles have been
published in In Pursuit ofBeauty: Americans and the Aesthetic Movement. Crane's
illustrations later inspired the American Encaustic Tiling Company, which would also
become a major supplier of tiles for fashionable Richmonders.

"Baby's Bouquet", "I Had a Little Nut Tree", "Buy a Broom", and "I Saw Three Ships" (tiles from The
Baby's Opera and The Baby's Bouquet by Walter Crane), ca. 1877-85. (Illustrated in Doreen Bolger Burke
and others, In Pursuit ofBeauty: Americans and the Aesthetic Movement, Exhibition book, New York:
Rizzoli for the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1986).
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Cole Digges House

204 West Franklin Street
Original Owner: Cole Digges
Date: c. 1809
Architect: Unknown
204 West Franklin
Street was once home to Cole
Digges (1 754-1817), an officer
in the Revolutionary War.
Although much of his life is
obscure, we do know that he
had his house built by 1810.
Digges remained in residency until 1813 when he sold the house to David Bullock, a
future mayor of Richmond. Several owners following Bullock have made additions to
the house, and one addition made in 1893 contributed an elegant tiled fireplace surround
worthy of recognition.
The fireplace surround and hearth in a second story addition of 1893 came from
Minton's, one of the most popular British tile companies. These enameled tiles are
illustrated in the Minton's Tile catalogue of 1885. The Cole Digges House surround has
nine of the possible twelve subjects from the

Village Life series, number 1801, designed

by William Wise. These tiles alternate with number 1808, which depict three flowers in
a stylized vase. The bottom right tile, however, was mounted upside-down. Adorning
these tiles is a border of cherry blooms with fretwork above and below, number 1645.
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No. 1801, 1808, &1645. (Illustrated in
Mintons Tiles: Selected Patterns of
Enamelled Tiles for Walls, Hearths,
Fire Places, Furniture, Flower Boxes,
Etc., Stoke-on-Trent: Mintons
1885; reprint 1996.)

Second floor fireplace.
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Placed on the hearth are the interlocking blue and white tiles, a and b of number 27. This
particular tile was also available in black, deep brown, a clearer blue, ivory, and buff.

No. 27. (Illustrated in Mintons Tile.)
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T. Seddon Bruce House
207 West Franklin Street
Original Owner: T. Seddon Bruce
Date: 1886
Architect: Marion J. Dimmock
The T. Seddon Bruce House was built in
1886 forT. Seddon Bruce (?-1907) at 207 West
Franklin Street. Bruce was known in Richmond
as the proprietor of the Vulcan Iron Company,
which manufactured "iron castings of every
description." We know little about Bruce's life,
but we do know that he commissioned a
renowned Richmond architect Marion J.
Dimmock (1824-1908) to design his Queen Anne
style house. As noted on page 107,Dimmock
was one of the most important Richmond architects of the nineteenth century and was the
only Virginian to have his work continuously published in the American Architect and
Building News trade journal.
Disappointingly, much ofDimmock's exterior ornamentation was stripped by
1970. Fortunately most of the exterior ornamentation received care in 1978 when the
architect Wallace Mills restored the house for a law firm. One element that remains from
theDimmock design is in the vestibule. Here the encaustic tiles are from the Minton
Taylor Tile Company, a company that branched off from Mintons Tile Company.

Reversed pattern encaustic tile.
(Illustrated in
Minton Tiles, 1835-1935,

Stoke-on-Trent: City
Museum and Art Gallery,
1984.)

The vestibule.

On the interior, three fireplaces on the first floor remain almost fully intact. The
entrance hall chimneypiece has a unique tile surround.

Here we notice the tiles do not all

match in style or execution. Perhaps the farm animal scene tiles were the original theme
and the unmatched Egyptian looking tiles were a later addition to replace broken or
damaged tiles.
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Entrance hall fireplace.

Entrance hall tile surround.

The colorful farm animal tiles came from the Animals

of the Farm series of

twelve by Minton China Works and were designed by the gifted tile maker William Wise
(1847-1889). Wise first worked for the Mintons Art Pottery Studio and later exhibited
his work in the Paris Exhibition. He was an accomplished painter of enamels on
ceramics and a skilled etcher and engraver. His Animals

Farm series was

introduced in 1879 as number 1699 and was also
applied in eight-inch tiles. According to the 1885
Minton catalogue,
tiles in this series
were either a black
or brown transfer
print on a buff
colored ground and
dust-pressed. At
some date later,
Mintons must have
introduced a
polychrome transfer
print option for the
Animals ofthe Farm

senes.
Six of the twelve Animals
Detail of entrance hall surround.

ofthe Farm series.

(Various collections; illustrated in

Minton Tiles, 1835-1935.)
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The hearth of the entrance hall fireplace may also be Minton. Although we do
not know the design number, the tile pattern resembles other Minton designs. The
hearth in this room contains ivory, yellow, and brown floral-patterned glazed tiles.

Hearth tile in entrance hall.

Another fireplace located in the west front room of the house contains Minton
tiles as well. Here enamel grey monochrome tiles (with occasional brown highlights)
surround the fireplace with a theme from the
Waverley series, number 1868. This series of
six tiles is edged with a bulls-eye design tile at
all four comers in the same grey monochrome
scheme. The tiles in this series are from novels
written by Sir Walter Scott. Each tile has the
chapter number and title of the novel from
which the scene come from on the lower right
comer.
Detail of the hearth.

Fireplace in west front room.

The Waverley series. (Illustrated in
Mintons Tiles: Selected Patterns of
Enamelled Tiles, for Walls, Hearths,
Fire Places, Furniture, Flower Boxes, Etc.)
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The hearth tiles with this surround have a fruit and branches in ivory and buff. Although
no exact match can be made in the Mintons catalogue of 1885, it illustrates very similar
tiles.

Hearth in the west front room.

Unsigned painted tiles in the east front room give a unique feel to the room when
set against the green and yellowish glazed patterned hearth tiles. Birds with blue feathers
sit on branches protecting their nests, and two birds accent the top comers.

East front room painted tiles in the actual color scheme. East front room tiles with detailed work enhanced.

Patterned tile in hearth of east front room.

Houses owned by Virginia
Commonwealth University
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Brown-Allison-Moore House
819 West Franklin Street
Original Owner: Richard L. Brown
Date: 1892
i\rchitect: lJnJanown
In 1892, the successful
merchant Richard L. Brown (18381900) and his wife, Elizabeth
France Gregory Brown (18391894) moved into their fashionable
home at 819 West Franklin Street.
Brown was a distinguished citizen
in Richmond and a partner in
Brown, Davis, & Company, the
largest wholesale grocer in the city.
It is not known whom Brown
commissioned to design his house
on West Franklin Street; however,
Jolene Milot has discovered the name

(Courtesy of the Valentine Richmond History Center.)

of the mason, William R. Mason. Milot also attributes the stonework on the Anderson
House at 1000 West Franklin Street to .Mason.

Possibly the front parlor. (Illustrated in The Cobblestone, Richmond Professional Institute,

1949.)
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Unfortunately the house was demolished in the late 1950s in order to make room
for a college gymnasium. There is a small portion of the rear of the house that remains
today; however, this section has no fireplaces. We do have a few photographs from 1949
and 1955 of the interior. In what appears to be the front parlor, a tiled fireplace surround
was installed. When viewing the photograph closely, it is possible to make out two
connecting tiles of a decorated swag. It is possible that the Kensington Art Tile Company
ofNewport, Kentucky made these tiles. The Kensington Art Tile Company (1883-1893)
was known to produce well-made dust-press tiles and portrait tiles. There is a match to
these tiles in Norman Karlson's American Art Tile, 18 76-1941 (1998). Karlson's
illustration depicts a swag with a bow and curling ribbon.

-

Close up of fireplace. (Illustrated in

Another close up. (Illustrated in

Cobblestone,1949.)

Kensington tile match. (Illustrated in Norman Karlson, American Art
New York: Rizzoli, 1998.)

Cobblestone, 1955.)

Tile, 1876-1941,
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Gunn-Bird House
820 West Franklin Street
Original Owner: Thomas H. Gunn
Date: 1886
Architect: Trexler & Elmore, Contractors
The family ofThomas H. Gunn (d. 1888),
of whom we know little, resided at 820 West
Franklin Street for only four years (1886-1890).
Before his death in 1888, Gunn was known to the
Richmond community as a partner in the
Christian & Gunn tobacco company. Following
the success of his company, Thomas and his wife
Philany (d. 1909) decided to commission a local
contracting firm, Trexler & Elmore, to design a

·

Second Empire house on the newly fashionable
West Franklin Street. WilliamTrexler (1855-1902?) and Richard E. Elmore (1855-1909)
are responsible for the construction of many houses within the now-Historic Fan District
during the years of their partnership (1881-1895). While working together on their
projects, Elmore was responsible for the interior work and boasted of using first class
materials. It is here at the Gunn-Bird House that Elmore decided to use both foreign and
American tile works.

Front parlor frreplace tile surround.

Front parlor tiled hearth.

Gunn-Bird House retains what is almost certainly the only surviving Victorian
Renaissance Revival front parlors in Richmond. In this room, a uniquely carved wooden
mantelpiece is set over a tiled fireplace. On the top corners, a different profile head is
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placed to separate three sets of linking floral tiles. On the floor, a garland border
surrounds solid tiles. These dark green glazed tiles are by the United States Encaustic
Tiling Company of Indianapolis, Indiana. The back of the left portrait tile in this
surround reads "United States Encaustic Tiling Co. Indianapolis, IND HICH. ART.
Majolica. No". It is possible that Ruth Winterbotham, one of the company's employees,
may have designed these tiles.
The fireplace in the master bedroom on the second floor contains encaustic hearth
tiles from the Campbell Tile Company of Stoke-on-Trent, England. The design consists
of two different tiles
in a checkerboard
layout. One is a solid
black tile and the
other is an encaustic
tile with a circular
floral pattern of
yellow, black, and
white. Both types of
tiles are gl�
something that was
not common among
encaustic tiles.

Encaustic tiled hearth in the master bedroom, Campbell Tile Company.

These fine encaustic tiles
have been unnoticed for year
because they have been hidden
under several layers of paint. This
author was given the opportunity
to restore one loose tile in the
hearth. Patience, warm tap water,
and a plastic paint scraper
unveiled a solid black encaustic
glazed tile. This tile would look
beautiful if its surrounding tiles
were restored in the near future.

Encaustic tile from the Campbell Tile
Company. (Author's Collection.)
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Saunders House/ Founder's Hall
827 West Franklin Street

Original Owner: Mary and E. A. Saunders
Date: 1883-85
Architect: Unknown

Edmond A. Saunders, a successful
provisions broker, and his wife Mary
commissioned an unknown architect to build
their house at 827 West Franklin Street in 1883.
The house was owned under Mary Saunders'
name, a common occurrence among businessmen
in Richmond. Edmond Saunders is also known
to have shared ownership of several undeveloped
properties with the second owner ofGunn-Bird
House, Thomas William Pemberton.
The Saunders House, today Founder's Hall at Virginia Commonwealth
University, is a Second Empire house with Neo-Grec and High VictorianGothic design
motifs. The house preserves woodwork executed by a local woodworker and stair
builder, B.B. Van Buren. Little else remains of the original interior work, but one
fireplace retains the original tile from Minton's, Hollins and Company. It is here that we
are not certain of the fireplace surround, but we do know the hearth tiles are from
Minton's. The red clay hearth tiles are marked with the Minton's maker's mark on the
back that was used from 1870 to 1895 for dust pressed tiles. The design incorporates red,
black, and buff colors on the floor and white, red, and yellow around the fireplace.

Fireplace surround.

Minton's, Hollins & Company tiles in the hearth.

Images of the dining room fireplace have been located in the 1955 and 1949
yearbooks for the Richmond Professional Institute. These photographs provide a view of
the dining room chimneypiece with Minton transfer-printed tiles that were decorated with
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grey and light-brown-colored enamels. A photograph taken in 1981 provides a better
view of what was originally in the dining room. The third tile from the bottom on both
the left and right sides of the surround depicts "Pelleas" from Minton's China Works
series of the Idylls ofthe King. This series, no. 1465 in the Minton catalogue, was
designed by the distinguished Victorian illustrator John Moyr Smith (1839-1912) around
1876. The hearth tiles that are visible in this photograph are the same as those in the

The dining room fireplace in Founder's Hall.
(Illustrated in Cobblestone, 1949.)

The dining room fireplace of Founder's Hall before covered. (Photograph from 1981, Special Collections
and Archives, James Branch Cabell Library, Virginia Commonwealth University.)
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Hearth tile in the front parlor.

207

206

"Geraint" and "Pelleas" from the series Idylls ofthe King. (Illustrated
on-Trent: City Museum and Art Gallery,

1984.)

in

Minton Tiles, 1835-1935, Stoke
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Ginter House
901 West Franklin Street
Original Owner: Lewis Ginter
Date: 1888-1891192
Architect: Harvey L. Page with
William Winthrop Kent
The wealthy bachelor Lewis
Ginter (d. 1897) enjoyed the completion
of his house for only five years before
his death. Ginter made a fortune in the
tobacco industry. He became a great
philanthropist, devoted to developing
Richmond as a first-class city. His
lasting legacies include Ginter Park, one
ofRichmond's suburbs, and the
Jefferson Hotel (1893-1895), designed
by the gifted New York architects
Carrere and Hastings.

(VCU Photograph Collection. Special Collections and
Archives, James Branch Cabell Library, Virginia
Commonwealth University )
.

In 1888, Ginter commissioned Harvey L. Page, an ambitious progressive architect

from Washington D. C., to build Ginter's grand house on West Franklin Street in a
RichardsonianRomanesque style. Although it has not been made clear what part
William Winthorp Kent (1860-1955) played at Ginter House, Linda George has found
evidence that puts Kent at Page's New York office and Kent designs that appear identical
to architectural details on the house. This house also influenced other builders along West
Franklin Street and the building was widely illustrated in publications onRichmond.
Exquisite materials decorate the interior. Tile work was preferred in the bedroom
quarters on both the second and third floors as opposed to marble and sandstone on the
first floor.

Front of the restored tile from

Trent tile back of restored tile.

the second floor bedroom.

Two tiled fireplaces remain on the second floor in parts of a principal bedroom suite.
Both chimneypiece surrounds have been covered in paint. The hearth of one of the
southerly fireplaces, however, has not been touched and contains small rectangular blue
tiles, 1" x 3". The surround tile may also be the same color blue, for it's size is the same
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as the hearth tile. The westerly fireplace hides small square 2" x 2" tiles under four
layers of paint. The author was provided the opportunity to restore one of the loose tiles
from this surround. Removing four layers of paint disclosed luminous honey-orange
glazed tile from the Trent Tile Company. Trent Tile Company was established in 1882
under the name of Harris Manufacturing Company in Trenton, New Jersey. The
company boasted of the variety and beauty of its embossed glazed tiles, which were
available in 118 different colors.
Three more tiled fireplaces remain on the third floor untouched by paint. Two of
the bedrooms that face West Franklin Street contain monochrome tile that is 1" x 3" in
size. One fireplace surround has several variations of a light blue pigment and the other
is a pale yellow. The third bedroom located in the back of the house is designed
E"'"""-

�

Third floor bedroom chimneypiece with blue tone tiles.

Third floor bedroom chimneypiece with
pale yellow tiles.

asymmetrically and has a dark blue color. Perhaps all of the fireplace tiles in Ginter
House are from the Trent Tile Company. In the early 1890's, Trent Tile Company was
specializing in a dull finished tiles, which were treated by a sandblast process following
being glazed. This process gave the tiles a soft finish pleasing to the eye. The pale
yellow tile in the fireplace on the third floor and
the blue tile fireplace on the second floor, have
a soft finish to them. It is also possible that the
yellow tiles are by the J. J. and J. G. Low Tile
Company of Chelsea, Massachusetts. The iron
fireback in this frreplace is marked by the C. A.
Wellington & Co. ofBoston, Massachusetts. In
an 1890s advertisement in Palliser's New
Cottage Homes and Details (1887), the

Wellington Company remarks that their
fireplaces include tiles from Low Art Tile.

Asymmetrical chimneypiece on the third floor.
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Ginter House also retains exquisite mosaic work on the front porch, vestibule,
and side entrance. The front porch and vestibule have different designs that do not match
but work together in the same color scheme. The front porch consists of three touching
circles on a background of white, mauve, and purple. The center image is surrounded by
the border of red scrolls.

The floor of the vestibule complements
the front porch with a sunburst design in
red and yellow. However, a different
scheme is found on the side entrance
and in a less formal tone. It is here that
multicolor mosaics are surrounded by a
braided design of red, blue, and yellow
circles.
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Allison House/ President's House
908-10 West Franklin Street
Original Owner: James W. Allison
Date: 1894-1896
Architect: Griffin & Randall
James W. Allison (18331898) and his family resided at 90810 West Franklin Street in one of the
first Colonial Revival houses in
Riclunond. Allison was a successful
businessman who obtained his
fortune with Allison & Addison, a fertilizer and sulfuric acid manufacturing business.
However, Allison only had two years to enjoy his house. Upon his death in1898, his
wife Minnie Clemens Jones (1869-1927) and his son James Allison Junior remained in
the house until1938. Today the house serves as an office for the President of Virginia
Commonwealth University.
In1892, the Allisons decided they needed to build opposite Lewis Ginter and
shortly thereafter commissioned two New York architects, Percy Griffin and T. Henry
Randall (1862-1905). This house was the last project Griffin and Randall worked on
together before their partnership dissolved later in 1894 and Randall completed the
house. The original letters between the architects and suppliers survive in Special
Collections and Archives at James Branch Cabell Library at Virginia Commonwealth
University. In these letters, Randall corresponded with a well- known New York importer
of flooring and tile, Alfred Boote. From Boote, Randall ordered 250 red tiles for the
porch, which are lost, and blue and white "Dutch" tiles for the Nursery fireplace on the
second floor, which survive. These blue and white tiles each show a different landscape.
It has been suggested that they

are

Dutch Delft tiles. English companies produced their

own "delft" tiles to compete with their Dutch rivals.

Nursery fireplace with "Dutch" tiles.
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Scott-Bocock House
909 West Franklin Street
Original Owner: Frederick W. Scott
Date: 1908-11
Architect: Noland & Baskervill
Frederick W. Scott (18621930s) and his family lived in their
mansion for many years. Scott was
a Richmond financier and
millionaire who found his fortune in
the banking and railroad industries.
To show his great wealth, Scott had Noland & Baskervill design a grandiose American
Renaissance mansion along the fashionable West Franklin Street in 1906.
The Scott's architects were well known in Richmond. William Churchill Noland
(1865-1951) and Henry E. Baskervill (1867-1946) had a partnership for twenty years
(1897-1917). Noland and Baskervill had many commissions on West Franklin Street,
including Temple Beth Ahabah (1904) and Saint James' Episcopal Church (1911-12).
For Scott and his family, the firm furnished the house with frrst-class materials and
outstanding craftsmanship. Much of the original ornamentation survives.
The architects' specifications of 1908 have identified the maker of tile on the
terraces and porches as the Grueby Faience Tile Company. Upon concrete were laid
three-inch hexagonal green Grueby tile edged by 6"x 6" green Grueby tile. The Grueby
Faience Company was formed in 1894 in South Boston, Massachusetts, by William
Henry Grueby (1867-1925). The company
received many awards in expositions in Europe,
America, and Russia. The company's matte
glazed pottery was a symbol of the Arts and
Crafts Movement and was sold by Tiffany &
Co. The company branched off into two
divisions of pottery and tile in 1898 and by
1909 Grueby Faience company was formed.
The new company produced only architectural
faience tiles marked "Grueby Boston." The
green hexagonal and square tile that still remain
intact on the terrace and porch are in need of
repair, for much of the glaze has worn off.

Pattern of Grueby Faience Tile used on the
Scott-Bocock porch. (Illustrated in Norman
Karlson, American Art Tile, 1876-1941,
New York: Rizzoli, 1998.)
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Grueby Faience symbols and makers marks used over the years. (Illustrated in Edwin Barber, Marks of

American Potters, 1904; reprint Ann Arbor, Michigan: Ars Cerarnica, 1976.)

The Scotts wanted fme tile and mosaic work done on the interior as well. Within
the den is a mosaic tiled fireplace that includes the family monogram of'S'. It is here
that the fireplace surround and hearth were done in an Italian Renaissance Revival
manner using green, red, yellow, and brown tile.

Mosaic tiled fireplace in the den.

Mosaic hearth in the den.

The only other fireplace that contains tile
is located in a second floor bedroom on
the west. Here 2"

x

4" white tile covers

the hearth and surround. Centered below
the mantel are 4" x 4" tiles, which have a
painted under glaze scene of a canal. The
tile maker here is unknown.
Original tile work also is still fully
intact in four of the five bathrooms on the
second floor. One of these bathrooms on
the west side of the house was decorated
in a green and white scheme. In this
bathroom above the bathtub are three
hand painted scenes of children pillow
fighting, sleeping, and playing with dolls.
Unfortunately these tiles are not signed.
Tiled frreplace in a second floor bedroom on the west.
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Linda George has suggested that the scenes depicted on these tiles were inspired by
the works of the popular children's book illustrator Jessie Wilcox Smith (1863-1935).
Smith's style is present in the facial characteristics of the children on the bathroom tiles
and the overall scenic makeup of the tile. When one closely examines the tiles here, one
can also see the alligator groove pattern typical of the Grueby Tile Company.

Painted tile scenes of children playing in the west bathroom
off the nursery.

Green and white tiled bathroom
on the west.

The book cover to The Bed-Time Book.
(Illustrated in Edward D. Nudelman, Jessie
Willcox Smith: A Bibliography, Gretna, Louisiana:

Pelican Publishing Company, 1989.)

The cover of Good Housekeeping, June, 1925.
(Illustrated in S. Michael Schnessel, Jessie Willcox
Smith, New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, n. d.)
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Another bathroom, located on the
west side, was furnished with pink accent
tile and a different floor design. Here the
mason laid the tile to form a pattern by
alternating a plain white square tile with a
white square tile tipped with pink triangles.
Putting the tiles together in such a manner
gives the viewer the perception of a square
and circular floor pattern.

The third bathroom located on the west was
also done using pink tiles. However, in this
bathroom the wall tile extends from the floor to the
ceiling. It is on one of these walls that a geometric
design is displayed.

Third bathroom with pink geometric design.

In Mr. Scott's bathroom on the east side, dark blue accent tiles were used on the
floor and walls. Here, as in the green-accented bathroom, the white wall tiles cover two
thirds of the wall. On three of these walls, different shore scenes are painted in blue and
are not signed. Although it is not known who designed these tiles, we do known that
sometime American Encaustic made tiles similar to these. On the floor, small white and
blue hexagonal tile form of a flower shape every twelve inches.
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Mr. Scott's bathroom.

Three shore scenes on different walls in Mr. Scott's bathroom.

At the Scott-Bocock House, tile was also used in one of the few remaining
butler's pantries in Richmond. Here there are several panels of Dutch scenes on the
white tiled walls. These tiles all
appear to be hand-painted in a dark
brown outline on a white background
and covered in clear glaze.
Scenic tile in the Butler's Pantry.
(Photo by Linda George.)
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A man and his horse, Butler's Pantry.

(Photo by Linda George.)

A gentleman and a cow, Butler's Pantry.

(Photo by Linda George.)

A farm scene, Butler's Pantry. (Photo by Linda George.)

The Kitchen.

There are also tiles that remain in the kitchen. Here ivory colored 2" x 6" tile was
affixed two-thirds of the way up the wall. More than likely the same tile company
produced these tiles as the ones used in all of the bathrooms.

McAdams House
914 West Franklin Street
Original Owner: Sallie and George B. McAdams
Date: 1891
Architect: Albert Lawrence West,
William Callis West
The McAdams House was one of the last
commissions for the important Richmond architect
Albert Lawrence West (1825-1892). For 250
years, members of West's family built buildings in
Virginia. West began his career in the craft
tradition, but became one of the founders of the
architecture profession in Virginia and a member
of the American Institute of Architects.
Commissioned not long before the architect's
death, the McAdams House may actually have
been designed by his son, William Callis West.
The original owner of the McAdams House, George B. McAdams (?-1896), was a
prominent businessman and a partner in McAdams & Berry, clothiers. Referred to as a
man who was always handsomely dressed, McAdams reportedly collapsed on his front
porch while watching a parade in 1896 and died. It is here, on this porch, that both
encaustic and dust-pressed tiles exist from the American Encaustic Tile Company.
The front porch
contains alternating
hexagonal tan and light tan
tiles. In between the voids
are square blue and white
encaustic snowflake-pattern
tiles, an occasional white
and-red encaustic snowflake
pattern tile, and/or a square
tile with a blue square on
maroon square design.
Front porch encaustic and dust-pressed tiles.

Like the front porch, the vestibule has tiles from the American Encaustic Tiling
Company. In the vestibule are square tan and light tan tiles in a checker board
arrangement. These tiles are surrounded by blue and white encaustic tiles in a snowflake
pattern and are accented by rectangular blue and tan tiles. At the comers are encaustic
tiles of a tan, white, blue, and maroon floral design.
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The vestibule. (Photo by Linda George.)

Vestibule border tiles.

American Encaustic Tiling Company was also extensively used tile on the interior
of the house as well. Founded in 1875 in Zanesville, Ohio, the company met great
success and by 1880 it had introduced glazed tiles. The company's handsome encaustic
or inlaid floor tiles were made by both plastic and damp-dust processes.
The entrance hall contains a fireplace surround of orange-glazed tile that may
show the mythical beings called salamandrae. These fiery figures refer to the function of
the fireplace. The figures in these tiles are attributable to Herman Mueller, a German
sculptor whom American Encaustic hired in 1887. Mueller produced large relief tiles and
panels of female figures, mythological symbols, and portraits based on Renaissance
motifs. The ornamental details on the entrance hall chimneypiece are by another hand.
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Entrance hall tile surround.
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No. 1016. (Illustrated in Artistic Tiles Manufactured by the American Encaustic Tiling Company Limited,
New York: American Encaustic Tiling Company, [c. 1890].) (Special Collections and Archives, James
Branch Cabell Library, Virginia Commonwealth University.)
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Located in the front parlor of the McAdams House are tiles from the American
Encaustic Tiling Company. These brown-glazed tiles, listed as number 1014, have a
design of stylized foliage and they are affixed in a less artful pattern than what is shown
in the American Encaustic catalogue. The hearth also contains small plain rectangular
tiles and brown border tiles of a floral design. These border tiles are numbers 374 and
370.

PUlE 21:.

No. 1014.
(Illustrated in Artistic Tiles.)
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No. 370 and 374 used in the border
of the front parlor. (Illustrated in

Artistic Tiles.)
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Bright blue-glazed tiles found in the back parlor are American Encaustic Tiles.
Here the fireplace surround has plain blue-glazed 2" x 4" tiles and a hearth with the same
tiles but laid in a square design pattern. The hearth is outlined with 3" x 6" tiles that have
a rinceau in imitation mosaic. These mosaic styled tiles are numbers 455 and 456.

No. 455 and 456 used in the back parlor. (Illustrated in Artistic Tiles.)

The fourth American Encaustic fireplace in the McAdams House is in the former
dining room. Located here are dark orange and brown-glazed tiles. The surround
contains a floral design of linking tiles noted as number 1013 in the catalogue. Within
the hearth are orange and brown-glazed tiles placed in a checker board pattern. These
tiles are surrounded with 3" x 6" tiles with a geometric pattern. This design is listed in
the catalogue
as numbers

378 and 379.
No. 378 and 379
used in the dining
room. (Illustrated
in Artistic Tiles.)

·
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No. 1013. (Illustrated in Artistic

Tiles.)
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Younger House
919 West Franklin Street
Original Owner: Lawson Chiles Younger
Date: 1891; 1903-4
Architect: Unknown; remodeling by Noland &
Baskervill
The townhouse at 919 West Franklin Street
was built for Lawson Chiles Younger, a
businessman who began his career

as

a wholesale

grocer and partner in Heitman & Younger.
Younger later established his firm L. C. Younger

& Co. The second owner of the Younger House,
Spottswood Dabney Crenshaw (1854-?), moved in
1899 and shortly made the decision to remodel.
Crenshaw, the founder of the Atlantic and
Virginia Fertilizer Company, commissioned
William Churchill Noland (1865-1951) and Henry E. Baskervill (1867-1946) (see the
Scott-Bocock House) to make alterations to the interior and exterior. Some of these
alterations could have included tile work from Indiana and Ohio. Tile from the American
Encaustic Tiling Company survives from the original design of the house and the
Columbia Encaustic Tile Company tile was laid in the remodeling.
Four fireplaces in the Younger house contain tile from the American Encaustic
Tiling Company. In the entry hall, one comes upon a bright blue-glazed floral tile
surround
over a
vibrant
blue-and
red hearth.
Here the
fireplace
surround
matches
number
1003 in
the
catalogue.

Entry hall
frreplace.
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No. 1003.
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(Illustrated inArtistic Tiles.)

On the hearth of the entry hall fireplace lie bright blue and deep red glazed

2" x 2" tiles in a checkerboard pattern. Laid around them are bright blue-glazed floral
tiles, the same ones found in the McAdams House, but in a different color. These border
tiles are numbers 374 and 370.

and 374.
(Illustrated in Artistic Tiles.)
No. 370
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Another fireplace found in the middle room on the first floor contains tanglazed tiles from American Encaustic Tiling Company. Listed as number 1011 in the
catalogue, only the cattail tiles
from this pattern remain. The
frogs shown across the top in
the catalogue could have been
part of this fireplace. The
present tiles along the top are
replacements. Located on the
hearth are tan tiles that match
the color of the cattails. Here
narrow 1" x 3" plain tan tiles
are edged by 3" x 6" tan "s"
curve designed tiles listed as
numbers 373 and 377 in the
catalogue.

The middle room on the first floor.
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No. 1011.
(Illustrated in Artistic Tiles.)

Hearth of the middle room on the first floor.

No. 373 and 377. (Illustrated inArtistic Tiles.)
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On the second floor, in one of the original bedrooms are glowing green-glazed
tiles, that depict two flowerpots holding lilies under other blossoms. All of these
fireplace tiles are listed as number 1000 in the catalogue.

Second floor bedroom.
�LitE l E

No. 1000. (Illustrated
in Artistic Tiles.)
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Below the scene of
potted lilies are 1" x 1"
green and black tiles in
a checkerboard pattern.
These tiles are
surrounded by green
border tiles with a swirl
pattern. (numbers 376
and 372).
Hearth of the second floor bedroom.

No. 376 and 372.
(Illustrated in Artistic

Tiles.)

The fourth American Encaustic Tile fireplace in the Younger House is presently
located on the third floor in what was originally one of the bedrooms. Here mauve
glazed tiles with Egyptian maidens attributable to Herman Carl Mueller frame the
fireplace.

Listed as number 1009 in the catalogue, these tiles are arranged differently

from the catalogue. Here the maidens are not the fourth and fifth tile from the bottom but
rather are located at the bottom of the surround. The hearth in this bedroom contains
both mauve and green-glazed 1" x 1" tiles in a checkerboard. Bordering these plain tiles
are mixed mauve and green 3" x 6" tiles with the same pattern in the dinning room of the
McAdams House and are listed as numbers 378 and 379 in the catalogue.

.

.

No. 378 and 379, used in the third floor bedroom. (Illustrated in Artistic

Tiles.)
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No. 1009. (Illustrated inArtistic
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Third floor bedroom with Egyptian maidens.
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Other tiles that remain intact are located in the third floor bathroom. The ivory
enameled 3" x 6" tiles on the wall of the bathroom are from Indiana. It is the author's
assumption that these bathroom tiles were added during Noland and Baskervill's
remodeling in 1903-4. Two loose tiles from the wall have markings on the back, one that
reads "Anderson. Ind. U.S." and another that reads "Patented Jun 20. 1899." One of the
only tile companies in Anderson, Indiana, which specialized in plain enameled tiles was
the Columbia Encaustic Tile Company. The Columbia Encaustic Company
manufactured natural-gas burned tiles, and made to some extent, embossed tiles and
inlaid floor tiles.
Tile backs from the third
floor bathroom. Tiles read:
"Anderson. Ind. U.S." and
"Patented Jun 20. 1899"

Tile fronts from the third floor
bathroom.

Third floor bathroom with ivory
enameled wall tiles.
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Anderson House

1000-02 West Franklin Street
Original Owner: William J. Anderson
Date: 1899
Architect: Unknown
The family of William J. Anderson
( 1839-1911) lived at 1000-02 ·west Franklin
Street from 1899 to 1925. Anderson was a
successful businessman who owned the
Richmond Stove Company and the Anderson
Company Store. Anderson also had served in
the Confederate army in the ordinance
department. After the success of his ironwork
company, he decided to build a Richardsonian
Romanesque house on the fashionable West
Franklin Street.
Although we do not know who designed the house, we do know that Anderson
wanted first-class materials in his house. Within the house two tiled fireplace surrounds
and hearths remain intact, though slightly damaged. The tiles on both fireplaces are from
the Trent Tile Company.
Located behind the
stairwell in the original
reception hall are dark green
embossed glazed tiles. The
fireplace surround contains
green floral swag tiles in a
Rococo Revival style. The
hearth matches the surround
in color with plain 1" x 6"
tiles that are accented with
3" x 6" border tiles in a wave
like pattern.

Green embossed glazed Trent tiles in the reception hall.
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Hearth tiles with a
wave pattern border
in the reception hall.

About twenty feet away from the reception hall frreplace in the second parlor are
more Trent tiles. Mrs. Anderson could have entertained her guests in this room and may
have wanted a feminine room. Below the carved wooden mantelpiece are off-white
embossed tiles decorated with
gold, green, and pink ribbons
and floral swags. The design
of these tiles is very similar to
the design of the Rococo
Revival reception hall.
Decorating the hearth are off
white 1" x 6" plain tiles and
3" x 6" off-white embossed
tiles in the pattern of rinceau.
These border tiles are trimmed
by plain off-white 2" x 3" tiles.
This is one of the few
fireplaces along West Franklin
Street to have hearth tiles with
two borders.

Second parlor fireplace surround.

Meredith House
1014 West Franklin Street
Original Owner: Unknown
Date: c. 1900
Architect: Unknown
The original family that resided at 1014
West Franklin Street has yet to be identified. The
house's current name was given in honor of
Wyndham R. Meredith, a prominent Richmond
attorney and a vice president of Virginia
Commonwealth University's Board of Trustees.
The architect of the house is unknown.
Whoever originally lived at 1014 West
Franklin Street chose first-class materials within.
Two American Encaustic Tiling Company fireplaces remain, as well as a possible third.
The vestibule also contains
dust-pressed tiles laid in a
geometric pattern that could
quite possibly be American
Encaustic tiles as well.

The vestibule design.

The entrance
hall contains dark green
glazed tiles 1, x 6" in
size on both the
fireplace surround and
hearth. Even though
tiles in the hearth are
slightly damaged, all
remain well affixed.

Hearth of the entry hall tiles.
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The hearth also is edged with a rinceau
pattemed border of green embossed
glazed tiles. These tiles could be
American Encaustic tiles, but no match
can be found in the catalogue.

The entrance hall fueplace.

Another tiled chimneypiece is present in the front parlor. Here American
Encaustic tiles are hidden underneath many layers of paint. Fortunately these 6" x 6"
embossed tiles were not covered with a great deal of paint and are identifiable as number
719 in the American Encaustic

Tiling Company catalogue.
Number 719 was listed in the
catalogue as an embossed tile
and as a gold decorated tile.
The embossed fleur-de-lis tiles
here could be the gold
decorated tile when we take
into consideration the gilded
iron lion-head fireback and
light yellow hearth tiles.

Front parlor fleur-de-lis tiles covered with paint.

Light yellow hearth tiles in the front
parlor.
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.719
No. 719. (Illustrated in Artistic Tiles.) On the left is the design with gold embossed work and on the right is
the tile design just as an embossed tile in any color.

The second American Encaustic Tiling Company fireplace can be found in the
second floor bedroom above the front parlor. Here a swagged tile surround was installed.
These light mauve embossed tiles are number 1029.

Second floor bedroom with American Encaustic tiles.
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No. 1029. (Illustrated

in

Embossed Tiles; Including Mantel Facings,

Panels, Friezes, Borders, Etc., New York: American Encaustic
Tiling Company, [c. 1900].)

Located below these tiles in the hearth are 1" x 6" plain mauve tiles with a border of
3" x 6" mauve and light green rinceau-pattemed tiles. The border tiles here are listed as

numbers 533 and 534 in the American Encaustic tile catalogue. Portions of this border
tile are worn down and are in need ofre-glazing.

The hearth in the second floor bedroom.
•·x.t

No. 533 and 534. (Illustrated inArtistic Tiles.)
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Moseley House
1 001 Grove Avenue
Original Owner: Dr. Edward J. Moseley
Date: 1892
Architect: Unknown
The Moseley House was built in 1892 for
Dr. Edward J. Moseley after the eastern portion
of B. J. Totty's double house (circa 1850) was
demolished. Moseley was known as having both
lived and practiced medicine in the house. Like
other doctors in his day, Moseley had his medical
practice in the rear of the house. His business
was probably very successful considering the
great number of families who were at that time
moving into the area.
Fortunately many of the fireplaces in
Moseley's house remain. Of the seven that
survive, four definitely contain tile from two New Jersey tile companies. One other
fireplace, located in the entry
hall, may contain tile from one
of the two New Jersey
companies present in the rest of
the house. It is here that dark
mauve 1" x 4" tiles are on the
surround and hearth.

Entrance Hall.
In the front parlor, tiles from the Providential Tile Works cover the surround and
hearth. Providential Tile Works was one of the leading tile companies from Trenton,
New Jersey, and produced a variety of embossed glazed tiles starting in 1886. In the
front parlor of the Moseley House, sparkling gold-decorated embossed tiles illuminate the
room. Around 1892, Providential began producing gilded and decorated tile in the style
of the Royal Worcester cloisonne. In Pottery and Porcelain of the United States (1893),
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Edwin Barber claims that the gold-decorated product line was under the management
of Messrs. James H. Robinson and C. Louis Whitehead. The front parlor surround
contains examples of Robinson and Whitehead's work. Here 6" x 9" tiles line the frieze
and 6" x 6" tiles adorn the sides of the surround. The pattern resembles a Rococo torch
with an Art Nouveau poppy springing forth from the center of each tile. Matching these
illuminated surround tiles are plain 1" x 4" cream-colored hearth tiles bordered with
2" x 4" tiles of swags.

Front parlor hearth.
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In the second parlor there are green and white 1" x 4" glazed tiles on the
surround and hearth from the Old Bridge Tile Company. The Old Bridge Tile Company
began producing tiles in 1890 in Old Bridge, New Jersey, and by 1893 the firm was taken
over by a bank
due to poor
financing. The
tiles selected for
Moseley in this
room are very
vibrant. Here a
border of 2"x 4"
tiles surrounds
the hearth and has
a pattern that
resembles an Art
Nouveau version
of the rinceau.

Second parlor.

Second parlor hearth tiles.

Old Bridge tiles were also used in the front second-floor bedroom. Here green
and mauve 1 "x 6" glazed tiles are on the surround and hearth. The top left portion of the
surround has been replaced with similar-colored tiles, but are 1"x 4" instead. This
mismatched repair job was not well done.
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Second-floor bedroom.

Second-floor bedroom hearth.

.

Rubbing taken from a lose Old Bridge tile in the second-floor bedroom.
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There is
also a third
floor front
bedroom that
contains
surround tiles
that match the
ones found in
the front parlor.
The gold
decorated
embossed tiles
by Providential
Tile Works here
also have fleur
de-lis around
the central
design. The
tiles found in
the top panel are
6"x 9" and the ones on the side are

Third-floor front bedroom.

6" x 6." The only difference from

this fireplace surround and the one
in the front parlor are the border
tiles. Here a rinceau-pattemed
border surrounds the hearth. In the
front parlor, swags are found in the
border.

Third-floor front bedroom hearth.

Rubbing of Providential Tile back
of a lose third-floor bedroom tile.

West Franklin Street
Houses not owned by
Virginia Commonwealth
University
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William J. Whitehurst House
932 West Franklin Street
Original Owner: William J. Whitehurst
Date: 1893
Architect: Unknown
The William J. Whitehurst house was
built in 1893 for one ofRichmond's leading
regional suppliers of building materials, William
J. Whitehurst. Whitehurst's company,
Whitehurst & Owens, was located at Tenth and
Byrd Streets and manufactured sash, blinds,
doors, and interior finishes. The interior of his
RomanesqueRevival residence contains
extensive examples of his fine craftsmanship.
On the front porch of the Whitehurst
House are encaustic and dust-pressed tiles from
the American Encaustic Tiling Company. These
tiles are the same that we find on the porch floor of the McAdams House and 1012 West
Franklin Street. The
vestibule also has similar
colored dust-pressed tiles.

The front porch.

The vestibule.
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The entrance hall contains green and brown speckled tiles from the Trent Tile
Company of Trenton, New Jersey. The top portion of the surround holds a 6" x 18"
panel tile decorated with a wreath and a thyrsus. Hearth tiles to this fireplace surround
are of the same
color scheme and
contain 1"

x

2"

plain tiles
bordered with
1 Yz" x 2" tiles
that have an
organic-looking
rinceau pattern.
These border tiles
are cornered with
a 1 Yz"

x

1 Yz" tile

of a palmette.

Hearth tiles in the entrance hall.
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Bright cream and light mauve tiles from the American Encaustic Tiling
Company are located in the front parlor. Here a panel tile attributable to Herman Carl
Mueller displays a young boy sitting on the scroll of the cortouche and playing a flute.
The hearth tiles are a bit different and show a set-back border of low relief embossed tiles
in a basket-weave pattern.

There are two separate rows of this border that enclose the

hearth.

Front parlor.

]

Panel in the front parlor attributable to Herman Carl Mueller.
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The second parlor has tiles that might be from American Encaustic. There are no
loose tiles on this surround or hearth, but its hearth tiles look similar to tiles by the
company. The
hearth tiles are
the same cream
and light mauve
as the 1 Y2" x 3"
tiles on the
surround. Here
a border with
wreaths and
connecting
garlands is
present.

Second parlor.

Hearth tiles of the second parlor.
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Encaustic tiles in the dining room are definitely by American Encaustic. Here
we find 4" x 4" red and white encaustic tiles alternated with blue tiles on the hearth.
These tiles bordered with 3" x 5" red and white encaustic tiles with a Gothic rosette in the
center of
a styled
down
nnceau.
The tile
surround
contains
clear
glazed 6"
X

6"

encaustic
tiles with
dark
yellow,
black,
cream,
and light
yellow
slip in a
stylized
floral
design.

..

Dining room hearth tiles.

On the second floor, two tile fireplaces remain. In the middle bedroom are blue
and white swirl glazed tiles most likely made by Trent. The surround here contains
1 Y2"

x

3" plain tiles and the hearth contains 1 Yl"

1 Y2"

x

6" embossed tiles whose pattern resembles sand dollars.

x

3" plain tiles that are bordered with
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Second floor middle bedroom.

The other fireplace on the second floor is located in the front bedroom. Here dark
orange-yellow tiles decorate the surround. The hearth tiles contain plain 1 Y2"

x

3" plain

tiles bordered with 1 Y2"
x

5" embossed tiles that

are so worn down they
are hard to see. The
comer tiles of this border
appear to resemble a
scarab and the other tiles
in the border are organic
looking in nature. These
tiles might have been
designed by Trent

Second floor front bedroom.
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Second floor front bedroom hearth.

On the third floor, there are also two tile surrounds, one of which is definitely
Trent. In the front bedroom of this floor are light-green, light-brown, and dark-brown
speckled glazed tiles
from Trent. The
surround contains
4" x 1 Yz" tiles and the
hearth has 1" x 2" tiles of
the same color scheme
that are bordered with
4" x 2" embossed tiles
that depict a stylized
rinceau pattern. Several
tiles on this hearth are
broken and lose;
however, they reveal the
maker's mark of
"TRENT."
Third floor front bedroom.

Third floor front bedroom hearth.
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The other
fireplace on the third
floor has bright blue
2"

x

4" tiles on the

surround and 2"

x

2"

plain blue tiles on the
hearth. The hearth is
adorned with 2"

x

4"

embossed tiles that
depict organic foliage
and are cornered with
scarabs. These tiles
match the ones in the
second floor front
bedroom and most like
where made by Trent.
Third floor middle bedroom.

Third floor middle bedroom hearth.
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1012 and 1018 West Franklin Street

Original Owners:
L.A. Behle (1012);
Unknown (1018)
Date: c.1899-1900
Architects: D. Wiley
Anderson (1012);
Unknown (1018)

We know little
about the rock-faced
gray granite
Richardsonian
Romanesque house at
1012 West Franklin
Street, and the brown
sandstone
Richardsonian
Romanesque house at 1018 West Franklin Street. What we do know is that D. Wiley
Anderson designed 1012 West Franklin Street in 1899 for L. A. Behle. We also know
that both houses contain both dust-pressed and encaustic tiles on the porch and vestibule.

The porch of 1012 West Franklin Street.

The vestibule of 1012 West Franklin Street.

The porch at 1012 West Franklin Street displays a pattern of blue, white, tan, and
maroon square tiles, with an occasional maroon and light-tan encaustic floral design tile.
These encaustic tiles are similar to the American Encaustic tiles on the porch of the
McAdams House, but they could be from a different tile company. The vestibule has a
different geometric pattern with white, maroon, and blue tiles that are accented with a
maroon and light-tan encaustic pinwheel design tile. Encaustic tile also borders the main
floor design.
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On the porch of 1018 West
Franklin Street are encaustic tiles
from the Star Encaustic Tile
Company of Pennsylvania. The
Star Encaustic Tile Company was
founded in 1882, when the
Pittsburgh Encaustic Tile
Company reorganized. Star
Encaustic Tile Company was well
known for its unglazed encaustic
tiles and geometric tessellated tiles
of various shapes and sizes. We
see these properties on both the
Porch of 1018 West Franklin Street with Star Encaustic tile.

porch and vestibule. The porch is
done in a red and white
pattern accented with a tan
and maroon encaustic tile
placed every three feet on
the border. The vestibule
contains a geometric
pattern of white, blue, red,
tan, and maroon and tan
encaustic tiles.

Vestibule of 1018 West Franklin Street.

S.E.T.
co.

The mark of the Star Encaustic Tile Company. (Illustrated in Edwin
Atlee Barber, Marks ofAmerican Potters, 1904; reprint Ann Arbor:
Ars Cerarnica, 1976.)

South of West Franklin
Street
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The Mosque/ Landmark Theater
6 North Laurel Street
Date: 1926-27
Architect: Charles M.
Robinson, Charles
Custer Robinson, and
Marcellus E. Wright
The Mosque,
known today as the
Landmark Theater,
was originally erected
as the Acca Temple
and served as a
Masonic meeting hall
and auditorium.
Intended to be a great

(Richmond Postcard Collection, Special Collections and Archives, James
Branch Cabell Library, Virginia Commonwealth University.)

profit-making venture, the building was unsuccessful during the Great Depression.
Following its downfall, the building was acquired by the City of Richmond in 1935.
Today the building is used as an auditorium and serves as the home of the Richmond
Symphony Orchestra.
Still present and for the most part attached to the walls inside the structure are colorful
decorative tiles, perhaps from a variety of sources. The director of decorations
throughout the building was J. Frank Jones, who worked with the Rambusch Company of
New York. Jones was supposedly responsible for importing ornamental tile from Spain,
Italy, and Tunisia, with some involvement from J. R. Ray of Richmond Tile and Mosaic
Works. Although some of the tile in the Mosque is definitely from Spain and Tunisia,
American tile has also been found. Impressions left in the adhesive on the wall reveal the
maker's mark of the American Encaustic Tiling Company. Impressed in the wall of the
Egyptian Ballroom in the basement are marks that read "AETCO/ 1002/ R.V.5."

Other

tile marks in this room read "AE." All of these impressions can be found in the green tile
wainscoting surrounding the room and the jet black curved tiles in the wainscoting on the
columns. Recently discovered evidence also suggests that Frederick Hurten Rhead may
have designed the Egyptian Ballroom.
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Rubbing from the impressions of the column in the Egyptian Ballroom at the Mosque.

On the floor of the ballroom are tiles that are most likely by American Encaustic
as well. Here a frieze of tan-orange, red, black, cream, and green tiles border the room.

�

Detail of the floor to the Egyptian Ballroom at the Mosque. (Photo by Charles Brownell.)

Exit sign at the Mosque. (Photo by Charles Brownell.)

North of Virginia
Commonwealth University
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Brook Hill
Henrico County, Virginia
Original Owner: Robert
Williamson
Date: c. 1830; 1852-57; 1871-72
Architect: Unknown; Robert
Mills; Lybrock & Seibert
For more than 250 years,
Brook Hill has been the home to
members of the Robert
Williamson family. Robert
Williamson, an Englishman
from Kent, acquired the property
which the house now stands on
in 1714. He later passed the
property on to his descendants.

The south fa9ade of Brook Hill. (Illustrated in Janet Gail Murphy,

Although we do not know

"Brook Hill,

precisely when the house was

Movement Art," Master of Arts thesis, Virginia Commonwealth

erected, we do know that part of

University,

the current house was built from

Branch Cabell Library, Virginia Commonwealth University.)

1839-1895: A Virginia Villa and Its Aesthetic

1995.) (Special Collections and Archives, James

1839 to 1841 for Robert Carter
Williamson. The cost of the 1839-41 building caused Robert Carter Williamson to
mortgage the house to Robert G. Stanard in 1841. However, the following year the house
was bought by John Stewart, Robert Carter Williamson's son-in-law. By 1851, Stewart
and his wife Mary Amanda, were in need of additional space for their growing family.
Stewart, therefore, commissioned Robert Mills (1781-1855), one of the most important
nineteenth-century American architects, to tum the house into an Italianate villa. Twenty
years later (1871), Stewart commissioned the local firm Lybrock & Seibert to make a
new addition on to the rear of
the house. This addition was
to accommodate Stewart's
daughter Belle and her
husband Joseph Bryan.
Following Stewart's
death in 1885, his wife, Mary
Amanda and their four
unmarried daughters decided
to redecorate the interior of the
house in an Aesthetic
Movement style.

Of the

many changes that occurred,
several rooms were
Entrance hall floor tiles. (Illustrated

in Janet

Gail Murphy, "Brook Hill.")
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redecorated with tiles from prominent English and American tile companies. One of
these rooms contains floor tiles from Minton's, c. 1868 -95. Located on the floor of the
entrance hall are red-body, black-and-white tin-glazed tiles. These tiles depict both a
floral and geometric design, and are loosely based on English Medieval designs.

In the front parlor are more English tiles from Stoke-on-Trent. However, these
terra-cotta hand-painted tiles are not by Minton's but rather by George Woolliscroft and
Son of Hanley.
Woolliscroft began his
business in 1848 and by
the 1880's he was
producing a variety of
tiles, including hand
painted tiles. Here in the
front parlor fireplace
surround are two
maidens in a countryside,
situated under pointed
arches on either side of
the surround. The tiles
are signed and dated,
1883.

The front parlor fireplace surround. (Illustrated in Janet Gail Murphy, "Brook Hill.")

Another English tiled fireplace, located in a second floor bedroom, depicts tiles
designed by Kate Greenaway and was produced by T. & R. Boote (c.l880). Greenaway
was one of the most influential children's book illustrators for the time and T. & R. Boote
was a large English tile manufacturer known for transfer-print and majolica tiles. The
transfer-printed tiles here portray the four seasons with children dressed in eighteenth
century style clothing.

A second floor bedroom.
(Illustrated in Jane Gail
Murphy, "Brook Hill.")
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The third fireplace surround in Brook Hill, located in the rear dining room,
contains American tile from Chelesa, Massachusetts. Affixed on the fireplace surround
are green moulded tiles by J. G. & J. F. Low Art Tile Works. The tiles are an 1880's
design listed in the 1887 catalogue as the "Laurel" pattern with portrait tiles number 686.
Two years following the start of the company (1879), an Englishman, Arthur Osborne,
joined the firm and became the company's best artist and modeler. By the 1880's, the
company invented a
method of decorating
tiles with natural objects
pressed into the clay
model. The tile located
in the rear dining room

"l.aurct.

li!������

of Brook Hill, however,
is not an example of this
umque process.

The "Laurel" pattern.
(Illustrated in J. G. and J. F.
Low, Illustrated Catalogue of
Art Tiles Made by J. G. & J.
F. Low, 1881; reprint,

Chelesa, Massachusetts:
n. p., 1990.)

The rear dining room fireplace surround. (Illustrated in Janet Gail Murphy, "Brook Hill.")
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Architects of West Franklin Street

Robert Mills (1781-1855). (Illustrated in Harry M. Ward, Richmond: An Illustrated History, Northridge,
California: Windsor Publications, 1985.)
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Marion J. Dimmock (1824-1908). (Illustrated in Richmond's Fan District.)

RICHARD E

ELMORE,

WILLIAM TREXLER.

Of Troxler & Elmore, Btulcllng Contractors.

Photographs of William Trexler (1855-1902?) and Richard E. Elmore (1855-1909). (Illustrated in Andrew
Morrison, The City on the James: Richmond, Virginia, Richmond: George W. Engelhardt, 1893.)
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Drawing ofPercy Griffln (active 1887-1922). (Illustrated in Melissa Zimmerman, ''The Allison House,
Richmond, Virginia, 1894-1896: Light Fixtures and Original Wall Finishes," Master of Arts thesis,
Virginia Commonwealth University, 1997. Special Collections and Archives, James Branch Cabell
Library, Virginia Commonwealth University. )

Photograph ofT. Henry Randall (1862-1905). (Illustrated in Melissa Zimmerman, "The Allison House".)

178

Photograph ofWilliam Churchill Noland (1865-1951). (Illustrated in Chris Novelli, "William Noland on
West Franklin Street," Master of Architectural History thesis, University ofVirginia, 1996. Special
Collections and Archives, James Branch Cabell Library, Virginia Commonwealth University.)

Henry E. Baskervill (1867-1946). (Illustrated in Chris Novelli, "William Noland on West Franklin Street".)
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Albert L. West (1825-1892). (Illustrated in Drew St. J. Carneal, Richmond's Fan District, Richmond:
Council of Historic Richmond F

1996

D. Wiley Anderson {1864-1940). (Illustrated in Susan Hume Frazer, "D. Wiley Anderson, Virginia
Architect (1864-1940)," Ph. D. dissertation, Virginia Commonwealth University, 2001.)
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James T. Robinson, Charles M. Robinson, Charles Gordon Robinson, Charles Custer Robinson, ca. 1900.
(Illustrated in "Charles M. Robinson: A Virginian Architectural History",
http://www .charlesmrobinson. com.)

Marcellus Wright. (Illustrated in Sarah Shields Driggs, Richard Guy Wilson, and Robert P. Winthrop,
Richmond's Monument Avenue, Chapel Hill: The University ofNorth Carolina Press, 2001.)
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written explanation, see the United States Patent office in Washington, D. C.
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TILE DBOOB!TION.

Patented Feb. 16, 1886.

No. 3S6,24S.

r1r-

1.

205

(No Model.)

J. G. LOW.
SODA FOUNTAIN

No. 408,888.

•

. � Patented Aug. 13, 1889.

��������- �,
"?-'

�.I.

:E

�

W1TtJE:!35ES

Jc'. � ga.,�-.--

�.@.�

.
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William McCoy

J� 19, 1932.

W. MoCOY

1,841,620

\"ILl !IliiBI!OJt
Filed

•··

I

Sept.

21, 192'7

2 Sbeete-Sb..t

l
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Jan. 19, 1932..

W. McCOY

1,841,620

!ILB !XJIIBI'fOR
Filed Sept. 21, 1927

2 Sbeete-Shett

2

.z

����.

�
8/',�
'A'irORHEY
� >'CJ
--r
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Herman Carl Mueller

(Spoclmena.)

B. C. MUELLER.
PBOOBSS 01' AND APPARATUS FOB KAHlJFAOTURIHG KOS.UOS, &o.

No. 637,703.

Patented Apr. 16, 1895.

209

Herman Carl Mueller and Karl Langenbeck

Patented ffb, 18, 1902�

'No. 693,420.

·

H. C. MUELLER 6. K. LAN&ENBECK.
PROCESS OF GLAZING TIL£.
(� IWI-Il, I�LI

<•• llttdtl.)

Agl

DODO

DODD
DODD

·�===,�' '===='='==�''====�re

iJ

No.

664,169.

. Pa�ented Deo. 18, 1900.
it

C. MUELLER

4

K LANGEN BECK
• .

TILE SETTING.
(lo llolttl.l

� .... l-.17 ... 1100.1

:JI.

•

.

210
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Arthur Osborne

ART�· OSBORNE,

O.F HYDE

:fAR� ASSIGNOR

TO J. G. �J_. F. LOW, OP

CHELSEA, HA:SSACHUSm'S.
DESIGN FOR A TILE OR C�NTER·PIECE.

Doalsa No.l7,385, c1ate4laae 7,1081.

212

213

DESICN.
A. OSBORNE.

Jl!�, AVAILABLE
COP

FIRE PLAOB CASING.

No. 14,385.

Patented Oot. 30, 1883.

� tflo�
�

�7����

\
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DESICN.
A.

BEST AVAilABLE

OSBORNE.

COP\

FAOillG FOR FIBE PLACES.
No.

Patented Oct. 30 1883.

14,384.
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DESICN.
�

BEST AVAILABLE COP'I

A. OSBORNE.

No. 14,383.

FAOillG FOR FIRE PLAOE OABilf&.
Patented Oot. 30, 1883.

� �
�--

..

+�
�

/Z���-
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--

---;--�D�E;SI�CN.

A. OSBORNE.

BEST AVAILABLE CO
P\

FACING FOR FIRE PLACE.
No. 14,382.

Pa.tent e d Oct 30 1883.
·

'

,
.

rtMtvW4
c�/��
,11:-tf!¥2 eL
����...::..____-__:__ --'-'·
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Theodore C. Prouty & Willis Oswald Prouty

June 14, 1932.
.NSTHOD

OP AHD TUNNEL KILN FOR 'l'RB 'fRIA'!'IIBJI'l' 01' CIIWIIC IARB
Filed llarob 24. 1927

I·

1,862,548

T. C. PROUTY ET AL

7

Sheete-Sbeet.

l

218

June 14, 1932.

1,862,548

T. C. PROUTY ET AL

.
MBTIIOD OP AMD TUNNIL KILN POR '1'HB TRBA'Nllll! OP CBIWIIC I�
.

Filed llarob 24, 1927

7

ShH�Itt

2

•

·.�

ATTORNEY.

.

219

--------�--�--���1,8Q2,548
June 14, 1932.
T. C. PROUTY ET AL
MB'l'HOD OP AND !UNNBL KlLN FOR !HB 'l'lliA'ftliUIT OP CIIWUC IARB
Filed Maroh 24. 1927

· t , :·

I
•

"·

I

D
0
D

0

220
.

June 14, 1932..

1,862,548

T. C. PROUTY ET AL

UTHOD OP AND 'I'UNN!L KILN POR THB TR!ATII!ln' OP CIRAIIIC WAU
Filed llarob 24. 1927

. .

7 Sbteto-Shnt

.

.·

�

•

·�

4

221

June 14, 1932.

1,862,548

T. C. PROUTY ET AL

UTHOJ> OP AHD fiUNNBL KIIJI POR TH� TRBATMBH'J' OP CBIWIIC WARB
Filed Karch 24, 1927

.

7 Sheete-Sbeet

.

•

�
.

�

5

222

June 14, 1932.

T. C. PROUTY ET AL

. 1,862,548

MSTHOD OP AND 'l'UHNBL KILII POR THB TRBATIIBHT OP CIIWilC WARE
Filed llaroh 24. 192'7

7 Slaeet..sllHt

6

223

June 14, 1932.
METHOD OP AND

T. C. PROUTY ET AL

1,862,548

TUNNBL KJLH POR TKB TRBATMBNT OP CBRAMIC IARB
f'iled Marob 24. 1927

7 Sbeet&-Sbeet

7

224

�pril

7; 1931.

T. C� PROUTY ET AL

1,799,641

KILH CAR PROPBLLift
Filed April 7, 1927

� ShMta-Sbeet

.

t-1
•

�

.

,

,

,.

1

225

April 7; 1931.

T. C. PROUTY ET AL

1,799,641

KILN CAR PROPBLLBR
Filed April 7, 1927

3 Sheet--sheet

2

226

April 7, 1931.

T. C. PROUTY ET AL

1,799,641

KILN CAR PROPELLBR

Filtd April 7. 1927

II

3 Sheets-Sheet

3

227

Leon Victor Solon

L. V. SOLON.
l£$1li£1T fLOOI,
&PPI.ICATIOI IIUD OCT. IZt 1114.

1,175,816.

PatAmted llar.l4,1916.
I IIUT....IUT I,

t).t)�
.
...
.

..
.
.. ...
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l. V. SOLON.
IUILIEIT flOOI.
APPI.ICATitl IIUt OCT. 12. 1114.

1,176,316.

Patented llar. 14, 1916.
a ..urs-uur a.

.;.3

t'c3

229

George A. Stanbery
G. A. STANBERY.
IIACBIBB lOB OLASIImiG TILES.
UlLl0.\!101 lU.J:D AU, S, UOI.

Patented Nov. 18, 1913.

1,078,883.

0
0

.

I lillfi-IIIH 1.

0

•

•
•

WITN£88E8:

7f. t. �tk-lo

RQ. �.

0

'
I

230

G. A. STANBERY
FoB OLABSU'TUIO TILES.
•

•AOBIIE

1,078,888.

APPLlOA!IOI llLID .UI. I, 1105.

htented Nov. 18, 1913.
IIIUTHUITI.

p

W/TM£88£8:

11.-t�

Q.a..rn�.

1/IYEKTOR

�A�"!/·
���"""
' r ,...

�

Appendix F

United States Patented Trademarks

The United States Patented Trademarks provided in this appendix appear in the same
order as Appendix D, are listed in alphabetical order of the company patenting the item,
and includes both the drawing and explanation that was provided with the patent.
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American Encaustic Tiling Company

TRADE· MARX:.
REGISTERED AUO. 1&, 1!10�.

No 45,389.
•.

AMERICAN ENCAUSTIC TILING 00. LTD
TILES AND CERAMIC \V ARE.
APri.IOUJOJ fli.I:D API. 1. 110�.

.

..

..

.

:1-IJRD R�NE'lJf.�

SECOND RENEWAl

A.E. T.Co.

WIT/IC$8£$:

(;f',lcJ,hlc�
1/E.�
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,\�lt:ICI('.\�

�:�<'Al"STil' TII,IXtt t'O., I.'I'U., t)Jo'

XI-:W rt>IU\, X. \".

TRADE•MARK FOR TILES AND CERAMIO WARE.

No.4&,388.

IL&�tll\&Dd �1&..-lloD.

Jte.rl•�...cl Aug. 10, 1900.

A,UC&ll.a llr4 A,nl I. Ito&. ltrllll• 116.
T"

, II , .,, ""'

S'r.A'rEKlDN'r.
il

111 ''!I ,.,, N"rll:

Be• II ktan\\ 11 lltrtl tin• ..\ "..:uac·.\� 1-:Sf'.\\':o-TU'
'l'ar asn < 'u. . l.ttl., n c·ur, .. •ral inn •lui,\· ur"l.'llll·
.
i:tA'tl nu•l ••xi,lii•J! llll•h•r zuul lo.\' \'irlur u( lh••
lftWJOo nf tiM• :'lnh• u( �t•W \'urk. lllttllaM,Ih'\J in
liar IHitnll)!la uf �lrmlmllllll, •·it,\· nu•l c·uunl.\' fiC
�rw Yurk. iu ..,.,j.J :'lrtlt•. llll•l•luiuJ:I•u..iltl"'-'
Ill 11:!1 nuclll�:S Uruculwny. iu llu• !'lai•l ,•it,\' uC
�t·w \' urk. ha-. "''"''""' fur it.. 11"4' a lnuJ,..
IH:uk. uf wltit·h llw Culluwint! j,;t '''""•ria•tiu11.
11u• tru•J,. ·mark ,.. ,....j..c .. ur tl••• l•·ll'·�
'"�\. 1-:. T." nu•ltlu• nlolon•\'inliun . . ('u,"

'11u• lrnci,•·IIUIrk lm" '""'II c•coUI iuuuu ..J,\· ll"lttl
in hu ..iu'"" Ia)' ,.,;j,J c•nra••mtiun :-in<.."' 11'-.'�1.
111rc:l�t,•wf llll.'n.·h�ttttli,oc• In wllic·h ,.;sillll"*h··

lllllrk j, MI'JII'Uitl'iAh"J j,. lmiMiiiJlllll\l••riMI.Illl•l
t'"' I*�'' i•·ulnr .lc.... ·riaot iuu uf l!"'"'"''ttlll l'l'i....,J
in salcl •·Itt"-" upt�l\ whic·lt Nti•l lr�t•l&'-IIIUI"k il\
u,....l i� 1iJ,.... nneI �.. ·nunic· Wlln'.
·n.., ll'ftcl,..ml\rk ilC u...nllll,\· •li.. t•luy'"l on I lu!
J!IIUIJ" lty lllll'l'\''"'"iiiJ: lilt• Sllltlt' tlil'l'l'lJy tlll'n'•
1111 '•itlu•r In rdi,•f ur in inlMJtliu.
.uu:cu·.,� •:='•'.\\'sTa•·
TIIJ�ci t'tl.. 1.111�
ll)' t;)lll. l:iilll.t:IC.
,.,.,..,,.,11
. ''"'' r�,.,,., '·
Wiuu•»�"�':
J .. •t·r:o� ( •• ( i.\t:.rru,
\\' u.r.r.ur Jo:�m Kl,l\ t:.

St�th! uf ��·w Yurk, c'ttlllll,\' nf ��·w Yurk. """: · l'uih"l �"'""' aaula�:artit-ulul)' lte•lw'"'" ( )hiu
Jo:llu. 1\c•lll.t:u. l�t•inJl ,Jul.\' ")\·urn. ,J,.,.,,..'l' am•l ,•n•r,\· utlll'r �nh• n( tlu• l"nih"l :-iluh.,._
tamI st,\'loolhul ha• j,.tJw :o.'t·rt·lnry auacl tn•�t ..nr••r
ltii'IIK•l \\ ,.,..,. tln•l'nih'tl :'luh�IUttl f••r••ia.!ll llll•
uf lh&''-"'�'�"'natiun.llt•• u ppli•-:tnltnllllt'll iu ah,• tinlll' ua· h1•littn lriiN'loio 111111 aa:�rti•·ularl,\· with
fon'J:llin�,;btll'lll•·ul: tlud hodadic•\·,.,.rlu• fun-• .\u..lrnlill, ( 'hi1111. .latJC&II, A frku aut�l �•Illh
J:uiiiJC ,.l:UA•tU••lll i" lrth•: tluat lw J.,·li••\:t� sa!.l .\am•rit-n zuul tlmt tlu• th>scriattiuH, •lntwin�
('or.. unlli••n I" . .... IIWIII'r ur tlu• lntalt•·l1111fk '""' ,.,.....jm,•u.., t•n"N•IIh.. l trul.\· r•·a•rt'lol'lll llh!

Ac••u:ltt toll(• n·J(i..h•n.,J; tlucl n•tt•llac•q"'"'.,'· lnt•""lnark NIIIJ:ltt tu lor n•J:i..tt•n..l.
lirm. '-'�'�'l"'ntl i1m ur """:•uc: hlliuu. lu .tla,• l"...' u(
�':\Ill
1\0111 EH •
•·
)m; kuuwl..
, h,.'\• am.J IJ\•Iw( lu1"' lh•• l'la.!hl In 11"4!
Micl tnt•lco.uuark c•itlu•r in tlw �lt·nlk·ul (unn
�ul.,..·riiM'Il�tncl.-wnnl lu IM•(nn•mt•, •lllllllry
ur in zmy """h uco:ar n�·mMnu•·•• dwn·tu """
aual•lic·. tlai� :"1 ''">" u( .\a•ril. HMa:••
.
mbrht IIU aal•·ullth.. l lu ,,,...,.h ,•! tb:at 10ai•l
traalc-uuark i" u"'"'' h)· tl� ,.;,a cura•urittiuu in
IS ( '. OJ\ J:Jfl'll.
I Ut.:
h- "- J
..
-.-umcucrc:o �&auonar thu *'''cral Still&."' u( th•• .
.\ill•tr!J l'lf/1/r't·.
�

•
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TRADE·MARK.
_..._·

.

AMERICAN ENCAUSTIC TILING COMPANY, (Limitod.) .
ENOAUSTIO TILES fOR FLOORING, &c.

No. 17,638.

Registered Feb. 18, 1890.

235

UNITED. STATES PATENT OFFICE
-------A�IKUIC!1\� Jo:NCAl'="1'IC 1'1r.I�<: ('().)11'.\�\·, (f.DIITJ-:U,) OF. 1..\�Jo:."$\'IJ,J,I-!. 01110,
.\�U �1-:W \'UJU\, �. \".

TRADE•MARK FOR ENCAUSTIC TILES FOR FLOORINO, &,o

•

.

S!A�'l' ADcl �UA'l'lON or Tred.-M••k !lo. 17,538. �red Fobrury 18, 1800.
AptliaiM a..t A('rilt. lilt.

Th I:' t rncl'-""'"rk ha-c lJccn ('OnlinuC)usly u�
by �'!tiel C:Urttnn&thm l'inr'\• 1-\•hntl\ry I, lgb1)•
. 'l'hC'! c:IM"' u( a:-x�ela lu \-:bMa tltl" I rtaclc-nutrk
It� nt• •ro ttrht h.-c.l L'4 ·lllt'JC, naul tho t�t•ulicmlar -as
tlt.�r t•llnn ul s.•oocl� \."Um •ri.oOCCI lu ,;ucla elA.,,
on which fl l:t UN'41 hy I ae ��aiel c:umpnny b
clll"RU.� ic 1 ih� Cur aJ,,un&, wnlnJ'COlin�. lacarlhll,
\'\."5tihul� d:t". It Lt II:Junlh· nftlxt.'tl to artl·
t"l"J
c. J by hut•r.c..""-"h•:.r tlw "'ul'l un tho bark
JO
thv tile an•l by t•rinlha� Ancl �tt"neUin;: lt on
thv h•tr�l:t or huxn in \\'hlcla tho tiles aro

To all tclum• It mny �om•rr11:
lk• it. known th nt th� .\lumic:.\� •:.sl",\t'.c-.
Tit' 1'n.t.su c. "mii'.\S\', (J.hnih,ocl.) '' t•urr�n•·
tlon or,:nnt1.(.'Cl muh.•rtho lnwH or the l"tnlu or
s �c"· \'urk, luentl-cl In tho city .,r �\lll'l'\'illt•,
.)1 lll'klu,.:um c:ounly, Uhln, nucl tlniiiJt lna"h""""
In �•lcl c:Jt�· c•( Y.:me�willc, nncl nll'oC, In Xl'"'

t

J

York cih·, Xcw '\'urk, h:w ntlut•tt.'\1 fur il" u:-u
•rmclc-)Jnrk (ur 1-'loorin=: 1\IIU ut her 1'ih.'!&,
10 oC �·hlch t ho fullo\\·lng l,c a Cull, clear, n aul vx•
Ac:t. JClteclRc:uliou.
'J'Jao·tnu.lc•lllllrk ohnitl company Nll"i"l� of atnckecL
· In teo.thau•m· "·hm-ur .-.del t"•ana•auy aftlxea
abo word .. �\lhnuahm." 'J'hL"l lu� ;.:�ncrnlly
been nmu1�'tl ns aJao•·n In the nccomlmnyin;: illS l'l�tnnturo in.pr�nl.� oC t..-u witlll'M'IL.
· .uu:RJC.\X t;�c.u·srac
as Cac-sluallo �n\wing, in which 1\ RJtfk'""' lu
tL. • 1
CRJ•ilnllottcrs atnmt•c.o&J lu tho huck u( tin• tile;
TU.I.SO <.'1).. (l.un�)
but other furnu. or l)'JIC IU.1)' be C!niJ,JO)'C.OCI, or
•s Wlf. G. rr..\lflltR.
lt. mny lJo c.lilToronUy nmm�.U or c:ulol'\'ll,
Sq.
Wit n�:
"·ithoul. oanb:rially alteri u� the c1anmcter o!
.
10 tbo tnulc-uu\rk, tho Ct�SCn til\1 feature or which
W)l. I{UI.7.0£AnEH,
Jbnu\" J. 1>£\'LI.S.
Is tlao word "ALIIAliDJL\."
I

l

A

.

.

Stn!O ol

Xc"' Ym·k. elly AIIU county or x�w
.
lork, �=
WILI,I.\ll H. fo'I.AlUI•:n, h4.•111$t duly MWurn ,
tlOJ� naul t'.lt�·" th11t ht! is 1ua ullit-.•r ur tho
5 curpomUun-\'11., thv )il."Cn!t:u·y- tlw Rl, •li·
cnnt. n:um"l in t h�· fun-;.ruin,: flt:alcmeut; t fnl.
bo \'cril�· bc:llcn'l' lhnt tb" Cun·stuiu,: �tlalc
mcul.l� truo; that !flliel('l)rJIOrAliun nt &hit& l.hm•
hn.lfn rJ�ht tu thcu�fl( thcln�h..mnrk thc:wha
ao dt'ICribc.-tl; that. nu uthc.•r l1C'f)41)11, Rrtu. or rur
·
JKlmllc•n b�i" tho ria:lat tc1 Muc:h Ul'lt'. «."ithor In
lhu hhmlicul Cunn or in any .-ucla ..,..,r rc.'tf4•t•i·
blmK.'fJ thun:to M aul"hl lJu culuulnll'tl tc) clc... I

l

.

of

��\·n; 11antitI: IU:ol('t}lJ.)'RJ1tJllcmutln<'ClJDmf\l't'O
with ('nn.ncl:&; lhnl lhc• •l•\'4CriJtlinn nnd Cnc- 15.
11hnlh-M t•n""•JJittl 'fear �mt. lJ111,\' h1{U'\.'Ht•nt.
l luo tnach..mnrk KOn�ht tu ho. n.�i"'tc.·�l, and
tbnt. ho 114'' cllfxcn uC tho l"uhl'tl :-)hilet.

\V)f. 0. l,.I;A:\1 �IJUC,
&nv.
2'\wuna Itt nn•lAUIJOCCriiK"I ht•Coro nao lbia �nl

day of �nuuary, J�t.IO.
[t.. K.l

CJI.\fU,fo:."\ .\. l•' f,UiliRit,

.

.Wiltcrv J"ul,it:, X J: �·ilv 111111 t'urmly.
•.

•
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R1Et�EWED

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
AlOJUCAN BNCA.'tTSTIO TlLING 00.

LTD.,

'l'lU.DB-llABX I'OB

O'P NBWYOBX, N.Y.,

TILES .AND

XOSAIO

AliD

ZAlfESVILLE, OHIO.

'1'lLES.

Registered July 9, 1912.

8'1,307.
Appllca.tloll lle4 lll'onmber 87, 1911.

Serial llo. 58,955.

S'r.A.'r::&:I::M:lDN'r-

To aU whom it may concm&:

Be it known that the AlaRic.ur ENCAUS1'10 'I'lt.t�o Co. Itro., a corpot-ation duly or
ganized nnd e."'dsting under· and by v1rtue
of the Jaws of the State of New York, and
located in the city of New York, borough
of Manhattan, county nnd State of New
York, doing business at No. 1123 Broadway,
in tlle SA id city of New York, and at Zanes
ville, Ohio, has adopted for its use the trade
mark sho,vn in the accompanying drawing.
The trade mark bas been continuously
used in business by said corporation since
Sept. 1, 1900.

The class of merchandise to which this
trnde n1ark is appropriated is Class 12, Con·
struction materials, and tho psn·t.iculnr de
scription of goods oompt•ised in said class
on which said trade mnrk is used are tiles
nnd mosaic tiles.
The trode mark is usWllly displa y ed on
the goods by impressing the same directly
thereon either in 1-elief or in intaglio.
!UIIO!I BIO!USTIO TILING CO. LTD._
By IJflL IGILBI,
Sor:MIIIJ «114 2'rccaurcr.

:O:BlOL.A.B..L'r:ION.

Stntc of New York county of Ne\V Yo1·k as
Ewx. K<Sm.u, being drily swon1, deposes
and says that ho is the secretary and treasurer of tho corporntion, the appliennt
named in the fot-egoing statement; tllat he
believes the fo�oing statement is true;
that he believes stnd co oration is the Olmer
of the trade mark sou t to be registered;
that no other person, nnt. corp()ration, or
association, to the best ox his knowl�e
and belief, hns the �ht to use said mark m
the United States, e1ther in the identical
form or in any such near resemblance thereto as might be calculated to deceive; that said

fr

CoJS.S ot Uda tra4e·JUrk mq

trade mark is used by sojd COl'pol"&tion in
commerce among the several Stutes of tho
United Slates; that the description and
drawing presented truly represent the tmde
mark sought to be re.gu;tcred; and that the
specimens show the trode mark as actually
uSed upon the goods.

E:\.rrr
.w..u.... l"x.HLER
�v

•

.
t
''-·
S\ b scrlued and sworn to '--6
ue.a.o1·e nte th18
20th day of November, 1911.
[L. s.l

Rotarg

EDGAR L. FULMER,
Public, 1!081, N. Y. Oounty.

be obtalucl for tn oull eaoll, 117 a4clrelliq the "Comml.aaloaer of :rateata,

WuJalactoa.

D. 0!'

Re-renewed July 9, 1952 to American Encaustic Tiling Com
pany, Ino., of New York, N. Y., and Lansdale, Pennsylvania,
a corporation ot New York.
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RE.�:JEV\JED
UNITED STATES P.A.TENT OFFICE
AJVm.ICAll DCAUSTIC

TILING

CO. LTD., OJ' lf'BW YOJLE, X. Y., .AlfD ZANlCSVILLB, OHIO.

TBADX-lllAJIJ[ .OB TILES,

AND

JIIOBB J»ABTIOULA.B.LY KOBAIO TILES.

ReglJJte.-ed May 28,1912.

86,681.
Applloatloa

aled Deoea\er lt,

181L

lerl&1 Bo. 80,111.

S'r.A.'rEK:&JN'r.

To all10� it may conctwn:
The cla.ss of merchandiae to which this
Be it known that the AXERtO.I.N ENOAU8· trade�mark ia appro p riated is Class 12,
TIC Tn.ING Co. lm>., a corporation duly or· "Construction materials,'' and the particu
ganjzed and e.xisting under and by virtue of lar description of goods comprised in said
tne Jaws of the State of Now York, and lo- class on which said trade-mark is used is

cated in the city of New York, borough of tiles, and more particularly mosaic tiles.
Manhattan, county and State of New York1
Tho trade-mark is usually displayed on
doing business at 1123 Broadwal, in saia the goods by stam ping or stenciling tlie same
city of New York, and at Za.ne&VJ.Ue, Ohi<?, direCtly on the tiles or products, or on the
has adopted for ita use the trade-mark packages containillg the goods.
shown in the accompanying drawing.
.lJOIIO.AB B!OAVftiO
Th� trad�mark h� been con�lDUO!JslY
!Wl(Q 00. L!J).,
used m bUSlJless by Bald corporntion 8lnce
B7 mL J:OBLBB
November 10, 1911.
&t:nUirr atl b.a.t..

Gobel In
D:Bl0LAB.A.'1"J:ON.

State of New York county of New York ss
Exu. K�JILEa, being duly �orn, deposes
and says that he ia the secretary and husurer of the corporation, the applicant named
in the foregoin g statement; that be believes
the fortgoing statement is true; that he belicves Bald corporation is the owner of the
trade-mark 'sought to be register«\; that no
other pereonJ firm, corporation, or associa
tion, to the best of his knowl�e and belief
has the right, to use said mark 1n the Unit;d
States, either in the identical form or in any
such near resemblance thereto as might be
O.,S. of tJa1a tra4e-aark JU7 be obtalu4

calcula ted to deceive; that said trade-mark
is used by said .firm in commerce among the
seve ral States of the United States; that the
description and drawing presented truly
represent tho trade-ma.rk sought to be�
tei'ed ; and that tbe specimens show_the
trade-mark as actually Used upon the

g!MJL

E:w.L KOH:LER.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

dt.J of Novembor1 1911.
EDGaR L. FULMER,
(L. s.J

28th

N otMy PvliUc, N. Y. CDtmty,

.
#f081.

for l•e oeata taoJa, b7 acl4nallac tJae "Coaalaatoaer of
WuJdqta, ». a.•

htnta.

He-renewed May 28, 1952 to American Enoaustio Tiling Company
,
Inc., of New York, N. Y., and Lansdale, Pennsylvania, a
corporation of New York.
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Beneved to
American

Enoauatic 1'111Dg Company, Ino.,

a

corporation

or Hew York.

li:NITED

STATES PATENT OFFICE.

AV'BRTOAlif JDfOA"''BTTC nLDI'G CO. LTD., OJ/ ZANBSVmJI, OHIO, XA.171UIB, lBW JDBJIY,

.um NBW '!'OBoE, liT.'!'.
TB.ADB-K.AJUI: l'OB. WALL, l"LOOB., Alfl> OBJIJNG TILll8 JIOB. DJTDIOB. .um BXTBlLIOB.

PUB.POS:U.

11�.'2'11.

AppUoatioa flri Ko'ftll'ber 8, 1818.

To tJll fDMmil may C<mefm:
Be it known that the Aln:ax.OAN ENO.tJS·
no Tu.mo Co. InD. a corporati on dulJ
o� under the hws of the State of
�ew York. with factories at Zanesville,
Ohio, and Maurer, New. Jersey, and oftioc8
at Zanesville, Ohio, and Now York, N. Y.,
·

�

the New York office
located at 16 East
Fortieth streett in said c1ty, h&;S adop� for
its use the tn.ue-mark shown m the accom·

panying drawing._said co�ration being t�e
aole owner of Trade-Mark No . 45,389, regts

tered August liS; 190�.
The claa� of merchandise to whieh this
trade mark is appropriated is Cltuss 12, Con-

, Registered Mar. 6, 1911.
lerlallfo. 89,0M.

struction mataials, and the �rtieular de
scription of goods comprised in said claM
on which the trade marlt ia used by said cor
�ration is wall, floor and ceiling tiles for
mterior and exterior purposes.
Tho trade mark baa been usod continu
ously in the businea of aid corporation
since .August 1918.
The tra de mark ia applied or affixed to
�e goods }?y �p� the same upon the
tiles, or by pi� thereon a label on which
the trade mark ia Shown.
.A)[IJUOU BKOAUSTlO 'I'ILilrQ CO. LTD
B1 IJII.L XO.II£0.
&t:nllltr & 2'r.uwcr.
••

::O:BlOL.A.B.A.':t'J:O:N'.

State of New York county of New York •
Exu. KoBLER, � duly sworn, deposes
·and aaya that h8 is the secretaq and treu-

trade mark is U8ed by said corporation in
commerce among th e several States of the
United States; that the description and
urer of the corporation, the apphcant DAmed drawing presented truly represent the trade
in the foreJOin
tement; tha t he believes mark sought to be re� and that thP.
ent is true; that he bo- spec;imens show the trade mark as actuAlly
the fo�mg

sf..:n

lioVCll Bald cor �ration ia the owner of the
trade mark sought to be �; that flO

other penon, ffrm corporation, or a880Cl&
tion, to the beat of hi; Jmowl� and belief,
has the �t to use said trade mark in the
United States, either in the identical form
or in any 8\leh riear reaembllin� thereto u
might be calculated to deceive; that said

USed upon the goods.

EMIL ItOHLER.

Subicribed and sworn to before me thils
31st day of October, 1916.

[r..a.]

PASCHAL J. FERR�

Notary

P�Uc.

OtpSea .t tlll �k aa, 111 olltalu4 f• An oata tuJt, 117 a44rtlt1q tM • Ooaaluloaer of :ratata,
Wulllqtu, :D. o.•
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mTED STATES PATENT OF.FICE.
A'MD.JQ.Alf

DCAUSTIO

TJUJ)li-YAJUt J'OB

111,865.

ZAlOSVILLB, OHIO; JU.�
YO:&X, N. Y.

TILING 00. L'l'D., O"R
.TBBBBY, .Alf]) N'BW

WALL, FLOOR,

POll IlfTBB.IOB

A1'ID CBILiliG TILB8
.PlJ1LP08B8.

ApplloaUoa lle4 Jlarola M, 1818.

AlrD

lfBW

BX'l'BBI.Oll

Regls�red Aug. 8, 1916.
lerlalllo. N,l16.

S'r.4'r:&JKlD:N'1'.

on which the trade mark is used by said
corporation is wall, ftoor and ceiling tiles for
interior and exterior ptl.rpOiel.
or� undu the laws of the State of
The trade mark has been used continu
N ew York. with factories at Zanesville, ously in tho business of said corporation
Ohio, and Maurer, New Jersey and oftlces since July 1, 191�.
Tho trado mark is applied or a8ixod to
at Zanesville, Ohio and Now York N. Y.
the New York oifce being located at 16 the packages containing the 200ds. by plac
East Fortieth street, in said city, has adopt- ing thereon a label on which lbe trade mark
eel for its \180 the trade-mark consisting of ia Shown, and said mark is ap p lied direetly
the word "Cqstallinic" shown in tho aceom- to t.he goods by oftizing a label thereto.
pany� dra'fn:DS.
The class of merchandis6 to which tbia
A.DIICA.IJICA.USTIO 'l'lLDG CO. LTD.,
trade ma.rk is ap�ropriatod in Class 12
By BJOL �GIILD.
Conattuction materialS, and the particuJar
s..,..,•�·
description of goods comprised in said clasa
To all tDMm il may�:
Be it known that the AlORl<ax Elf.
OAVsriO Tn.tN o Oo.I.Jro., t. corporation duly

CRYSTAWNIC
l:>lDO:C..A.:R.4'rl:ON.

State of New York county of New York a said trade mark is used by said co�ration
EKrL .IDSJIL'Bil, being dUly sworn, depoae1 in COI1Uil(\l"ee among the e&voral Stt.tea of
and says that be is the secreta � and t.reu- the United States: that tho description and

urer of the corporation, the a p pbcant named
in the foregoing statement; ta
h .
t he believes
the fo�ing statement is t.rtte; that he be.lieves &ald corporation is t.bo owner of the
trade mark eo ugbt to be �red; that ?W
other porson1 .fl�, corporation, or 881J0Qla·
tion, to the best of his knowledge and be
lief bas the right to use said trade mark
in ihe United s-tates, either in the identical
form or in any 811ch near resemblance there
to u might. be calculated to deceive; that

drawing present;{ tru� represent the trade
mark sought to be registered and that the
fac-similes show the trade mark as acttJ ally
used upon the goods.
EMIL KOHLER.

Subscribed and sworn to before

[1.. a.]

me

this

1916.
PASCHAL J. FERRARA.
Notary Pvlilic.

lOth day of March,

_..,. ef WI tra4e-auk aq 'be ob1a!Jle4 for be ..ata ..0. ., a44realar tbt
WuJWacto,a, D. o.•

•

Oow•'ufoaer ot htu.tl,
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UNIT:ED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
AXRB.IOAli

Do.AVSTIC TILIBG CO. LTD., OJ- ZAJBSV'ILLE, OKIO: KAlTB.SB,
nms:BY. AlfD nw YOU. x. Y.

TB.Al)JS.XA'B.K

l'O'B. WALL, n.oc>B,

Alm OB.nDrG '1'li.Jr8 :.011.
P'CT:aPOs:BS.

Dl'l'JDLIO:a

All1)

JrZW

UTDIO'B

Begist&red Aug. 8, 1916.

111,866.
Appl1oattonlle4 Kuoll u, ltle.

lerialll'o. N,l17.

S'X'..t..TlDWlDNT.
To allvhomitmay�:
acription of goods comprised in said class
Be it known that the .Al.nuuOA..."�' Elf. on which the trade mark ia u&Od by Sl\id cor·
OAumo Tn.IMo Co. JJro.• a corporation duly �ration is wall, floor and ceiling tiles for
organ!ze.d under tbe h�owe of the State of 1ntuior and exterior pu�
Yow York. with factories at Zanesville,
The trade mark ha8 been used continuously
Ohio, and l!au.rer, New Jereey, ud offices in the business of said oorporntion since
at Zanesville Ohio, and New York, N. Y., JuJ.y 1, 191G.
1
the New York office �ng located at 16 East
The trado mark is applied or affiDd to t11e
Fortieth street, in said city, has adopted !or packages containing the goods, by plAcing
its l1.M the trade-DW'k consisting ot the word tb�Qn a label o n whieh the trnde muk is
"Gresilio" shown in the accompanying shown, and snid mark is �pplied directly to
.
the goods by affixing a label thereto.
dra
iallit of merchand.iae to which this
AJII&ICU JIOiUS'fiO TIWG- 00. llfD
irade mark is a:pJ>ropriated is Class 12 Con·
By IKIL IOJILB&.
atruction materials, and the particular de-s.r.t.r ct 2Nuww.
·

�

.•

GRESitiO
:D;&JOL.ABA.TJ:O:N.
Stato of New York county of New York as
EJOL Kijm.a, being duly sworn, deposes
and sa� �bat he is .tho secretAu-f and treasurer of the corporation, the applic&llt named
in the forep>ing statement; that ho believes
the fo�omg statement is true; that he be·
lieves 81Ud corporation is the owner of the
trade mark aouaht to be �; that no
corporation, or associ&·
oth&r penJOn
1
tion, to th& DeBt of his Jmowledge and be·
lief1 has the right to use sai<l trade mark in
the United States, either in the identical
form or in any such near �blance theret o as might be calculated to doooive; that

�'

said trade mark is used by said corporation
in commerce t.mo�g the several States of the
Uni� States; that the description and
draWing pnee nted trm, represent the trade
mark sought to be�; and that the
f-ac-aimiles show tllo trade mark 11 aetually
WJCd upon the good&
E)UL KOBLER.

•

Subscribed and sworn to before me this
March, 1916.
(r..&.] PASCHAL J. FERRARA,
Notary P�

10 day of

OopJea ot WI Cn4o-aarkaqlte o'bt&lae4 for An oeata eaoh, )J &4dreulac tlM .. Co•a.t•oaer ol htuta.
W�».o.•
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
A'Mll"B.TOAJ1' DCA1J8T'IC 'l'ILIN'O 00. LTJ)., 01' ZAIOSVILLB,
J'BBSEY, .um OW YOU, Jl. Y.
TJLAD:B-XARX J.'O'B

111,86'7.

WALL, l'LOO�

All]) OKJ1'.IHO TILliSl"O'B
P'D'J1,1J08D.

.AppUeatloalle4 XucJa M. ltll.

OBIOJ KAVBBB. lrBW

111'TlUUO'B

.urD

BX'rE'BIOB

Registered Aug. 8, 1916.
latal•e. N,Jll.

ST.A.TlDKlDNT.

ToalltD/wm.itmtJY�:

Bo it known that the .A.xaiCAx ExCAU8TIO Tu.tMo Co. Lro., a co�rat.ion dulr
o� under the laws of the State of
New York with factories at Zanesrille,
1_
Obio, and .naurer,
New Jentey, and o8ices
at Zanesville1 Ohio, and New York, N. Y.,
the New York oftico bcillJ located at 16 East
Fortieth street, in said Clt):, bas ado p ted for
ita u.ec tho t.rade-mark consiating of the word
"Tounino" ahown in the ac:eompanying
drawing.
The Clnas of mercllandiae to which this
trade mark is t{>propriated i$ Class 12 Conetruction materiAle, and the particular de-

scription of sroodl compriled in said claas
on which the tnde marlt is used by said cor
porat.ion is wall, floor and ceiling tiles for
mterior and exterior purposes.
The trade mark hal bean uaed eontinu
ously in the buainesa of said corporation
since Juy 1, 191G.
l
Tho trade mark is applied or aftixed to the
J!&ckages containing tile goodl, by pla�
thcrton a label on whicb the trade mark l8
shown, and said mark ia � pplied directly to
the goods by affixing a label thereto.
illDIO.ARIRO!VftiO tl£1118 CO. L'I'D••
B7 IJliL IGllLII.
8.,.,., It flwnno.

TOURAINO
:OlDOL..t..:R.A.T%0:N.

State of New York county of New York 11 trade mark ia uaed by aid corpontion in
Exu. Kaw.a, being dUly sworn, depoeea commerco among the aeveral States of tho
and •ys that. be is the seeretary and treu- UniCOO States; that the description and
urer of the corporation, tho applicant na.med dnwing pre1e11ted truly repreaent. the trade
in the fo�oing statement; that be believes mark sought to be� and that tbe
the fo�ing statement is true; that he b&- fac-simileS show the trade mark u actually
lievee aaad corpc?ration is the owner of the used upon the good&
trade mark sought to be �; that no
EMIL KOm.ER.
oth�r �n, firm. corporation, or aaeocia
tion, to the best of his linowledge and belief,
Subscribed and swom to before me this
has the �t to use said trade mark in t.he
lOth day of }{arch, 1916.
UnitM States, either in the identical form
or in any wch near resemblance thereto as
[x..a.) PASCHAL J. FERRARA.
might be ealeolated to deceive; that said
Noklty Pvbtlc.
c.,s. ef Uda traAt-� aq .. o1rta1uc1 tor tneuta •ala, )J........, tU • C.••Aioaer Iff J'ateaaa
w�».o.•
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
A'MJDI.IOAll' JDI'CA.VB'riC 1'ILDJG CO. LTD., 0� ZAlfJI8VILLB,
JBBSBY, AlO) lOW YOBX, llr. Y.
TlLADB.KA.BX �B.

WALL, J"LLOB.

OJIIO; JU�

lfliW

AlfD CBtLDTG TILlt8 �OB. Jl1"1'BB..OJI. .urD JIXTBB.IO:&
PUB.POD8.

Begletered Aug. 8, 1916.

111,868.
.lppUoaUoa llt4 Kanh 1&, 1111.

la1al Jlo. II,IIL

ToallwAomUmay�:
which the trade mark ia tiled by said co�
Be it known that the Axu.laAX E.'(CAtJa· ration is wall, ftoor and ceiling tiles form

nc

Tn.nro Co. Ino.,

a corporation duly 01"

ganised under the laws of the State of NeW"
York, with factories at Zanesville, Ohio, and
Mauru, New JertJtey and oftloes atZAnesvill�
Ohio a!ld New York, N. Y., the Now York
,_
oftloe Dei.ng located at 16 East Fortieth�
in said city, baa adopted for its use the trade
mark consisting of Ute wo rd "Adventurino"
shown in the accompanying drawinJ.
The cl aas of merchandise to which this
trade mark is al_lpropria� is Clat18 12 Con
struction matonlils, and tho particular de·

seription of goods comprised in said c1aaa on

terior and uterior purpoefll.
The trade mark hu been used continuously
in the busin• of llid corporation since
J�y 1, 191G.
Tbe trade mark ia applied or aftixed to the
packages containing Uie � by. p�
the�n a Jabd on which the trade mark 18
shown, and said mark ia applied directly to
the�bydbmgaW*th�
!DIIO.lliJIOA11mC flLD(Q CO. LfD.,

JyUILibLD.
8«N�MJ-'

�.

AVENTURINE
l:>lDOL.A.B.A."rJ:ON.

State of New York county of New York a
Exu. Kom.u, being duly sworn, depoaee
a nd aays that he is the IOC1"eta!J' aird treuurer of the corporation, the a p
plicant named
in the foregoing lltatement; that. he believa
the fo�oing stttement. is true; that he belioves 111d co �ra tion is the owner of the
trade mark aotiaht to be �;that no
ot.ber peraon, .ff
rm, corpomtion, or aaaocia
tion, to the best of his knowledge and belid,
baa the right to usc said ttade mark in the
United States, eithor in the identieal form or
in any such near reaemblance thereto aa
might bo calculated fo decein; thai said

trade mark is uaed by eaid corporation in
among the several States of the

commerce

United States; thAt the deeeription and
drawing presented t.rul)' ropreeent the trade
mark sought to be �; and that the
faa.imilea show the trade mark u actually
used u pon the goods.

EMIL KOHLER.

Subscribed and swom to before me thia
lOth day of )larch, 1�16.
[L.a.]
PASOHAL J. FERRARA.
Nolary Pvbtlc.

Oepiea et tlda � a.q be ...... tor tn•••...aa. 'J �ua. .. o-••.Soacet J'atata.
W�D.O."
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE .
.pnml'CAlJ' lDlCAVSTIC

'l'ILlllG

CO. LTD.,

'l'B.ADB--JU.B.X

ZA.NESVILLB, OBIO; KAU'lLlDir,
YO:BX, ll. Y.

o:r

.TEBSBY, AllD lOW

NEW

J'OB WALL, FLOOR, AlJD CEILDJO 'riLES l'OB nrrEBIOB AlfD UTEBIOB
PUUOSES.

111,869.

.lppl1cat1oa Ale4 llaroll M, ltUL

To all whom it moy concem:
Be it known that the AXEJU�"f ENCAW·
TJC Tu.tNo Co. !Jr»., a co�ration duly or
nnized under the laws of the State of New
York, with factories at Zanesville, Ohlo, and
Maurer, New JNsey, and oflicesat Zanesville,
Ohio, and Ne\V York, N. Y., the N e w York
office being located at Hl East Fo rtieth
street, in said cit.y, has adopted for its
use the trade-mark consisting of the word
"Ming" shown
in the accompanyjng draw.

ing.
The class of merchandise to which this
trade mark is a�,>propriated is Class 12, Con
struction mateniila, and the particular de
scription of gOods comprised in said clnaa

Regl.atered Aug. 8, 1916.
leriallro. N,IU.

on which the trade mark is used by said
corporation is wall, floor and ceiling tiles
for interior and exterior purpoaes.
The b-ade mark has been used continu
onsly in the business of said corporation
sinco July 1, 1916.
The trade mark is npplicd or aJBxed to the
P.&ckages containing the � by placing
thereon a label on whicli the trade mark
is shown, and said trade mark is applied
directly to the goods by affixing a . label
thereto.
.lDIIO!lf IJfO!US'flO !ILI!G 00. LTD.,
BJ UIL IOJILU.
BCI'fllltJ lr TNalur•.

·MlNG
:C:BJ O:t..A.:R.A.'r:Z:ON.

State of New York county of Now York as
E KIL KOBI..Ba, being duly swom, d eposes
and t.reasand says that he is the
urer of the corporation, the app hC&D t named
in the fo�oing statement; that he believes
the fo�mg statement is true i that he believes 11a1d corporation is the owner of the
trade ma.rk sou
Jr ht to be registered; that no
other �son, nrm corporation, or aasocia
tion, to the
of ias linowledge and belief,
has the right to use said trade mark in the
United States, either in the identical form
or i n any such near resemblance thereto as
might be ealculated to deceive; that said

eecretaq

be&�

b

trade msrk is used by said corporation i n
ID10Dg the several States of the
United States; th at the descri�on and
dra� presented tru11 represent the trade
mark sought to be registered; and that the
fac-similes show the trade mark as actually
UJed upon the good&
commerce

EMIL KOHLER.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this
lOth day of March, 1916.

[L.a.]

PASCHAL J. FERR�
Noti:Jry P
ublic.

Clot* er Wa tn4..auk aq h oMataed for 1ft OtataiUJ&, )J uanutq t.u • .,...wlnlqtr ot httab,
WaaJatarta, D. 0."
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
AKBJtiCAN BNCAUS'l'IO 'l'ILING CO. :LTD.,

OJI ZAlfESVIL.:LB, ORIO; JU.lJ".BBB,
YORE. JJ. Y.

lBW

JDSBY, AliiD lOW
T&&DB-JI(ABX POJI,

WALL, :n.oo:a,

AND OBI:LING TI.LJal POJI,
PtnLPOB.D.

Dl'l'BB.IOJI,

.um

BX.TBBIOJI,

Registered Aug. 8, 1916.

111,8'70.
ApplioaUOil !le4 Karolll6,1818.

lerl&l Jro. 81,811.

S'1'A'1'lDK:mN'1'.

To all fDMm U m<.ay concern:
Be i' known that the AxmuGAN EN·
OA178'110 'l'u.nio Co. Lro., a co�oration dul!

or� under the laws of the State of
New York., with factories at Zanes�
Ohio, and Maurer, New Jersey, and oBicel
at Z&nesvil1e, Ohio, and New York, N. Y.,
the New York office � located at 16 East
Fortieth street, in said City, has a do pted for
ita U8e the trade-mark co� of the word
"TWIC&Ilo" shown i n the accompanying

drawing.

The ClaBS of merchandise to which this
trade mark is •,t>propriated is Class 12, Con
struction mater18ls, and the particular de-

scription of. goods comprised in said class on
which the trade mark 18 used by aid co�
ration ia wall, floor and ceiling tiles for Ul
terior and exterior pu �
The trade mark has been used continu·
oualy in the business of said corporation
since December 19H.
The trade mark is applied or aftixed to the
J>ackages containing the 200da. � placiD$
thereon a label on which lhe trade mark 18
shown, and said mark is �p plied dil'ectly to
the goods by �g a label thereto.
AIIBJ.IO.U IJOJ.Umo fiLllfO 00. L'fD.,
B1 DIL IGJILD.

.sc.t.r clr 2\-......

T:.USCANO
DlDOL.A.:R.A.'r%01<1".

State of New York oounty of New Yor-k as trade mark is used by said corporation in
EMIL Kam.u, being dUly sworn, depoees commerco among the several States of the
and says that he is the �ry and treaa- United States; that the descri p tion and
urer of the corporation, the applicant. named drawing proeented trul)' represent the trade
in the fore,going statement; that he believes mark· sought to be regJstered; a nd that the
tho f�ng statement is true; that he be- fac-aimiles show the trade mark as actually
lieves sa1d corporation is the owner of the u.sed upon the goods.
trade mark soUaht to be reP.tered; t hat !lo
E:MIL KOHLER

other �n, nrm corporation, or aasoo&·
tion, to the best ofbia knowl� and belief,

has the right to use said trade mark in the
United States, e ither in the identical fonn
or in any such near resemblance thereto as
might be calculated to deceive; that said

•

Subacribed and awom to before
lOth day of M&rch, 1916.

[L. sJ

me

thiA

PASCHAL J. FERR.A.RA,
Notary Pwlic.

a.,s.. of WI �t 11a7be Olltalae4 for Aft eeata lUll,� aldreulac tiM •Oolualufour
'Wuldqta, D. o.•

ot hteata.
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
IJDQlTOAlf JDTCA1J'8'1'10 'l'ILDlG 00. LTD., OJ' ZAlDIBVILL-,
AlfD OW YOJUt, liJ. Y.
TJUJ)B-X
ABX J'OB

111,920.

WALL, noo�

.urD OWLIJI'G fii.DS
PUli.POSa

AppUoaUoa llecl XarU H, 1118.

OHIO; JU.l1lLBB, OW DBSBY,

J'OB Drl'DIOB

AlfD

:&XT:&BIOB

Registered Aug. 15, 1916.
leriaJ :.o.ts,lll.

8'1'A'1'lDKlDN'1'.

which the trade mark is used by aaid cor-�ra�on ia waJl, �oor &nd ceiling tiles for
mterior and exteri or pu.g>oses.
The trade mark baa been used contino
oualy in the business of aaid corporation
sinoe July 1, 191G.
The tnde mark is applied or aftixed to the
packages containiDg the� by p�
thereon a. label on which the trade iDark 18
shown, and said mark � _Applied directly to
tho goOds by a.fbing a. lAbel thereto.

ToallU!Aom.Umayc(IMem:

Be it known that t.be A.xul� ENOA'C8·
no 1'u.lxo Co. lm>., a corporation dulr_or-

�nized under the lawa oflhe State of New.
york. with factories at Zanesvill � Ohio,
and Maurer

New Jeraay

and offices at

Zanesvill6, Ohlo, and New ork, N.
New York oflice being located at 16
Fortieth street, in &�ud city, has adooted

\r

·

Y.E�

for its uao the trade-DW'k consiating ol the
word "Cbineaco", shown in the accompany-

ing_drawing.

The claaii of merchandise to which this
trade mark is appropriated is Clue 12, Con·

struction

materiill, and

the �r

j.JJIIC!J JIO!U8'fJO
flLllfO oo. J.D..
IJ b1L IIIILU,
s_,., 11 n.....r

de-

scription of goods compriled in said claae on

:plDOL.A.:&.A'1'%0N.

State of New York county of New York •
EKIL K6m.a, beiDg dUly sworn, depoeee
and says that he is &he secretary and tteuurer of the corpol"'ltion, the appficant named
in the foro_going statement; that he believes
th e fore�1ng statement is true; that he b&lio'Tea S&ld co�ration is the owner of the
trade mark eought to be �; that !10
other �, film corpora.tion, or foiiOC1&oo
tion, to the best of his linowledge and belief,
has the right to use laid trade mark in the
Un�ted States, either in the identical form
or m � aucll near resemblance thereto as
might bl calcultted to docaiYo; that l&id

trade DW"k ia u.eed by said corpora.tion iD
commerce among the .,.,.eral States of the
United States; t.ha.t the description a.nd
dra.wing praented kulf represent tbe trade
mark sought to be� and that the
fac-similes ahow the ti&de muk u actually
used upon the good&

EMu:, KOHLER.
u.u8CI'.
and sworn to before mo this
S-'---ibed

·

lOth day of Maxcll, 1916.
[L.St)
PASCHAL J. FERRABAJ.
Notl#y Ptiblic.

OIIUitl WI tnte-�IIQ' .. eMIIaet t•lft eeatl euJa. � .....�1M.
..
"Oep•teloiU tl :h...ta,
.
�a�·
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Rane\7ed to
American Encaustic Tiling Co. Ino.,

&

corporation

of Nel7 York�

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.
AXBBJQAJT JDfQAVS'l'IC TILilfG CO. IJm., o• ZAlFBSVILLE,
AlfD lfEW YOJLX, ll. Y.
&eB-XAlLX �03 W�

n.oG�

OHIO; JU.'UlUlB, HBW nmDY,

AliD omLIKG TILB8 :roa
P1J'JLPOU8.

Dn'DIOB

AliD JIXTDIO.B

Reglstored Aug. 16,1916.

111,993.

Applklat1alle4 Xanla 1&. 1111. lul&lllo. N,UO.
STATJDKJDNT.

scription of goods comprised in snid class
Toall1DMmitfMY�:
Be it known th at the Axlt&Ia.ut ENCAV¥· on �bich the trado mark is ua.'<i by said
no Tu.tNo Co. lm>., a corporation duly corporation is wall, ftoor and ot\iling tilts
O!'J&Dized under the laws of the
of for interior and uterior purpoees.
New York, with factories at Zanesville,
1'he u:ade mark has bee n used cont.inu·
Ohio, and Maurer, New Jerse], and o11ices at ousJy in the business of said corporation
Zanesvllle. Ohio, and New York, N. Y.t..the since July 1, 1915.
The trade mark ia applied or alixed to
New York office beiDa located at 16 .r;ast
Fortieth street, in aicfcity, has adopted for the p&ebps containing tho g� b_y plao
ita uae the trada-mark co� of th& word !ng thereon a la.bel on which tbo trade mark
" Velour"
shown in the accompanying is Shown, and said mark is � applied directly
dra!'ing.
to the goods by affixing • label thereto.
The Clua. of �� to which this
AJI.IIIOA.H DOAU8!IO fiLDO CO. LfJ),,
trade mark 18 &.{>J>ropnated Ja Class 19 Con11 JMI£ IGBLD.
atn�cticm materWs, and the puticular de8«1'1161J 1r rr..r..

State

DlDOLABATl:O:N.

State of New York county of New York 11 trade mark is used by said corpot11.tion in
of tho
EKJL K6m.a, � dUly sworn, depoeea commerce among the several
and saya that ho is the aecretary and treu- United States; that the description and
ure.r of the corporation, the applicant named dra.'!ing preeentecl tru11 repreeen� tho trade
in t.he fore,going atatement; that he believes mark sought to be .-egiatertd; and that the
tbe fo�mg statewen� is true; that he be· tac-similea show the trade mark u actually
lie� SIUd corporation is the owner of the used upon tho goods.
trade mark eo�to be registered; that no
EMIL KOBLER.
r r.
11 -···
corporation, or UIIOCiaother �,
-�
to
best
tion,
of
the
bowl� and belief, 1
om to before roe this
hu the right to UJe said trade mark in the
lOth day of March, 1916.
United S&atee, either in tho identical form
or in any soeh near nllllWhlance thereto as
[.r. a.l PASCHAL J. FEBR.ARA1,
NDttzry PvJJilc.
might be caleulated to deeeive; tlat_ a&id

StAtes

�.•

·

.•

•.

• -

Su�bed :md .:W

OepSet of WI tra4e-aw'k ..,. .. oM&becl tw '" ...ta ..111.117 a4mulq u.e • Ooaalutoaer
W&�Jdq1a, D. o.•

ot :ratata.
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.t<enewed to
�rican �caustic �iling Company,

Ina., a corpo

ration of New York.

tJNlTEf> STATES PATENT 0FF1CE.
AXPB.Jca.Jf DCA178TIO TJLDrG 00. v.rD., 01' ZAli1I8V1I.I.B, OBIO; KA."U'BBB. li1IW' .J"BBSBr,
AJm DW YOBK, •• Y.
D&DE-YAJl.X .OBI'AIBJIOll OL.AY TILB8 .OB TlDili1TBBIOB AJm DITJG&IO:& SlT.BJ'A.aBS
0.1' W..6.LLB, J'LOOliB, AJfD cm1LDTG8.

123,011.

:aeptered Oct. 8, 1918.

AJtUcatla t1d4 JUrola ... ltll. lai&l:B'o. 81,111.
STATE:ME:NT.

ToallwAomil��:
Be it known that the AVDJOA..� ENe.t.118TIO Txwto Co. Lm.t a corporation du.lr
o� under the Jaws of the State of
New York, with factories ·at Zanesville.
Ohio, and M&urer, N. J-.,_ and oflioes a.t
Zanesville. Ohio, and New rork, N. Y.Lthe
New York omoe beinlc located at 16 �ast
Fortieth � in saicf'city, has ado p ted for
its use the tn.d&-mark co� of tho word
" Canterburio" shown in the accompanying
drawing.
The C1aas of merchandise to which this
trade mark ia appl'Opriated in Class 12, Con
struction mateii�J.s, and the particular de
scription of £OOds comprised in said class

on which the trade mark ia used by said cor
poration is fai61lce clay tiles for the uterior
�d. interior surfaeea of walls, ftoors and
061hnp.
The trade mark has been

used contiuuoosly
in the business of said corporation since

JuJy 1, 1915.
The trade mark ia applied or a8ixed to the
packages containing the P.><�s, by p�

thereon a label on which the tnde mark JS
shown, and said mark is a pplied &lao directly
to the goods by aftWng a label thereto.
UUIO!I UOJ.U8'll0 ftLIJ&
. 00. LID..

11 DJL IOIILII.

&tt:nllltr 4r n.....aw.

CANTERBURIC
DE:OLARATION.
State of New York county of New Yoit •
tnde mark ia used by said corporation in
EMIL n� beiJlg duly sworn, depoeee commerce among the several States of the
and says that ·he is the secretary and troa&- United :Jtat.; that the description and
urer of the co� ration, the ap plicant named
drawing presented trul.f represent the trade
in the fore_going statement; that he believes mark �t to be � and that the
the fo.re�mg statement is true; that he be- fac.similes show the trade mark as actually
Haves said co �ration is the owner of the used upon the good&
trade mark sount to be l"efP.stered; that �4
EMll· KOHI.ER.
other �n, ftim coqH)ration, or &SIOOI&
tion, to the best of hi; mow� and belief,
Subscribed and awom to before me this
has the �ht to use said trade mark in the lOth
day of March, 1916.
United States, either in the identical form
or in � such near reaemblanee thereto aa
[L.a. ] P.A.SCHAI. J. FERRARA.
migh t be calculated to deceive; .that said
Notary PWJZi41.
·
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:O:hth· ••f �1:1:-.•;n·hu...·ll:o. �ulli1lk, "':
1
.t. 1·', folt\\, JM•Jil;: tlttly :0.'.\'IJI'II, clt•JK1!04?o :Jitt(
.··a,1lllmt J.., i"':''"'''"J,..,.,,IItw lirm caf.J. ti.!
·\ .1. f·'. IJ•u·. alt.,. �•t•t•li•"''"'" '"""'"I lu th,.
t f•.•li;:••h•;: Nalt•ln•·•·t� th:al· J11· \'t•a•lh· l�llo•\'t�
111!11 I�••• f••rc·;:·••n:: -t:•lt·llll'lll i.,ltlll': tlud lhi�'
lir'tll l•a ..
. Ul I hi�'> l!m•; 11 ti;:ltl tc•llw 11"4• ufll11•
lr.t•l•··tt�otrl.. Jhrwi�t ,J,.,..·rit1t,.f: tlmL n•• utJu•a·:
'" t?<tr•. r.tt•t. "' I ·•I)M•r.tlioll lt:t'4tlll' right lot.
' rm nr 1111111)' i
'� Joltl'h n••·. •·•ll•c.·r i•n !•d•h•ltitC'IIlJu
,,wt•••-:arh-:-•·• ''':.. ,.."''ht·I"Ciu:l"fnl;thiiK•c.':tl·
••:ahh •I I·• .:, . • :' r•; I h:ct II I.;.,,.,..,, h,\' N,1itlllnll
•

:

'
J

tn ,.,,,JiniC'rw "i!h ft•n:i;:u lttllious, nud tmrlf\'UJUrJy "lib firt':ll Jhitulll ;uull':l\l:tdn, aDcl
lhatlhr.•h·IOC'tiJ'ItiouM•l f:tt·J�imill'fiJ•rettttntctl 15
J )' r�·ph.'M'ul the tr:ulo • mnrk .
liar rt 'C'Itr•l lrtl
l'ttllghl tot,he rt".:i,.tt•J'ftl.

JOHX 1-', J.OW.

=-'wuru saml ,.,all'lft'll�ll•clim� tn", n ju.ttlee
or llu! lM'IlC'C•. IIlL& l!llh cl:t)' ur J\liGU.IJt, A. J).
11'.�1.
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·
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